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Constraining the properties of gas around galaxies

through absorption along multiple lines-of-sight

Alexander Beckett

Abstract

In this thesis we study the relationship between galaxies and the surrounding gas

at redshifts . 1 using absorption spectroscopy along multiple, closely-spaced lines-

of-sight. We use high-resolution UV spectroscopy of a projected quasar triplet at z

∼ 1 to detect absorption due to the Lyman-α transition of neutral hydrogen across

the redshift range 0 < z < 1, as well as absorption lines attributed to numerous

metal species. Alongside a variety of imaging and spectroscopic data covering fore-

ground galaxies in this field in optical and near-infrared wavelengths, we attempt to

constrain the likely origins of this absorbing gas in a range of galaxy environments.

Using our catalogue of ≈ 270 identified H i absorption systems, ≈ 150 metal

line absorption systems, and ≈ 1000 galaxies with confident redshift measurements

within a few Mpc of the sightlines, we apply statistical tests utilising this large

sample size, and also attempt to model in detail the absorption around a smaller

number of galaxies and galaxy groups.

We find that absorption is detected at a similar redshift in multiple lines-of-sight

(separated by ∼ 400 kpc on average) significantly more frequently than in a sample

of mock absorbers with randomised redshifts. This is driven primarily by absorbers

with column densities greater than 1014cm−2, whilst weaker absorbers do not appear

in multiple sightlines more often than the random sample, suggesting that they arise

in the intergalactic medium.

Using H i, a bimodality is found in the azimuthal angle distribution of galaxy-

absorber pairs with impact parameters . 300 kpc. We attribute this primarily

to minor-axis outflows and major-axis accretion. This picture is supported by the

observations that absorbers near the major axis show a significant preference towards

line-of-sight velocities aligned with the kinematics of the galaxy (where available),

and that those near the minor axis more frequently exhibit metal absorption (most
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notably Ovi) at the same redshift.

By probing the gas around galaxies at multiple locations, we rule out simple disk,

halo and outflow models around several isolated galaxies, and provide constraints

on the velocities, opening angles or scale heights for any such structures around

several additional galaxies. This can provide an additional diagnostic for helping to

distinguish outflowing and infalling material in the circumgalactic medium. These

simple models can plausibly fit ≈ 60 % of observed absorption within 300 km s−1 of

our isolated galaxies.

We can also reproduce a large fraction (≈ 75 %) of absorption around pairs

and groups of galaxies in this field using our ‘toy’ disk and outflow models, with

parameters generally similar to those around isolated galaxies. However, given the

large number of model parameters available in groups of galaxies, it is difficult to rule

out tidally-stripped or intra-group material resulting from the interactions between

group galaxies.

Combined, these results indicate that outflowing and disk-like structures con-

taining detectable levels of neutral gas are commonplace, although not ubiquitous,

around galaxies with a wide variety of properties in a wide range of environments.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis discusses the use of absorption spectroscopy along the line-of-sight to

background sources alongside observations of intervening galaxies, in order to deter-

mine the origin and structure of the gaseous material surrounding these galaxies. In

this chapter it is therefore necessary to give a brief overview of the techniques used

to determine the properties of both the gas and the galaxies from observations, and

place them in a wider cosmological context.

1.1 Cosmology

1.1.1 Describing the evolution of the universe

Cosmology is, in brief, studying the properties and evolution of the Universe as a

whole. Our modern understanding of cosmology could be said to have begun with

combining the description of how gravity affects the Universe on large scales enabled

by the theory of General Relativity (GR, e.g. Einstein, 1916)1, with the observations

1An English translation of several of Einstein’s papers, including the 1905 and 1916 works
referenced here, can be found in: The Principle of Relativity: Original Papers by A. Einstein and
H. Minkowski, University of Calcutta, 1920, pp. 89-163
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of recession velocities of distant nebulae (Hubble, 1929).

Using analysis of Cepheid variables, Hubble (1929) measured both the distance

and recession velocity of nearby galaxies, finding a clear proportionality between

these two quantities. These observations, as well as indicating that the Universe

is expanding, confirmed that some nebulae were indeed galaxies outside the Milky

Way.

GR provided a theory of gravity consistent with a finite and invariant vacuum

speed of light, proposed earlier as part of Special Relativity (Einstein, 1905). This

postulate has been tested on many occasions, most famously in the Michelson-

Morley experiment (e.g. Michelson & Morley, 1887). Numerous predictions of GR

have been used to confirm the veracity of the theory, including the precession of

Mercury (Einstein, 1915), and deflection of light passing near the Sun (e.g. Dyson

et al., 1920). More recent observations supporting GR include decaying orbits of

binary stellar objects (e.g. Stairs, 2003; Jacoby et al., 2006; Falanga et al., 2015),

detection of gravitational waves (e.g. Abbott et al., 2016; Krishnendu & Ohme,

2021) and the behaviour of light in the vicinity of black holes (e.g Event Horizon

Telescope Collaboration et al., 2019a,b; Younsi et al., 2021).

Einstein’s equations can be used to describe a Universe that is isotropic and

homogeneous on the largest scales. This can then describe how the Universe evolves

with cosmological time, and how this evolution depends on the mass and energy con-

tent of the Universe. The Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric

provides this description (Friedmann, 1922, 1924; Lemâıtre, 1931; Robertson, 1936;

Walker, 1937)2, and takes the form:

ds2 = −c2dt2 + a2(t)

(
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2dθ2 + r2sin2(θ)dφ2

)
(1.1)

where ds represents the space-time interval, c is the speed of light, t is cosmolog-

ical time, and r, θ and φ represent the comoving radial, axial and azimuthal spatial

coordinates. In this metric, k represents the curvature of space-time as a whole

(-1 if the Universe is open, 0 for a flat Universe and +1 if closed), whilst a is the

2English translations of Alexander Friedmann’s works are available: Friedman (1999b,a).
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‘scale factor’ of the Universe, which is a conversion factor between the comoving and

physical distances between points in this metric. By convention the scale factor is

defined such that a = 1 at the present time.

Modern measurements (discussed later) suggest that the Universe is indistin-

guishable from flat. Substituting this case into the GR field equations results in the

Friedmann equation:

(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3c2
ε+

Λ

3
(1.2)

with G the gravitational constant, ε the energy density of the Universe, and Λ

the ‘cosmological constant’. A more detailed derivation can be found from many

sources (e.g. Ryden, 2003).

The content of the Universe is generally modelled as a perfect fluid. Applying

the First Law of Thermodynamics to a spherically symmetric and expanding fluid

leads to:

ε̇+ 3

(
ȧ

a

)
(ε+ p) = 0 (1.3)

for p the pressure.

To fully solve for a(t), we also need the relationship between energy density and

pressure. This ‘equation of state’ takes the form p = wε, where w is usually assumed

constant but can be different for different fluids. For non-relativistic matter, the

pressure is negligible in comparison to energy density (w = 0), whilst photons do

generate substantial pressure (w = 1/3). The cosmological constant can also be

included in this total energy density, using ε = Λ/8πG and w = −1.

For each of these components with energy density εi, Equation 1.3 can be solved

to recover the result:

εi(a) = εi,0a
−3(1+wi) (1.4)

with εi,0 giving the energy density of each component at the present time. We

use subscript r, m and Λ to denote the energy density of radiation, matter and the

cosmological constant respectively.
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These components are usually described as a fraction of the critical density at

the present time using the notation Ωi,0 = εi,0/εc,0. The critical density is the total

energy density of a flat universe. From Equation 1.2:

εc,0 =
3c2

8πG

(
ȧ

a

)2

0

(1.5)

Using this definition and Equation 1.4, we can then rewrite Equation 1.2 in terms

of Ω:

(
ȧ

a

)2

=

(
ȧ

a

)2

0

(Ωr,0a
−4 + Ωm,0a

−3 + ΩΛ,0) (1.6)

This equation describes the evolution of the scale factor purely as a function of

the relevant energy densities and the local rate of expansion at the current time,

which can therefore be deduced from observations. The (ȧ/a) parameter used in

this relationship is now named for Hubble, with H(a) the Hubble parameter being

variable, which at the current time takes the value H0:

H(a)2 = H2
0 (Ωr,0a

−4 + Ωm,0a
−3 + ΩΛ,0) (1.7)

The expansion of the Universe has a direct effect on photons observed from

cosmological distances due to the difference in scale factor between the time at

which the photon was emitted (te) and the time it was observed (to):

λo
λe

=
a(to)

a(te)
(1.8)

The cosmological component of redshift zcos is then related to the scale factor at

the time of emission by:

zcos =
λo − λe
λe

=
a(to)

a(te)
− 1 (1.9)

This can then be used to give the Hubble parameter in terms of the cosmological

redshift (which outside of galaxies local to the Milky Way dominates the measured

redshift over that caused by peculiar velocities):
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H(z)2 = H2
0

(
Ωr,0(1 + z)4 + Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ,0

)
(1.10)

Estimates of the Hubble constant and relevant energy densities have been con-

tinually revised over the intervening years, but throughout this thesis (and the pub-

lications from which some sections derive) we use the recent results from the Planck

satellite (Planck Collaboration, 2020): H0 = 67.4 km s−1Mpc−1, Ωm,0 = 0.315, ΩΛ,0

= 0.685. As the radiation term drops off more rapidly than other terms, this can

usually be neglected, especially at the z < 1 redshift range we primarily consider in

this thesis.

1.1.2 Cosmological distances

In order to measure or estimate properties of gas and galaxies in the distant Universe,

the distance to and distances between them will also be needed, for example to

convert from observed brightness to galaxy luminosity. Cosmological effects such

as dimming therefore need to be included in these calculations, which are described

briefly here.

Using the metric given in equation 1.1, it can be shown that the radial comoving

distance r is given by:

r = c

∫ to

te

dt

a(t)

= c

∫ 1

a(to)

da

a(t)ȧ(t)

= c

∫ zcos

0

dz

H(z)

(1.11)

Also required is the angular diameter distance DA, used to estimate the distance

∆x between two objects at similar redshifts (separated by angle ∆θ on the sky),

often the distance across a galaxy. The angular diameter distance is defined to fulfil

the expected relation ∆x = DA∆θ, but is also related to the comoving distance by

the FLRW metric:
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∆x = ar∆θ = DA∆θ

DA = ar

DA =
r

1 + z

(1.12)

Finally, the luminosity distance takes into account the energy loss of photons

over cosmological distances due to their redshift. The change in scale factor affects

both the wavelengths and time intervals of emitted photons when they are detected

at a distance r from the source, introducing a factor of a2 to the incident flux:

F =
L

4πD2
L

=
La2

4πr2

DL =
r

a
= r(1 + z)

(1.13)

These distance measures allow conversion between apparent and physical sizes

and luminosities of galaxies once redshift measurements are obtained.

1.2 Galaxies

Once galaxies were known to be separate collections of stars beyond the Milky Way,

with distances measured using ‘standard candles’ such as Cepheid variables (e.g.

Leavitt & Pickering, 1912; Hubble, 1929) and later Type 1a supernovae (e.g. Phillips,

1993; Riess et al., 1998), their properties could be studied in detail. Although some

information can be gleaned from broad-band imaging, many galaxy properties are

inferred through their spectra.

It is important to note that, although the study of galaxies makes up a large part

of astronomy, the term is often not well-defined (see e.g. Forbes & Kroupa, 2011).

Whilst a galaxy is considered to be a gravitationally-bound collection of stars, gas,

dust and dark matter, the quantity of each of these components required to consti-

tute a galaxy is not necessarily agreed-upon. For example, globular clusters could fit

this definition, although they generally contain little dark matter, and possible dark
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galaxies (e.g. Cantalupo et al., 2012) would contain few stars, but larger quantities

of gas and dark matter. In this thesis, galaxies are detected through their spectra,

tracing the stellar and gaseous components, so it is useful to define galaxies using

their luminosity. We can therefore define a galaxy as a gravitationally bound sys-

tem, with a spectrum consistent with stars and/or gas, that is more luminous than

most globular clusters (& 106 L�, e.g. Baumgardt & Hilker 2018).

1.2.1 Galaxy spectra

Stars emit light at wavelengths approximately following a black-body curve. The

continuum emission seen in galaxy spectra is produced by a large number of stars

covering a range of masses and temperatures. The brightness and slope of the

continuum can be used to infer the masses and ages of these stellar populations.

Stellar atmospheres, being cooler than the interiors of stars, impose absorption

features on galaxy spectra. In the visible wavelength range, the most common

features are the Calcium H and K Lines, (at 3969 and 3934 Å respectively, which

contribute to a large ’break’ near 4000 Å, the D4000 break) and the Balmer break

in Hydrogen (at 3646 Å).

Radiation from interstellar gas also adds emission lines to the galaxy spectrum.

At low redshifts, this generally includes the Hα (6563 Å) and Hβ (4861 Å) lines, as

well as [O ii](e.g. 3727 Å) and [O iii](e.g. 4959, 5007 Å) ‘forbidden’ lines.

Both emission and absorption features arise from transitions in quantum energy

levels in the atoms, ions and molecules that make up the stars and gas in galaxies.

The discrete energy difference between the two energy levels leads to a clear emission

or absorption line in the spectrum at the wavelength corresponding to a photon of

that energy.

The observed wavelength of a particular transition therefore indicates the red-

shift, and by extension distance (see Section 1.1), of the galaxy. We can then

convert observed fluxes at different wavelengths into intrinsic galaxy luminosities in

both the continuum and the spectral lines, and thereby infer several other galaxy

properties. Figure 1.1 shows two example galaxy spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky
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Survey (SDSS3), illustrating one galaxy spectrum dominated by absorption features

and another dominated by emission features. These clearly demonstrate the main

D4000 break, as well as major emission lines at visible wavelengths.

It is important to note that dust in galaxies often has a substantial effect on

the spectrum through absorbing and scattering photons. Shorter wavelengths are

preferentially scattered and absorbed, with absorbed energy often later radiated in

the infrared. The effect of dust can in some cases be mitigated by using observables

that are not modified by the dust (such as line ratios for lines at similar wavelengths),

or estimated through various means such as direct far-infrared observations (e.g.

Berta et al., 2016) or ratios of lines produced by the same element at different

wavelengths (often the Balmer decrement, the ratio between Hα and Hβ, e.g. Groves

et al. 2012).

1.2.2 Galaxy properties

Once the redshift is known and effects such as dust reddening are taken into account,

many properties of galaxies can be inferred from the spectra. We now briefly describe

some of these properties that we utilize in this thesis.

Stellar mass

In order to estimate the total galaxy stellar mass from its spectrum, the galaxy

mass-to-light ratio needs to be measured, requiring knowledge of the contribution

to the continuum from stars of different masses. This is generally done using stellar

population synthesis models (SPS, e.g. Bruzual & Charlot, 2003), in which the

star formation rate over time alongside an initial mass function (the probability

distribution of stellar masses at which stars form, e.g. Salpeter 1955; Chabrier 2003)

provide a model of the number of stars of different masses and ages in the galaxy.

Our knowledge of stellar physics allows spectra of these stars to be generated, and

then combined into a model galaxy spectra. Fitting this to the observed galaxy

spectra constrains the total mass of stars in the galaxy.

3retrieved using the SDSS ‘skyserver’ portal: http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr17/
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Figure 1.1: Two example galaxy spectra from the SDSS survey, illustrating the
differences between absorption-line-dominated (top) and emission-line-dominated
(bottom) galaxies. Both galaxies are at low redshift, with major emission and
absorption features labelled.
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In many studies, time is saved by producing a simpler calculation that approx-

imates the results from SPS models (e.g. Bell et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2015),

usually as a function of the brightness and colour in specific wavelength bands.

(This can therefore be used with photometric measurements if galaxy spectra are

not available.)

Star-Formation rate

Emission lines are often produced by recombination, as ions and electrons recombine

in ionized gas, as well as in collisions. As gas is generally highly ionized only by

nearby stars with strong emission at energies greater than the ionization energy

(e.g. Strömgren, 1939), the gas emission traces blue stars, which tend to be both

massive and short-lived. Emission lines are therefore useful as a tracer of recent

star formation within the galaxy. The lifetimes of these stars are sufficiently short

that most studies treat emission line luminosity as a direct proxy for the current

star-formation rate (SFR) of the galaxy (e.g Kennicutt, 1998; Kewley et al., 2004).

Whilst the nuclei of active galaxies (AGN) also exhibit strong emission lines, these

are usually much broader so can easily be distinguished from those produced by

star-formation. Where the lines are not broadened along the line-of-sight, we can

discriminate between emission lines produced by AGN and star-formation using line

ratios sensitive to the incident radiation (see e.g. Baldwin et al. 1981; Kewley et al.

2019).

Absorption features in galaxy spectra are often produced by stellar atmospheres.

As well as absorption lines, this includes ‘breaks’, such as the D4000 and Balmer

breaks, where the continuum emission is substantially lessened for a large wavelength

range blueward of a specific wavelength. In non-star-forming galaxies, bluer stars,

which die earlier than red stars, are not replaced. Therefore these breaks generally

become stronger over time. Breaks can therefore provide an indication of time since

the most recent star formation in that galaxy (e.g. Bruzual A., 1983; Bruzual &

Charlot, 2003; Kauffmann et al., 2003).
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Kinematics

Traditionally, galaxy spectra have been obtained using long slits, which after dis-

persing through a grating produce 2D images with axes representing wavelength and

position along the slit. Using multiple slits in a single observation is possible, but the

proximity of multiple slits is often limited by the design of the instrument. In this

case, estimates of galaxy rotation velocities were generally only obtained along this

slit, although could sometimes be obtained using multiple slits for a single galaxy.

More recently, integral field units such as the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer

(MUSE, e.g. Bacon et al., 2010) allow spectra to be obtained individually for each

spatial pixel (spaxel) of an image, often on scales smaller than one arcsecond. This

produces spectra at tens or even hundreds of locations within a galaxy, and makes

determining the magnitude and direction of galaxy velocities far more straightfor-

ward. Using integral field units (IFUs) can also reveal any additional features in the

galaxy velocities, such as distortions caused by galaxy interactions.

1.3 Observing gas

In addition to galaxies, other sources were found with substantial redshifts, most

notably quasars (e.g Matthews & Sandage, 1963), which are usually seen through

emission from black-hole accretion disks in distant galaxies. Their spectra exhibit

absorption features at various redshifts that would require enormous peculiar veloc-

ities if associated with either the quasar or the Milky Way (e.g. Bahcall & Salpeter,

1966). These absorbers were therefore expected to reside in intergalactic space, and

it was hypothesised that this gas was found in extended halos around galaxies far

larger than the visible galaxy (Bahcall & Spitzer, 1969). We show a schematic il-

lustrating this process in Figure 1.2. Measurements of the state of this gas, such as

its densities, temperatures and metallicities, are required to understand the origins

of this gas and its effects on galaxy evolution.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustrating the quasar absorption technique for detecting
gas along the line-of-sight. Neutral hydrogen along the sightline imposes a ‘forest’
of absorption lines on the quasar spectra at redshifts blueward of the quasar Lyα
emission. We therefore observe lower flux (black line) than would be expected in
continuum and emission from the quasar (red line). Galaxies near the line-of-sight
tend to impose stronger absorption features (e.g. at the blue line), and also a range
of metal absorption lines. Copyright Michael Murphy.

1.3.1 Detecting intergalactic gas

Absorption features in the spectra of background sources, usually quasars, remains

our most sensitive probe of intergalactic gas. Its low density means that emission

from this gas is difficult to detect, especially around galaxies at high redshifts. The

sensitivity of absorption measurements is affected less strongly by the gas density,

and is in principle affected only by the flux in the background spectrum, maintaining

consistent sensitivity across a range of wavelengths (and therefore redshifts).

Many absorption studies use the Lyman-α transition for analysis of circumgalac-

tic and intergalactic gas. This has a rest-frame wavelength of ≈1216 Å, and therefore

lies in the far-ultraviolet part of the spectrum at low redshifts. This is not visible

from the surface of the Earth, so requires space telescopes in order to observe.

Identifying absorption features due to intergalactic gas requires eliminating ab-
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sorption due to the much higher column densities of material found around the

quasar itself, and gas in and around the Milky Way. In most cases, reasonable con-

fidence in a line identification requires multiple absorption features in the spectrum

at the same redshift. We also note that, as gas redshift measurements are a combi-

nation of cosmological redshift and peculiar velocity, the location of the gas along

the line-of-sight and its velocity relative to the Hubble Flow are degenerate.

There is also the further disadvantage of probing only a pencil-beam through the

gas (in most cases), rather than detecting gas over a larger area, due to the sparsity

of background sources bright enough to obtain sensitive measurements. However,

the high sensitivity, even at high redshifts, means that absorption is still commonly

used. It is therefore necessary to extract as much information on the gas properties

as possible from the absorption line profiles observed.

1.3.2 Absorption-line profiles

Numerous physical properties of the absorbing gas contribute to its line profile.

Firstly, the properties of the transition itself affect the line width (known as ‘nat-

ural’ broadening). The uncertainty principle relates a finite lifetime of an excited

quantum state with a finite uncertainty in the transition wavelength. This produces

a Lorentzian profile with a finite width which can be measured in the laboratory.

Second, the thermal velocities in the gas along the line-of-sight also broaden the

line profile. Through consideration of the statistical mechanics of a gas, it can be

shown that these line-of-sight velocities follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,

and in turn that the broadened line has a Gaussian profile with standard deviation:

σ =

√
kBT

m
(1.14)

for m the mass of each absorbing ion and T the temperature of the gas. We

often define the Doppler parameter (or Doppler width) as b =
√

2σ.

A third source of broadening is the collisions between gas particles. These col-

lisions reduce the expected lifetime of the excited state, and therefore increase the

width of the Lorentzian profile discussed for natural broadening.
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Any turbulent motion in the gas can have an additional broadening effect. This

is usually assumed to be Gaussian and included in the measurement of Doppler

width:

b =

√
2kBT

m
+ b2

turb (1.15)

These sources of broadening therefore produce a Voigt line-profile, which is a

convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles.

We note that the expansion of the Universe itself can have an effect on the shape

of the line, but this is usually only relevant for extremely underdense material and

will not contribute significantly to the line profiles we analyse in this thesis.

Finally, the shape of the line is also affected by the instrument itself, with a

convolution between the intrinsic shape of the line and the instrumental line-spread-

function resulting in the line profile observed in the data.

1.3.3 Gas properties & the curve of growth

For most low-density absorption, gas temperature is the dominant broadening factor,

so the line profile is approximately a Gaussian with a Doppler parameter indicating

that temperature.

Unfortunately the lack of knowledge about the gas distribution along the line-of-

sight makes it impossible to determine the gas density itself from a single absorber

(although the presence of multiple absorbers may constrain the density to some

extent). Instead the absorption profile only reveals the gas column density, the

total summed density per unit area along the line-of-sight.

The properties of the transition itself are necessary to convert between a column

density (as a function of wavelength) and the line profile produced. We define an ab-

sorption cross-section σabs as a function of wavelength, representing the probability

of an absorption event as an effective area of each gas particle at that wavelength.

This depends on the ‘oscillator strength’ of the transition (fosc, a dimensionless pa-

rameter indicating the likelihood of the transition based on the quantum mechanics

of the two energy levels, measurable in the laboratory), and how the line is broadened
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(the Voigt profile φ(λ) resulting from the mechanisms discussed above).

σabs(λ) =
πe

mec
foscφ(λ) (1.16)

This can then be used to measure an optical depth (τ(λ)), which is the expected

number of interactions a typical photon of that wavelength will experience passing

through the gas.

τ(λ) = Nσabs(λ) =
πe

mec
Nfoscφ(λ) (1.17)

This is directly related to the fraction of flux that is transmitted and absorbed

by the gas, by Fobs = Fce
−τ (for Fobs and Fc the observed and continuum flux levels),

and therefore reproduces the absorption profile caused by the intervening material.

Note that the overall strength of an absorption feature is often stated using its

equivalent width (W ). This describes the width of an absorption feature in which

the same flux is absorbed but has a perfect ‘top-hat’ profile.

W =

∫ λ2

λ1

(
1− Fobs(λ)

Fc(λ)

)
dλ

=

∫ λ2

λ1

(
1− e−τ(λ)

)
dλ

(1.18)

Given that τ(λ) depends on a Voigt profile with Gaussian and Lorentzian compo-

nents, the dependence of the measurable equivalent width on the gas column density

is a complex one. This relationship is known as the ‘curve of growth’ and consists

of three main regimes.

Firstly, at low densities where τ << 1, the integrand 1 − e−τ(λ) can be approx-

imated by τ(λ), so W ∝ N . We can also usually neglect collisional broadening at

these densities, so the line profile becomes a Gaussian with Doppler width primarily

determined by temperature. Most absorption caused by circumgalactic gas is in

this ‘optically thin’ regime, and thus the Doppler parameters fit to the observed

absorption are a useful indicator of the gas temperature.

At higher column densities and optical depths (τ ∼ 1) neither the Gaussian nor
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Lorentzian contributions to the line profile are dominant, so both must be taken into

account. The relationship between W and N is much flatter, making it more difficult

to determine the column density from observations. Furthermore, this relationship

also has a strong dependence on the line width W ∝ b
√
ln(N/b) (e.g. Draine, 2011),

with this degeneracy further reducing the accuracy with which the column density

can be measured. In some cases, it is possible to use weaker transitions to estimate

the line width and thereby break this degeneracy. However, this depends on the

properties of the observational data, such as the wavelength coverage including a

suitable alternative transition.

For extremely saturated, optically thick lines (τ >> 1), the Lorentzian profile

dominates the overall line shape. In this scenario, W ∝
√
N , and the column density

can once again be reliably determined.

We illustrate some model Lyα absorption profiles in Figure 1.3, showing the

saturation of an absorption line as column density increases alongside the resulting

optical depth. This covers the approximate range of column densities considered in

this thesis.

For H i observations using the Lyα transition, lines begin to saturate around

column densities of 1014.5 cm−2, indicating the transition between the linear and

‘flat’ portions of the curve-of-growth. The Lyman break, occurring at ≈ 912 Å in

the rest frame, becomes detectable near 1017 cm−2, and can be used to estimate

column densities smaller than that at which the damped wings become measurable

near 1018.5 cm−2, and dominant near 1020 cm−2. For this reason, high-column-density

absorption systems can be called Lyman Limit Systems (LLSs) above 1017 cm−2 and

damped Lyman Alpha Systems (DLAs) above 2×1020 cm−2 (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2005).

Systems of slightly lower column density than these thresholds may also be called

partial Lyman Limit Systems (pLLSs, ∼ 1016−1017 cm−2) and sub-Damped Lyman

Alpha Systems (sub-DLAs, ∼ 1018 − 1020 cm−2).

1.3.4 Metals & ionization models

Although a single absorption feature only reveals the column density and tempera-

ture (if optically thin), in many observations transitions from several ions are avail-
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Figure 1.3: Model Lyα absorption profiles for a range of H i column densities, cov-
ering the three main regimes of the curve-of-growth.
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able, enabling constraints on metallicities, densities, and ionization states.

Two metal ions commonly used are Mg ii, a low ion probing cool (. 105K)

gas using a near-UV doublet (2796 and 2802 Å), which is therefore accessible to

ground-based observations at a lower redshift than the Lyman lines of H i, and Ovi,

producing a doublet at a wavelength not too distant from Lyα (1031, 1037 Å), a

higher ion probing warmer material. Higher ions tend to produce transitions in the

X-ray wavelength band, and are therefore not accessible to UV observations.

The presence of multiple ions allows constraints on the metallicity of the gas,

as well as its ionization state and the mechanism(s) behind that ionization. Most

models assume that the gas is in equilibrium, driven by photoionization (PIE models)

or collisional ionization (CIE models). PIE models are generally more useful for low

ions, and use an assumed incident radiation field to estimate ionization fractions

for each element, and therefore the metallicity (e.g. Bergeron, 1986; Lehnert et al.,

2013; Fumagalli et al., 2017), often using radiative transfer codes such as CLOUDY

(Ferland et al., 2017). CIE models are more often used for high ions, where the

ionization fractions are determined by the gas temperature (e.g. Gnat & Sternberg,

2007). These models are unlikely to fully represent the state of the gas, with some

models combining photo- and collisional ionization, and others considering non-

equilibrium states involving shocks and turbulent mixing among other processes

(e.g. Heckman et al., 2002; Gnat & Sternberg, 2009).

Although such models do not fully capture the complex physics involved, the

approximations provide useful constraints on the gas properties.

1.4 Cosmological structure

1.4.1 Dark matter

Observations over the past century have provided several lines of evidence that the

visible matter in the Universe makes up only a small fraction of its mass. These

observations include large velocity dispersions of cluster galaxies found by Zwicky
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(1933)4, flatter rotation curves than expected for spiral galaxies (e.g Babcock, 1939;

van de Hulst et al., 1957; Rubin et al., 1978; Persic et al., 1996), gravitational

lensing in galaxy clusters (e.g. Clowe et al., 2006), and the power spectrum of the

Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB, e.g. Komatsu et al., 2011; Planck Collabo-

ration, 2020). Although some fraction of this may be material that is simply not

bright enough to be visible (e.g. gas, dust, faint stars), results from both Big Bang

Nucleosynthesis and the Cosmic Microwave Background indicate that most of this

‘dark matter’ is non-baryonic (e.g. Schramm, 1998; Planck Collaboration, 2020).

Whilst these varied lines of evidence mean that the dark matter model is a

well-supported one, direct detection of dark matter particles remains elusive (e.g.

Tanabashi et al., 2018), allowing for the possibility of various modified gravity mod-

els (in which the evidence stated above is due to gravity acting differently on the

largest scales). However, these alternative models are rarely able to reproduce the

sensitive measurements within the solar system and simultaneously match cosmo-

logical observations on larger scales (e.g. Koyama, 2016).

The shape of the galaxy rotation curves suggests that dark matter forms halos

around galaxies. As the mass of dark matter dominates over that from baryonic

matter, density fluctuations of dark matter are expected to be the ‘seeds’ from which

galaxies could grow, accreting dark and baryonic matter from less-dense regions of

space (e.g. Press & Schechter, 1974; Rees & Ostriker, 1977), and then merging

to form larger galaxies and structures (e.g. Blumenthal et al., 1984). This model

requires that the dark matter is primarily ‘cold’ (massive and non-relativistic). The

cosmological paradigm in which this cold dark matter and the cosmological constant

(dark energy) dominate is known as ΛCDM.

This collapse forms a region of space which is gravitationally bound and no longer

expands in line with the Friedmann equations. Within this region the virial theorem

(kinetic energy = -0.5 × potential energy) can be said to apply. By convention, the

size of such a collapsed region is usually given as that within which the average

density is 200 times the critical density.

4English translation by Andernach & Zwicky (2017)
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ρ(r < rvir) = 200× 3H(z)2

8πG

ρ(r < rvir) =
3M

4πr3
vir

rvir =

(
GM

100H(z)2

)1/3

(1.19)

This is the virial radius, denoted rvir or r200. We then also define a virial mass,

which is the total mass contained within rvir, and virial velocity, which is the circular

velocity at rvir. The virial radius is also often used to mark the ‘boundary’ between

the circumgalactic medium of the galaxy (CGM, e.g. Tumlinson et al., 2017) and

the intergalactic medium (IGM), although galaxies clearly influence the surrounding

gas to larger scales, and a limit of 2 rvir may be more appropriate (e.g. Wilde et al.,

2021).

In order to study the outer regions of galaxies, as well as any material surround-

ing galaxies or interactions between galaxies, the mass of the dark matter component

must be taken into account. This ‘halo mass’ is difficult to observe directly, although

it can be estimated using gravitational lensing (e.g Guzik & Seljak, 2002; Mandel-

baum et al., 2006) or by tracing the potential well using satellite galaxies or stars

(e.g Conroy et al., 2007). Most halo mass estimates are now made using an ‘abun-

dance matching’ technique (e.g. Berlind & Weinberg, 2002; Behroozi et al., 2010),

matching the most common galaxy stellar masses to the most common halo masses

predicted using a cosmological model.

This process can cover a far wider range of galaxies than direct measurements,

but also reproduces results from large galaxy surveys (e.g. Moster et al., 2010). It is

important to note that the ratio between stellar and halo masses is not constant (e.g.

Girelli et al., 2020), but that the stellar mass is a smaller fraction of the halo mass

at both large and small masses. This is generally found to be due to differences in

the efficiency with which galaxies turn their baryon content into stars, rather than

in the ratio of their baryonic and dark matter components.

It is therefore suggestive of various forms of feedback, in which gas within the

galaxy is either heated such that it can no longer cool and form stars, or expelled
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from the galaxy entirely. Low-mass galaxies have smaller potential wells, such that

the shocks produced by supernovae can more easily drive gas out of the galaxy and

exceed escape velocity (e.g. Dekel & Silk, 1986; Schroetter et al., 2019). High-mass

galaxies are more likely to host AGN, which also heat the gas and drive far stronger

winds expelling baryons from the galaxy (e.g. Harrison et al., 2018; Laha et al.,

2021).

In both cases this gas, having been driven out of the central galaxy, may be

visible within the galaxy halo, and makes up part of the circumgalactic medium we

discuss in this thesis.

1.4.2 Galaxy environments

Large galaxy surveys reveal a ‘cosmic web’ throughout the Universe, consisting of

galaxy clusters in the densest regions of space, connected by filaments and sheets,

surrounding underdense regions known as voids (e.g. Bond et al., 1996).

Gas and galaxy properties are found to vary between these different environ-

ments, with, for example, group and cluster galaxies generally exhibiting lower star-

formation (e.g. Peng et al., 2010; Wetzel et al., 2013; Jian et al., 2017; Kuschel et al.,

2022), and clusters exhibiting much larger quantities of hot, X-ray-emitting gas (e.g.

Sarazin, 1986).

Closely-spaced galaxies are also likely to be interacting, with tidal interactions

producing streams of stars and gas visible around the Milky Way (e.g. Mathewson

et al., 1974; Lynden-Bell & Lynden-Bell, 1995) and other nearby galaxy groups (e.g.

M81/M82, Sorgho et al., 2019). Therefore discussion of gas around galaxies will

necessarily need to take into account the galaxy environment and its location within

the cosmic web.
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1.5 Studies of the gas around galaxies

1.5.1 Observations

Whilst this thesis primarily focuses on measuring CGM properties using absorption

features in quasar spectra, we also briefly note that various methods are used to

detect and characterize the CGM and IGM.

Although quasars, due to their high redshift and luminosity, represent a large

fraction of absorption-line studies, other objects can also be useful as background

sources. If sufficiently bright, background galaxies can play a similar role, either in

detecting gas around other galaxies along the sightline (e.g. Steidel et al., 2010; Chen

et al., 2020b), or the CGM of the same galaxy (down-the-barrel observations, e.g.

Martin et al., 2012; Rubin et al., 2012). As galaxies are much more common than

quasars, this can provide much larger sample sizes, but they are usually fainter so

this often comes at the expense of sensitivity in the spectra. Down-the-barrel obser-

vations can unambiguously distinguish between infalling and outflowing structures,

but then provide no indication of the distance between the gas and the galaxy. Alter-

natively, galaxy spectra can be stacked (e.g. Roberts-Borsani et al., 2020; Muzahid

et al., 2021), greatly increasing sensitivity but averaging over any differences in the

properties of the stacked spectra.

Additionally, it is sometimes possible to take advantage of gravitational lensing,

which produces arcs behind foreground structures. This therefore probes the gas

around foreground galaxies in a range of spatial locations (and the image may also

be magnified to boost the signal-to-noise). This can help to reveal how the gas

properties change with location relative to the central galaxy (e.g. Lopez et al., 2018,

2020; Tejos et al., 2021b), mostly on scales of a few kpc to tens of kpc. The afterglows

of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have also recently been utilized as background sources

(e.g. Gatkine et al., 2019).

CGM emission, as discussed briefly in Section 1.3.1, is usually less sensitive

than absorption at low densities and large distances. However, integral-field units

have made it possible to detect emission from all locations around a galaxy with a

single observation, which has been used in recent studies (e.g. Finley et al., 2017;
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Burchett et al., 2021; Leclercq et al., 2022). Cooler gas with molecular lines may

also be detected in emission or absorption by radio and sub-mm telescopes such as

ALMA (the Atacama Large Millimeter Array, e.g. Péroux et al., 2019). The 21cm

transition of neutral hydrogen is often targeted for studying the inner CGM, where

column densities are sufficiently high (e.g. Pisano, 2014; de Blok et al., 2014; Das

et al., 2020). Recently, the properties of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) have been used

to study the IGM, with their dispersion dependent primarily on the total column

density of electrons along the line-of-sight (e.g. Macquart et al., 2020).

1.5.2 Simulations

Simulations of various aspects of the Universe provide useful tools for isolating the

effects of physical processes, and hence the physics underlying our observations.

From initial N-body, dark-matter-only simulations (e.g. Efstathiou & Eastwood,

1981), considering only gravitational forces between thousands of dark matter par-

ticles in order to study the formation of the cosmic web from initial density pertur-

bations, some simulations have evolved to capture a wide range of processes over

a large region of the Universe, whilst others focus on particular aspects of much

smaller systems (e.g. a single galaxy or group).

Advances in both computing power and numerical techniques enable larger num-

bers of particles to be simulated, and hence either improved resolutions or larger

volumes. This in turn allows smaller-scale physical processes to be simulated di-

rectly, or enables simulations covering a larger and more representative sample of

the Universe. The addition of baryons to simulations requires the implementation

of more complex physics, including radiative transfer, gas pressure and shocks.

Major cosmological simulations of recent times include the EAGLE project (Evo-

lution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environments, Schaye et al., 2015) and

IllustrisTNG (Weinberger et al., 2017; Pillepich et al., 2018), with other simulations

focusing on feedback between galaxies and their surroundings including the FIRE

simulations (Feedback in Realistic Environments, Hopkins et al., 2014). Zoom-in

simulations such as Auriga (Grand et al., 2017) are also useful, although these may

not fully capture the effects of the environment on the gas around any galaxy. These
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codes utilize a range of methods to simulate the properties and motion of gas and

dark matter cells or particles over cosmological time. For example, EAGLE uses

smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH), an evolution of N-body simulations with

several improvements in efficiency such as tree methods (e.g. Rosswog, 2009), whilst

TNG uses a ‘moving mesh’ method where properties are evaluated at locations

moving with the flow of matter.

Despite huge improvements over recent decades, the resolution of these simula-

tions remains limited, and is usually varied with density in order to provide better

resolution in dense environments such as galaxy centres. The results of the simula-

tions therefore depend on ‘sub-grid’ calculations to parameterize effects that occur

on smaller scales than the resolution. These simulations are generally calibrated

against a relatively small number of observables, such as the galaxy stellar mass

function, and can then be used to predict the results of numerous other observa-

tions.

Unfortunately for those studying the CGM and IGM, it is not generally possible

to provide a simulation that covers both the stellar feedback produced by supernovae

(on sub-pc scales) and the large-scale effects such as interactions between galaxies

occurring on scales of tens of kpc. It is not yet clear what resolution is required to

accurately model the CGM (e.g. van de Voort et al., 2019), so simulated CGM/IGM

properties continue to depend substantially on the sub-grid models used by the

different simulations.

Despite this, they can still guide us towards understanding the effects on the

CGM caused by various physical processes. Recent examples include strong AGN

feedback reducing the mass in the CGM (Davies et al., 2021), and possible inclusion

of cosmic rays in the driving of CGM outflows (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2021).

1.6 Thesis motivation and structure

With observations in emission limited by the sensitivity of current instruments to

relatively large densities (and therefore small distances from the central galaxy),

absorption studies limited to usually only a single line-of-sight through the gas sur-
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rounding any individual galaxy, and simulations often limited by resolution, identi-

fying outflowing and accreting structures remains difficult, especially at large radii.

This difficulty in identifying disks and outflows means that questions remain over

what fraction of the gas observed around galaxies is due to this material, how far

from galaxies these structures extend, and how these extents are affected by galaxy

properties and environments. With most disks and outflows probed in only one lo-

cation, it is also difficult to determine how the gas properties in these structures (e.g.

temperature, metallicity) vary with distance from the galaxy, and the properties of

the structures themselves (e.g. outflow opening angles, disk thicknesses).

Although simulations provide some indications of expected answers to these ques-

tions, observations currently provide few constraints. These answers would improve

our understanding of the processes involved in stellar feedback, and hence how star

formation in galaxies evolves.

In this thesis we utilize a rare alignment of three quasars with small projected

separations on the sky. This field, the Q0107 system, features sensitive spectra

covering transitions such as Lyα along all three lines-of-sight, and a variety of deep

galaxy observations. In addition to a large sample of galaxy-absorber pairs from .

10 kpc to several Mpc, these data provide an opportunity to test models of CGM

structures with stronger constraints than are possible in most transverse absorption

studies. Probing the same disk or the same outflow in multiple locations can also

allow us to estimate parameters such as rotation/infall velocities and outflow opening

angles more accurately than would otherwise be possible.

This work has resulted in the production of three papers: Beckett et al. (2021)

(Paper 1), Beckett et al. 2022 (accepted, Paper 2); and Beckett et al. 2022b (in

prep, Paper 3). The structure of the thesis is as follows:

• In Chapter 2 (derived from Paper 1, Section 2), we describe the data available

covering the Q0107 field. This includes the data collection and reduction

methods, and the process by which we compiled a single galaxy catalogue and

a single absorption-line catalogue for this system. Some statistical properties

of the sample are also discussed.
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• Chapter 3 (reproduced from the remainder of Paper 1) discusses several tests

of the sample as a whole. These include a comparison between the frequency

of absorber coincidences (where multiple lines-of-sight feature absorption at a

similar redshift) in the real Q0107 data and a random distribution of absorbers,

and a check for bimodality in the azimuthal angle of detected galaxy-absorber

pairs. We also apply these tests to samples split by absorber column density,

galaxy star-formation rate, and galaxy environment.

• In Chapter 4 (derived from Paper 2), we describe toy models for disk and

outflow structures in the CGM, producing synthetic absorption spectra which

can be compared with the features seen in the observations. We apply these

models to isolated galaxies in our sample to determine whether such structures

can plausibly explain much of the absorption seen around galaxies. This can

also constrain some of the parameters of the models (e.g. outflow opening

angle, disk thickness), and include detection of both structures around the

same galaxy, indicating gas recycling.

• Chapter 5 (also reproduced in Paper 3) extends this modelling to galaxies in

pairs and groups, in an attempt to determine to what extent these infalling

and outflowing structures are affected by galaxy interactions. We also consider

alternative models for absorption in galaxy groups, such as tidally-stripped

streams and an intra-group medium.

• Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes our key results and briefly discusses possible

future projects that could extend and improve upon this work.
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CHAPTER 2

Observations

In this chapter we describe the observational data covering the Q0107 system. This

consists of three bright quasars at z ≈ 1, and we summarize some of their properties

in Table 2.1. Due to their brightness and location near to the celestial equator, these

quasars and the surrounding field can be observed using most ground- and space-

based telescopes. We have therefore been able to obtain high-fidelity spectroscopy of

all three lines-of-sight, as well as deep imaging and spectroscopy providing properties

of intervening galaxies. This was collated into a single catalogue of absorption

features in the QSO spectra, and a single galaxy catalogue.

This chapter is reproduced from Section 2 of Beckett et al. (2021), hereafter

Paper 1, but as this dataset was also used in the other work that makes up this

thesis, we discuss it separately here.

Table 2.1: Coordinates, redshifts and R-band magnitudes of the three quasars mak-
ing up the Q0107 triplet. (Reproduced from Crighton et al. 2010)

Object RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Redshift R-mag
Q0107-025 A 01:10:13.14 -2:19:52.9 0.960 18.1
Q0107-025 B 01:10:16.25 -2:18:51.0 0.956 17.4

Q0107-0232 (C) 01:10:14.43 -2:16:57.6 0.726 18.4
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2.1 Data

Our dataset consists of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) spectra of the three quasars

using the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) and Faint Object Spectrograph (COS),

and galaxy surveys from the Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS), Deep

Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS), Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph

(GMOS) and the multi-object spectrograph on the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope

(CFHT-MOS), supplemented by HST R-band imaging and two MUSE fields. In this

section we describe the reduction processes for each of these observations and the

compilation of the results into our final catalogues of galaxies and absorbers, which

are then used in Chapters 3-5.

2.1.1 IGM data

The UV spectra of the quasars were taken by the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph

(COS, Green et al., 2012) and Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) on the Hubble

Space Telescope. The COS spectra were observed in 2010-11 (program GO11585,

PI: Neil Crighton), using the G130M and G160M gratings, with a FWHM of 0.07–

0.09Å, and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per pixel of 7–9. These complement longer-

wavelength FOS data described in Young et al. (2001). The observations are detailed

in Table 2.2. The G130M and G270H gratings were not used for QSO-C, due to

the Lyman Limit of a sub-damped Lyman-α system in the sightline and the lower

redshift of this quasar respectively. These observations cover Lyα in COS from z = 0

(or the Lyman Limit in the case of QSO-C) to z ≈ 0.45, and in FOS from 0.45 to

the redshift of the quasar.

We use the line catalogue from Tejos et al. (2014) (hereafter T14, also used by

Finn et al. 2016). They provide a more detailed description of the reduction process

with further references, but we summarise it here. Individual exposures from COS

were downloaded from the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) archive and

reduced using CALCOS v2.18.5.

T14 performed their own background smoothing procedure masking out portions

of the spectra affected by strong geocoronal emission lines (namely the Lyα and
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Table 2.2: Summary of the QSO spectra used to generate the absorption-line catalogue. Columns are: (1) The QSO featured in the
spectrum; (2) the spectrograph used; (3) the grating used; (4) the wavelength range for which this instrument and grating provides
the spectrum; (5) the full width at half-maximum of the line-spread function of the spectrograph; (6) dispersion of the spectrum;
(7) average signal-to-noise across the wavelength range given; (8) exposure time of the observations; (9) HST program ID of the
observations.

QSO Instrument Grating Wavelength Range FWHM Dispersion SNR Exposure Time Prog ID
(Å) (Å) (Å/pix) (per pix) (h)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Q0107-025A COS G130M 1135-1460 0.07 0.01 9 7.8 11585

COS G160M 1460-1795 0.09 0.01 8 12.3 11585
FOS G190H 1795-2310 1.39 0.36 28 7.5 5320, 6592
FOS G270H 2310-3277 1.97 0.51 32 2.4 6100

Q0107-025B COS G130M 1135-1460 0.07 0.01 9 5.9 11585
COS G160M 1460-1795 0.09 0.01 7 5.9 11585
FOS G190H 1795-2310 1.39 0.36 28 1.8 5320, 6592
FOS G270H 2310-3277 1.97 0.51 32 1.8 6100

Q0107-0232 (C) COS G160M 1434-1795 0.09 0.01 7 23.2 11585
FOS G190H 1795-2310 1.39 0.36 18 9.1 11585
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O i 1302,1306 Å lines) and pixels with bad data quality flags. The error array was

calculated in the same way as in CALCOS, but using the new background estimation,

interpolated across the masked-out regions. Each spectrum was then flux calibrated

using sensitivity curves provided by STScI.

Co-alignment was performed by cross-correlating strong galactic absorption fea-

tures. Pixels with bad data quality flags were then excluded, whilst pixels with

warning flags were halved in weight, before fluxes were re-binned to have a constant

spacing equal to the dispersion of the grating. Co-addition was weighted by expo-

sure time, and was followed by re-binning on a linear scale sufficiently narrow to

ensure Nyquist sampling1 across the entire wavelength range (0.0395 Å per pixel).

Individual exposures from FOS were downloaded from the STScI archive and

reduced using the standard CALFOS pipeline. Wavelength corrections given by

Petry et al. (2006) were applied to each individual exposure. The shortest wave-

length region of the FOS G190H settings overlap with the longest wavelength COS

settings, and T14 confirmed that the wavelength scales in these overlapping regions

were consistent between the two instruments. All individual exposures were then

combined together, resampling to a common wavelength scale of 0.51 Å per pixel.

T14 then estimated the continuum of each spectrum using a semi-automated

method. They split the spectrum into ‘chunks’ of ≈ 12 Å (blueward of QSO Lyα

emission, longer chunks at longer wavelengths), fit a straight line through the points

within each chunk (iteratively removing outliers until convergence), then fit a cubic

spline to give a smooth result. They checked the resulting continuum ‘by eye’ to

ensure a reasonable fit (see their Figure 1).

VPFIT (Carswell & Webb, 2014) was used to estimate redshifts, column densities

and Doppler parameters for each identifiable absorption system. The H i systems

were assigned a flag (‘a’, ‘b’ or ‘c’) based on the number of absorption lines observed

and the signal-to-noise in the column density estimate:

(a): At least two Lyman transitions observed with log(N) estimates at least 30

times their uncertainty

1Usually 2 pixels per resolution element, although this is not well-defined for the non-Gaussian
line-spread function of COS. Here the FWHM is used to estimate the required sampling.
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(b): Only Lyα observed with log(N) estimate at least 30 times its uncertainty

(c): log(N) estimate less than 30 times its uncertainty

Only those with ‘a’ and ‘b’ flags are included in our analysis. The distribution of

H i column densities is consistent (using results from Keeney et al. 2012, as discussed

in Figure 5 and Section 4.5 of T14) with a 3σ detection limit estimate of ∼ 1013cm−2

in the COS spectra and ∼ 1013.5cm−2 in the FOS spectra. Our catalogue should

therefore be complete above this column density, with the exception of unresolved

blended systems more likely to be found in the lower-resolution FOS spectra. We

incorporate the differing detection limits of the COS and FOS gratings into our

analysis in Section 3.2, and check for any resulting redshift bias throughout this

work.

The catalogue contains 430 absorption systems, of which 272 are H i. Most of

our discussion focuses on these H i absorbers, although metals are briefly discussed

in Section 3.3.2 and where observed in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.1.2 Galaxies

The galaxy data used in this study comes from a number of different surveys.

The catalogue is based on that used in T14 and F16, with spectra from VIMOS,

DEIMOS, GMOS and CFHT-MOS observations (referred to as MOS data through-

out). More recent observations using the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE,

Bacon et al. 2010) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) are added to this catalogue.

Table 2.3 summarises the number of spectra taken in each of these observations.

Additionally, HST imaging is used to determine position angles and inclinations of

galaxies with identified redshifts. These observations and the associated data reduc-

tion are discussed below. Figure 2.1 shows the magnitude and impact parameter

distributions of the MOS and MUSE surveys, whilst their projected extent on the

sky is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: The magnitude and impact parameter distributions of galaxies in our
catalogue, divided by the instrument used to obtain the galaxy spectrum, illustrating
the depth and area of each observing program. Objects observed by multiple MOS
instruments are shown only in the instrument with the best redshift flag (these flags
are described in Section 2.2), or the best resolution if flags are equal. The MUSE
objects shown are all new detections not featuring in the MOS surveys. Left: The
apparent magnitude distribution of the galaxy samples, using the SDSS r-band in
bins of 0.5-magnitude width. Right: The impact parameter from each galaxy to the
nearest of the three quasars.
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Figure 2.2: The layout of the surveys used in this study. The background image was taken with the Mayall 4-metre Telescope at
the Kitt Peak National Observatory. The dashed lines enclose the approximate regions covered by the MOS surveys, with VIMOS,
DEIMOS and GMOS shown in black, red and blue respectively. The solid green square shows the region covered by HST imaging,
whilst the smaller magenta squares show the MUSE fields centered on QSOs A and B. QSO-C lies inside the small red circle just
outside the northern edge of the HST field. The left panel shows the full extent of the galaxy surveys, and the right panel more
clearly shows the region close to the lines-of-sight.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the galaxy spectra used in the catalogue. Columns are: (1) instrument used; (2) number of spectra taken
(including duplicates); (3) number of unique objects observed by that instrument; (4) number of objects for which that instrument
provides the reference spectrum and redshift; (5) number of objects for which we have estimated a redshift using MARZ (used to
estimate redshift uncertainties as described in Section 2.2); (6) approximate FWHM of the line-spread function in km/s; (7) the
program ID of the observations. The instrument with the highest confidence flag is used in the catalogue; if multiple instruments
have the same flag, then the best resolution is used.

Instrument N spectra N unique N cat N marz FWHM (km/s) Prog ID
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

VIMOS 935 757 746 436 1500 086.A-0970, 087.A-0857
DEIMOS 642 543 487 286 60 A290D
GMOS 210 196 112 107 470 GS-2008B-Q-50

CFHT-MOS 30 29 20 9 400
MUSE 140 140 59 67 120 094.A-0131
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MUSE

Information on the kinematics of galaxies close to the quasar lines-of-sight can be

extracted from MUSE data. During 2014, the MUSE GTO team took eight expo-

sures covering 1′ × 1′ fields of view around both QSO-A and QSO-B (program ID

094.A-0131, PI Schaye), totalling two hours for each quasar. This produces a 3D

datacube, with a spectrum in each 0.2′′ × 0.2′′ ‘spaxel’ from 4750 to 9350 Å. These

deliver seeing of 0.96′′ for QSO-A, and 0.82′′ for QSO-B. In the spectral direction,

the datacube has a FWHM of ≈2.7 Å.

The reduction of these data follows a similar process to Fumagalli et al. (2016,

2017); Fossati et al. (2019b); Lofthouse et al. (2020); Bielby et al. (2020). MUSE

ESO pipeline routines were used to remove bias, apply flat-fielding, and calibrate

astrometry and wavelength for each exposure. The ‘scibasic’ and ‘scipost’ pipeline

routines combine the IFUs for each exposure, resampling using a drizzle algorithm

onto a 3D grid, as well as correcting for telluric absorption using sky continuum and

sky line models produced using the darkest pixels in the exposure. Exposures can

be aligned using point sources to produce a reasonable combined datacube, but this

process generally leaves sky line residuals as well as uneven illumination across the

field (e.g. Bacon et al., 2017).

Further corrections were applied using the CUBEX package (S. Cantalupo, in

prep). We use two main routines from this package (Cantalupo et al., 2019). Cube-

Fix performs a renormalization on each IFU, stack, and ‘slice’ (similar to a single

slit), making the background as flat as possible across the MUSE field-of-view and

wavelength range, and removing the ‘chequered’ pattern that often afflicts images

reduced solely using the ESO pipeline. CubeSharp provides a flux-conserving sky

subtraction, using the empirical shape of sky lines to calculate a line-spread func-

tion. Within each spatial pixel, flux is then allowed to move between neighbouring

spectral pixels to best match the LSF, allowing the sky lines to be more accurately

removed whilst conserving total flux. CubeFix and CubeSharp are run twice on

each exposure, the results of the first run allowing better masking of sources in the

second run. This further ensures that fluxes are not overcorrected and preserves the

source flux as well as possible.
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Table 2.4: Objects detected in the MUSE fields by the MARZ flag assigned. The
flag 2-4 galaxy detections are those added to the galaxy sample used for this study.

Flag Descriptor N
4 highly confident 24
3 good 21
2 possible 22
1 unknown 39
6 artefacts/stars 32

QSOs 2
2-4 galaxy detections 67

total 140

A 3σ clipping is then used, combining the exposures using mean statistics. This

combined cube is then used to mask sources for a final run of CubeFix and Cube-

Sharp. Using this package greatly reduces sky and flat-field residuals, although some

residuals remain visible towards the red end of the MUSE spectra.

Objects in the MUSE fields were identified using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts,

1996) on the white-light image. We produced 1D spectra by summing the flux within

the SExtractor aperture.

We then estimated redshifts using the MARZ software (Hinton et al., 2016),

with additional galaxy templates provided by Matteo Fossati (described in Fossati

et al. 2019b, created using Bruzual & Charlot 2003 stellar population models).

MARZ identifies the five redshift/template combinations producing the best cross-

correlation between the observed spectrum and the template. We then chose the

most likely of these based on the features fitted. Objects identified by SExtractor

that are much smaller than the point-spread function (≈1”, 5 pixels) can be excluded

as artifacts, and other objects are best fit by a stellar template instead of a galaxy

template. The remaining objects have been assigned a confidence flag between 1

(redshift unknown) and 4 (highly confident) based on the spectral features visible

at the redshift given by the best-fit result from MARZ. 67 galaxies were assigned

a flag > 1, and are therefore used in this study. The number of objects with each

confidence flag is shown in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Example spectra of a galaxy observed in VIMOS, GMOS and DEIMOS.
The left panel shows the full spectrum highlighting the different wavelength ranges
covered, whilst the right panel centers on the Ca K & H absorption features. This
galaxy is at z ≈ 0.56, has luminosity close to L?, and is classified as non-star-forming.
We smooth over a 3 Å kernel to improve visibility.

MOS

The MOS galaxy data is the subset of the catalogue from T14 that covers the Q0107

field, consisting of spectra from CFHT-MOS, VIMOS, DEIMOS and GMOS. Many

objects in the catalogue were observed multiple times, either by the same instrument

or by multiple instruments. One example is shown in Figure 2.3. The data are

described briefly here. T14 and references therein describe the data collection and

reduction processes in more detail.

CFHT-MOS

The multi-object spectrograph on the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT-

MOS) (Le Fevre et al., 1994) was used for observing runs in 1995 and 1997 by

Morris & Jannuzi (2006). The Q0107 field was observed on the 29th and 30th July

1995, producing 30 galaxy spectra (one object observed twice, so 29 objects). The

observation and reduction are described in more detail in the above paper.

The observed spectra were bias-subtracted using IRAF, and bad pixels were

interpolated over. Cosmic rays were removed by comparing multiple exposures using

the same mask. Sky subtraction used adjacent regions of the slit, whilst wavelength
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calibration used an arc frame obtained whilst pointing towards the same region of

sky (to minimize the effects of instrument flexure). Flux calibrations used a nearby

standard star.

Only nine of the galaxies observed by CFHT-MOS also feature in any of the other

MOS surveys. We therefore cannot confidently determine whether any systematic

offset in wavelength/redshift affects these observations. The MOS catalogue did not

include redshift confidence flags for these objects.

VIMOS

The VIMOS data (LeFevre et al., 2003) used a low-resolution (R ≈ 200) grism, giv-

ing 935 spectra with coverage between 5500 and 9500 Å (programs 086.A-0970,

PI:Crighton; and 087.A-0857, PI: Tejos). The data were reduced using VIPGI

(Scodeggio et al., 2005). Wavelength corrections were made using both lamp frames

and skylines, whilst flux calibration used a standard star. We note that these data

were taken shortly before the VIMOS charge-coupled devices (CCDs) were updated

in August 2010, and are unfortunately affected by fringing effects at wavelengths

&7500 Å.

Redshifts were estimated using cross-correlation between the observed spectra

and SDSS templates. These redshifts were then manually assigned a confidence flag

(a: secure, b: possible, c: uncertain), where secure redshifts required at least three

spectral features. The redshifts of all MOS objects in the Q0107 field were then

adjusted to match the DEIMOS frame (as DEIMOS has the best resolution of the

MOS instruments used), based on the objects observed by VIMOS and DEIMOS.

The magnitude of this shift was ∆z ≈ 0.0008, or 120-240 km s−1 (see T14 for details).

DEIMOS

The DEIMOS (Faber et al., 2003) settings give a much better resolution (R ≈ 5000)

and substantially deeper data but over a smaller field, covering the 6400-9100 Å

range for 642 objects (taken in 2007-08, program A290D, PIs: Bechtold and Jan-

nuzi). Redshifts were obtained from the DEEP2 data reduction pipeline (Newman

et al., 2013), which applied all necessary de-biasing, flat-fielding, wavelength and
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flux calibration, and heliocentric corrections. The DEIMOS redshift confidence was

measured in the pipeline using four categories (1: not good enough, 2: possible, 3:

good, 4: excellent), which were reassigned to match the three categories above (1 to

c, 2 and 3 to b, 4 to a) when added to the catalogue.

GMOS

GMOS (Davies et al., 1997) was used in 2008 on this field (program GS-2008B-Q-50,

PI: Crighton), with an intermediate resolving power (R ≈ 640) and a slightly bluer

wavelength range of 4450–8250 Å.

Each spectrum consists of three 1080s exposures, dithered in wavelength to allow

removal of bad pixels. IRAF was used to calibrate fluxes and wavelengths, using arc

frames and a standard star taken contemporaneously with the science exposures.

210 redshifts were estimated using the same method as for VIMOS data, although

the shift needed to match the DEIMOS frame was smaller, only ∆z ≈ 0.0004 or

60-120 km s−1.

2.2 Combined galaxy catalogue

In order to combine spectra from the multiple instruments previously described

into a single galaxy catalogue for this field, we need to match objects observed by

multiple instruments in order to remove duplicates, as well as ensure that the galaxy

properties we utilise in our analysis are measured consistently. We use photometry

and astrometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey source catalogue (SDSS, Albareti

et al. 2017) as an anchor, as the SDSS catalogue includes close to half of the MOS

objects, and 14 of the MUSE galaxies.

Astrometry

In order to remove duplicates and select a single spectrum from which to derive

the properties of each galaxy, we matched the coordinates of objects observed by

multiple MOS instruments to those observed in SDSS. With the exception of CFHT,

all instruments had sufficient cross-matches within 1” to confirm that the astrometry
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is consistent between the MOS instruments, and required an offset of less than 0.5”

to match SDSS. The same process applied to the MUSE astrometry revealed a

similar ≈ 1” offset for both fields, which were corrected separately.

The astrometry of both the MOS and MUSE catalogues were adjusted to match

SDSS, to ensure objects appearing in both catalogues were correctly paired. 28 ob-

jects were found to match within 1” after the correction to SDSS, and no additional

matches within 2”. Due to the larger number of objects, the offset between MOS

and SDSS is more accurately determined than that for MUSE, so the corrected MOS

coordinates are used for the objects appearing in both catalogues.

Magnitudes

R- and I- band magnitudes included in the MOS catalogue are systematically shifted

to match the r- and i- band SDSS magnitudes, using the Lupton (2005) transfor-

mations2. Magnitudes for MUSE-only objects were estimated by integrating the

spectrum through the SDSS r- and i- filters. The corrected MOS magnitudes were

preferred for objects appearing in both MOS and MUSE catalogues, and the differ-

ences were approximately consistent with the uncertainties provided.

The survey depths are limited by the original target selections, at R ≈ 23.5, 24

and 24.5 for VIMOS, GMOS and DEIMOS respectively. As shown in Figure 8 of

T14, the success rate of assigning redshifts to objects in the Q0107 field is & 80%

to a depth of R=22 in both VIMOS and DEIMOS, with the deeper DEIMOS data

showing & 60% success to R=24.

We do not detect any significant variation in the depth of the MOS data within

the HST field, although the small number of MUSE galaxies extend to fainter ob-

jects. Any variation in depth across the field does not have a significant effect on

our results, as we retain the same selection for our analysis in Section 3.2, and our

Section 3.3 and 3.4 use the much smaller HST field. The models utilized in Chapters

4 and 5 also focus in galaxies within the HST field.

2 https://www.sdss.org/dr16/algorithms/sdssubvritransform
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Redshifts

Calculations of relative velocities between galaxies and absorbers require that there

are no systematic shifts between their redshifts. We therefore compared redshifts

to ensure that all of our galaxy samples are in the same frame as the absorption

features.

The separate MOS samples from T14 have already been corrected to a single

frame, described in the section for each instrument. We therefore first check that

this galaxy frame is the same as the frame in which the absorber redshifts are

measured. One test of this is to calculate the difference in redshift between galaxy–

absorber pairs. At the scales on which galaxies and absorbers are correlated, this

should produce a signal that is symmetric about zero (velocity offsets e.g. outflows

should average to zero over a large sample), as presented by Rakic et al. (2011). If

the signal is offset, that suggests a shift is needed to bring all the redshifts into the

same frame.

We find no such shift when pairing high column density H i absorbers (N(H i)

> 1014 cm−2) with galaxies within 2.5 Mpc of at least one sightline, both from the

T14 catalogues. We fit a model consisting of a Gaussian plus constant offset to the

velocity distribution of these pairs, these two components representing associated

absorbers with small velocity differences, and unconnected absorbers with uniformly

distributed velocity differences.

As most possible pairs lie in the uniform distribution, a velocity cut is needed

to centre the fit close to zero, and avoid noise in this distribution dominating over

the Gaussian peak (i.e the Gaussian component of the fit jumps to a nearby ‘noise

spike’ rather than the peak of associated galaxy–absorber pairs). The fit varies with

the velocity used for this cut, but the centroid of the Gaussian component remains

within ±10 km s−1 for cuts smaller than 5000 km s−1. Therefore the galaxies and

absorbers provided by T14 can be taken to lie in the same frame to better than 10

km s−1 precision. We similarly confirm that the separate samples for each instrument

in the T14 catalogue are each consistent with this frame.

A small offset can be found if weaker absorbers are used or galaxies with a larger

impact parameter are included, as well as if a larger velocity cut is used. These are
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Figure 2.4: The redshift distributions of galaxies and absorbers in our catalogue.
Left: The redshift distributions of the galaxy and absorber samples. Right: The red-
shift distributions of the star-forming and non-star-forming galaxies in our sample.

less likely to be physically connected, so introduce noise that dominates over the

peak. We therefore do not attempt to correct for any such spurious offset.

We then add the MUSE observations. The distribution of velocity differences

between MOS and MUSE observations of duplicate objects showed that the MUSE

objects required a further shift of 30 km s−1 in order to match the frame of the MOS

catalogue.

We note that, although the redshifts of galaxies and absorbers are in the same

frame, the overall redshift distributions are not similar, as seen in the left panel

of Figure 2.4. Therefore the redshift distribution of galaxy–absorber pairs is not

uniform, and the redshift distributions of galaxy–absorber pairs with different prop-

erties (e.g. those involving star-forming galaxies vs those involving non-star-forming

galaxies) will also differ. Any such differences need to be considered when analysing

the results of this work.

Redshift uncertainties

Redshift uncertainties for the MOS objects are based on those with multiple spec-

tra. We attempted to fit all MOS spectra using the MARZ code used earlier to
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Table 2.5: Comparison of the measured velocity differences between objects mea-
sured twice by the same MOS instrument. We show the lowest-confidence flag
assigned to spectra of each object from each instrument, and consider the distri-
bution of velocity differences of each sample. Redshifts and flags shown are those
assigned using the MARZ software (flags from 1 being ‘unknown’ to 4 being ‘highly
confident’), and we also show the flags given by the T14 catalogue to which the
MARZ flags are matched. A velocity cut of 2000 km s−1 was used to remove pairs
of observations for which the velocity difference is due to a different identification
of spectral features. The cut affects only a small number of ‘flag 2’ objects. The
number removed by this cut is shown in brackets. σ is the standard deviation of
the velocity differences, which can be adopted as the uncertainty on any individual
redshift measurement within that sample.

Intstruments Flags N σ (km/s)
VIMOS 3, 4 (a) 29 120

2 (b) 69 (6) 190
DEIMOS 3, 4 (a) 23 26

2 (b) 40 (3) 47
GMOS 3, 4 (a) 4 44

2 (b) 5 48

obtain redshifts from MUSE. For objects with multiple spectra from the same in-

strument, the redshift differences could be compared. The width of the distribution

of velocity differences for each instrument provides an estimate of the uncertainty

in the redshift of objects observed by that instrument. These are given in Table

2.5, where σ is adopted as the uncertainty for all objects in the T14 catalogue with

the confidence flag shown in brackets. As redshifts with poorer confidence flags are

generally identified using fewer features, we assign a larger redshift uncertainty to

these b-flag galaxies. Whilst the GMOS sample size is very small, the relative values

of the three instruments are consistent with the resolutions given in Table 2.3, so

we adopt these uncertainties.

Our MUSE observations contain no duplicates, so this method cannot be used

to estimate uncertainties on their redshifts. As MUSE has a higher resolution than

GMOS, but lower than DEIMOS, we take the GMOS values as (likely somewhat

conservative) estimates of the velocity errors for MUSE galaxies with the same

confidence flags.

In order to directly compare the flags assigned for objects with MOS and MARZ
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redshifts (a–c in the catalogue, 4–1 in MARZ), flag ‘a’ objects were numbered 3.5,

‘b’ to 2.5 and ‘c’ to 1.5. Redshifts quoted in our final catalogue are those with the

highest flag.

Finally, the MARZ flags were reassigned to match those from the MOS catalogue:

1 to c, 2 to b and 3 & 4 to a. This produces our final catalogue of 1424 galaxies,

of which 1026 have ‘a’ or ‘b’ flags and are used in the following analyses. Their

locations in space and redshift are shown in Figure 2.5.

Spectral classification

We divide our galaxy sample into ‘star-forming’ and ‘non-star-forming’ galaxies. We

maintain the classifications used in T14 for the MOS galaxies (see their section 5.1)

and apply similar criteria for dividing the MUSE galaxies. Namely, those galaxies

best fit by a star-forming template (e.g. ‘late-type’, ‘starburst’ or ‘star-forming’

templates) are classified as star-forming, and those fit by a passive template (e.g.

‘passive’, ‘early-type’ or ‘absorption galaxy’ templates) are classified as non-star-

forming.

These templates differ primarily due to the presence of emission lines, so this

classification is denoting galaxies with measurable emission lines as star-forming,

and those without as non-star-forming.

We also estimate the star-formation rates by directly fitting the Hα and [O ii]

emission lines, and additionally estimate stellar masses in order to derive specific

star-formation rates. We use the Kennicutt (1998) and Kewley et al. (2004) calibra-

tions to convert line luminosity to SFR for Hα and [O ii] respectively. We assume

1 magnitude of extinction at Hα (Charlot et al., 2002), and use the Calzetti et al.

(2000) curve to estimate extinction at [OII]. The predicted wavelength of at least

one of these emission lines is available for ≈ 90% of galaxies with well determined

redshifts. Stellar masses are estimated using the relationship given in equations 1

and 2 of Johnson et al. (2015), which represent a fit to the stellar mass to r-band light

ratio obtained from low-redshift galaxies in the NASA-Sloan atlas. These NASA-

Sloan masses were determined by fitting spectra to stellar population models based

on those in Bruzual & Charlot (2003).
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Figure 2.5: The distribution of galaxies and H i absorption features in the sam-
ple, plotted in redshift and right-ascension (top) or declination (bottom). Solid
lines show the lines-of-sight to the three quasars, with HI absorption shown as tick
marks. Points are galaxies coloured by observed instrument. Note that the angles
are massively expanded, so arc-like features likely correspond to galaxy groups.
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We find that a cut at a specific star-formation rate of 0.02 Gyr−1 correctly iden-

tifies ≈ 75% of both samples. Our stellar mass and SFR estimates are illustrated

in Figure 2.6. However, these estimates have substantial measurement and system-

atic uncertainties, so we primarily use the classification described above, in which

galaxies are denoted as ‘star-forming’ (SF) or ‘non-star-forming’ (non-SF) based on

the template fit.

These subsamples of SF and non-SF galaxies show no substantial bias in their

impact parameter distributions or mass distributions. It must be noted that there

is a small excess of star-forming galaxies at the smallest impact parameters (<

200 kpc), due to the ease of finding emission lines using the MUSE datacubes.

The SF and non-SF samples also feature slightly larger low-mass and high-mass

tails respectively in their mass distributions, but both of these biases affect a small

number of galaxies. We confirm throughout that these have no substantial effect on

our results by re-running our tests with samples excluding the MUSE galaxies and

samples excluding the tails of the mass distribution, obtaining similar results.

However, there is a substantial bias in redshift, with SF galaxies preferentially

featuring at higher redshifts than non-SF galaxies, as seen in the right panel of

Figure 2.4. This is likely a combination of real redshift evolution (higher cosmic star-

formation rates at higher redshift, e.g. Madau & Dickinson 2014) and observational

effects (higher signal-to-noise is required to confirm the redshifts of galaxies without

emission lines), and must be taken into account when comparing the CGM/IGM

around galaxies in these samples.

2.2.1 HST imaging

In addition to the spectroscopic data, we also use high-resolution imaging of the field

to constrain galaxy morphologies and orientations. We use publicly available Hubble

Space Telescope imaging of this field (Program ID: 14660, PI Straka), obtained

through ACS (Ryon, 2019) and the F814W filter. This consists of four exposures

totalling 2171 seconds.

It must be noted that one of the exposures was affected by an unidentified bright

object moving across the field, leaving an artefact in the final combined image.
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Figure 2.6: The star-formation rate against stellar mass for our galaxy sample. Star-
formation rates are calculated using the [OII] or Hα emission lines, shown in circles
and upward-pointing triangles respectively. The downward-pointing triangles at the
bottom of the figure show the masses of galaxies for which the line fit was unable to
produce a result. (These are excluded from both projected histograms.) The blue
points and histograms denote galaxies classified as ‘star-forming’ using the template
fits, whilst the red points were classified as ‘non-star-forming’. The black point in
the lower-left shows the median uncertainty in each axis, although the non-star-
forming galaxies exhibit systematically larger uncertainty in SFR. The dotted black
line is the 0.02 Gyr−1 cut in sSFR that best reproduces our template classification.
Most of the outlying objects with SFRs substantially higher than most galaxies of
similar mass are due to the spectrum at the expected wavelength of the emission
line being contaminated by sky lines or the fringes seen in the VIMOS spectra at
red wavelengths.
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However, we only use the HST imaging to study the morphology of galaxies in this

field, so this artifact does not substantially affect our results.

Galaxies were identified using SExtractor, then matched to the coordinates of

objects in the MOS/MUSE combined catalogue. No systematic offset was found, so

objects within 1” were matched, as above.

We run GALFIT (Peng et al., 2002), which uses chi-squared minimization al-

gorithms to produce a best-fitting 2D model of a galaxy. We initially fit a Sersic

disk to every galaxy found in both our redshift catalogue and the HST image, using

SExtractor results as initial guesses for the fit, and then introduce additional com-

ponents where necessary to find a reasonable fit. This provides improved position

angles and inclinations, taking full account of the point-spread function of the image

and reducing the average uncertainty by a factor ≈ 3 relative to the position angles

produced by SExtractor.

We again assign quality flags to the GALFIT results (1: good fit by eye and no

clear structure remains in residuals, 2: good by eye, 3: possible, 4: clearly a poor fit

), allowing poorly constrained results to be excluded. Flag 4 objects are excluded

from all results, but galaxies near to face-on that were fit successfully are included

despite large position angle uncertainties. This returns 109 galaxies with position

angles constrained by GALFIT and a counterpart in our spectroscopic survey, of

which 72 also have well-constrained redshifts (‘a’ or ‘b’ flags). We illustrate examples

of this fitting in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 3

Statistical properties of detected CGM/IGM absorbers

In this chapter we discuss several tests used to determine the size scales and struc-

tures of the CGM and IGM around galaxies in the Q0107 field through the statistics

of our large galaxy and absorber samples. This work has been published in Beckett

et al. (2021), which we refer to as Paper 1 throughout this thesis.

3.1 Background

Galaxies follow a large-scale filamentary structure throughout the Universe, known

as the cosmic web (Bond et al., 1996), formed by the gravitational accretion of gas

towards the potential wells of dark matter around initial overdensities, as has been

modelled in dark-matter-only simulations for decades (e.g. Klypin & Shandarin,

1983; Springel et al., 2005). Once stars and galaxies form, this accretion from the

intergalactic medium (IGM) towards galaxies becomes affected by complex baryonic

physics, including stellar and AGN feedback (e.g. van de Voort et al., 2011; Nelson

et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2020b). Simulating these effects on a range of scales

from sub-parsec-scale supernovae to megaparsec-scale gas flows around clusters ne-

cessitates sub-grid models which require constraints from observations.
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Such constraints are necessary for studies of galaxy evolution, as exchanges of

material between galaxies and their environments play an important role in regu-

lating star formation (e.g. Kereš et al., 2005; Schaye et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2012;

Lehnert et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2015; Salcido et al., 2020). Gas outside of

galaxies is believed to contain a substantial fraction of the baryons in the Universe

(e.g Fukugita et al., 1998; Behroozi et al., 2010; Werk et al., 2014), so any census

of baryons used to constrain cosmological parameters must consider the state of the

gas around galaxies (usually by modelling the ionization state of the gas based on

absorption spectra, e.g. Shull et al. 2012, although recent methods using fast radio

bursts account for all ionized baryons, e.g. Macquart et al. 2020). The dynamics

of galaxies are also strongly linked to the state of the surrounding gas through the

transfer of angular momentum (e.g Pichon et al., 2011; Stewart et al., 2017; DeFe-

lippis et al., 2020). Therefore, observational insights into the distribution of baryons

around galaxies can not only inform our understanding of the gas itself, but also

stellar processes within galaxies and their effects on galaxy formation and evolution.

Outside the local environment, most observations of the gas around galaxies

are made by identifying absorption features in the spectrum of background sources,

usually quasars. These features can probe neutral gas, most commonly using H i (e.g.

Morris et al., 1991; Lanzetta et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1998; Adelberger et al., 2003;

Tumlinson et al., 2013; Rakic et al., 2013; Heckman et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018),

especially since the Hubble Space Telescope has allowed the Lyman-α transition to

be observed at low redshifts. Other studies use low ions such as Mg ii to probe

cool (∼ 104 K) gas (e.g. Bergeron, 1986; Bergeron & Boissé, 1991; Bouché et al.,

2006; Nielsen et al., 2013; Schroetter et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2017), or search for

highly-ionized material (e.g. Bergeron et al., 1994; Tripp & Savage, 2000; Cen et al.,

2001; Tumlinson et al., 2011; Turner et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2016; Werk et al., 2016;

Nicastro et al., 2018; Bielby et al., 2019) through transitions from ions such as Ovi

to Oviii. This variety of observed ions found in sightlines probing the gas near to

galaxies suggests that it has a complex, multi-phase structure (e.g. Veilleux et al.,

2005; Werk et al., 2013; Mathes et al., 2014; Péroux et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a).

Galaxy-scale outflows are observed in emission (e.g. Bland & Tully, 1988; Finley
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et al., 2017; Burchett et al., 2021) and absorption (e.g. Grimes et al., 2009; Turner

et al., 2015; Lan & Mo, 2018; Schroetter et al., 2019), their multi-phase nature

indicated by a range of diagnostics from low ions (tracing cool gas, e.g. Concas et al.

2019), to X-ray-emitting hot gas (e.g. Lehnert et al., 1999). These are consistent

with stellar feedback, in which supernovae and stellar winds drive material out of the

galaxy (e.g. Chevalier & Clegg, 1985; Heckman et al., 1990) to distances of several

tens of kiloparsecs. Cosmological simulations also find these winds, and can produce

the multi-phase biconical outflows observed despite isotropic injection of energy and

momentum (e.g. Nelson et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2020a). Hopkins et al. (2021)

also find that the addition of cosmic rays to the outflow-driving mechanism may

allow such flows to reach megaparsec scales.

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that substantial gas accretion oc-

curs onto galaxies from the surrounding medium, including the metallicities of dwarf

stars (e.g. Casuso & Beckman, 2004), the short depletion timescales of star-forming

galaxies (e.g. Freundlich et al., 2013; Scoville et al., 2017), and the declining H i

density of the Universe over time (e.g. Neeleman et al., 2016). Evidence for this

accretion is found in ‘down-the-barrel’ observations (using the host galaxy as the

background source) where absorption line profiles indicate gas flows towards the

galaxy (e.g Martin et al., 2012; Rubin et al., 2012). Observations in Mg ii have long

suggested that the gas shows strong rotation, often with an in-falling velocity compo-

nent (e.g Charlton & Churchill, 1998; Steidel et al., 2002). When this is compared

to the rotation curves of galaxies, often using integral field units such as MUSE,

most find that absorbing gas close to the major axis of a galaxy preferentially shows

co-rotation in both Mg ii (e.g. Ho et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2019b; Zabl et al., 2019)

and H i (e.g French & Wakker, 2020), particularly within 100 kpc. However, this

co-rotation is not always apparent when extending to weaker absorbers or larger

impact parameters (e.g. Dutta et al., 2020).

This ‘galactic fountain’ model, consisting of minor axis outflows and major axis

co-rotating accretion, can explain the bimodality in position angle found in the

MEGAFLOW survey (Schroetter et al., 2016; Zabl et al., 2019; Schroetter et al.,

2019). It is also supported by cosmological simulations, for example the FIRE
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simulations (Hafen et al., 2019, 2020) produce galaxies around which the gas around

galaxies is a mixture of material ejected from the galaxy interstellar medium (ISM) in

winds, and material accreted from the IGM. Much of this material then accretes onto

the central galaxy. However, this model would predict generally lower metallicities

along the major axis, which has not been detected in recent H i observations (Pointon

et al., 2019; Kacprzak et al., 2019), and Mg ii observations often do not find a

significant bimodality in position angle (Dutta et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2021). How

frequently these structures form, and to what extent, therefore remains uncertain.

Whilst a galactic fountain can reproduce many observations of the gas close

to galaxies (the circumgalactic medium, or CGM; see Tumlinson et al. 2017 for a

recent review), studies of the correlation between gas and galaxies show transverse

correlation lengths of 2–3 Mpc at z < 1 (Tejos et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2016). On

these scales the interactions between galaxies are expected to have a significant

effect on the structure of the CGM/IGM (e.g Fossati et al., 2019b; Dutta et al.,

2020). Intra-group material can be observed in absorption, that can not easily be

assigned to an individual galaxy (e.g. Péroux et al., 2017; Bielby et al., 2017; Chen

et al., 2020a). We expect interactions in groups and clusters to build up pressure-

confined tidal debris, visible across a range of column densities (Morris & van den

Bergh, 1994). This is clearly visible in H i maps of the Magellanic Stream (e.g.

Mathewson et al., 1974; Nidever et al., 2008) and the M81/M82 group (e.g. Croxall

et al., 2009; Sorgho et al., 2019), as well as Hα and occasionally [O iii] emission in

dense environments (e.g Fumagalli et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2018; Fossati et al.,

2019a).

Absorption, especially in Lyα, is our most sensitive probe of the CGM and IGM,

but it is in most cases limited to a single pencil-beam sightline through the CGM of

any individual galaxy. This makes it difficult to directly constrain the size scales and

structures in the CGM, although some studies have stacked large samples together

attempting to infer these properties (e.g Chen, 2012; Turner et al., 2014).

Additional information can be extracted using multiple sightlines probing the

CGM of an individual galaxy. Bowen et al. (2016) take advantage of the large angle

subtended by relatively nearby haloes, such that the halo is pierced by a number of
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QSO sightlines, finding the gas surrounding NGC 1097 to have a disk-like structure

with rotating and in-falling velocity components. Similarly Keeney et al. (2013) find

the absorption in three sightlines around a nearby galaxy to be consistent with a

‘galactic fountain’. Gravitational lensing produces multi-sightline systems, through

multiple images (e.g Smette et al., 1992; Rauch et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2014;

Zahedy et al., 2016), and extended arcs that can be considered as multiple closely-

spaced lines-of-sight (e.g. Lopez et al., 2018, 2020). It is also possible to use bright

background galaxies as sources (which may also be extended), as an alternative or

in addition to quasar sightlines (e.g. Adelberger et al., 2005; Steidel et al., 2010;

Cooke & O’Meara, 2015; Rubin et al., 2018; Fossati et al., 2019b; Zabl et al., 2020).

This study focuses on the Q0107 system, a quasar triplet at z ≈ 1: LBQS

0107-025A, LBQS 0107-025B, and LBQS 0107-0232, hereafter denoted A, B, and

C. Table 2.1 summarizes some of the main parameters of this system. This allows

multiple sightlines to be probed through the CGM/IGM around galaxies in this

field, separated by hundreds of kpc.

As the only known, bright, low-redshift quasar triplet, this system has been the

focus of many studies. Dinshaw et al. (1997) observed A and B, finding 5 absorp-

tion systems that cover both sightlines, and 6 limited to a single sightline. Using a

maximum likelihood analysis, they concluded that their data was best explained by

randomly inclined disks approximately 1 Mpc in radius. Young et al. (2001) comple-

mented this with analysis of the likelihood of individual multi-sightline absorption

systems, and found that matches involving stronger absorption features tended to

have smaller velocity separations. Coincidences of absorption between the sightlines

also occur more frequently among high-column-density absorbers, as found by Petry

et al. (2006).

A later study by Crighton et al. (2010) (hereafter C10) used improved QSO spec-

tra, including QSO-C, in addition to galaxy data from CFHT-MOS, to extend these

results. They observed a highly-significant excess of absorption systems covering

all three sightlines over an ensemble of randoms, providing clear evidence that gas

and galaxies are associated on scales of hundreds of kpc. Additionally, galaxies and

groups of galaxies could be associated with multiple absorbers, allowing the struc-
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ture of the gas to be analysed in individual systems (although we defer an updated

analysis of these systems to a later paper, focusing here on the statistical properties

of our samples).

Ionization modelling was used by Muzahid (2014) to study one example in this

field at z ∼ 0.22, using the presence of Ovi in sightlines A and B to estimate the

radius of the CGM as 330 kpc, and therefore detect both the warm and cool CGM

of an L? galaxy.

This field was also included in a study of galaxy–absorber cross-correlations

covering six independent fields by Tejos et al. (2014) (hereafter T14) and another

using 50 fields by Finn et al. (2016) (F16). Their galaxy catalogue forms the basis

for the galaxy data used in this work.

In this study we present an updated analysis on the Q0107 triplet, using a much

larger sample of galaxies extending to fainter magnitudes, in addition to Hubble

Space Telescope imaging providing improved morphologies, and MUSE fields pro-

viding kinematics on a subsample of galaxies close to the A and B sightlines. We use

this data to examine the CGM/IGM on large scales, where the improved imaging

allows us to constrain the extent of the ‘galactic fountain’ and the larger galaxy sam-

ples allow us to study the presence of absorption features covering multiple sightlines

around galaxies of different properties.

In Section 2.1 we describe the quasar spectra and galaxy survey used to produce

our catalogues of absorption features and galaxies. Section 3.2 discusses our test for

correlated absorption between the three sightlines. Section 3.3 gives results from

studying the relationship between absorption properties and the position angles of

nearby galaxies, whilst in Section 3.4 we use the MUSE data to identify co- and

counter-rotation among material close to the major axis of galaxies. In Section 5.6

we discuss the consequences of our results and how future work can further progress

our understanding.

We use the cosmology from Planck Collaboration (2020) throughout, with Ωm =

0.315 and H0 = 67.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, and quote physical sizes and distances unless

otherwise stated.
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3.2 Coherence between sightlines

One unique test allowed by the configuration of multiple lines-of-sight is to compare

the absorption seen across multiple sightlines at the same redshift. Both Dinshaw

et al. (1997) and Crighton et al. (2010) (C10) attempted to estimate the scale size

of absorbers using the numbers of coincidences (where absorption was identified

at multiple redshifts) and anti-coincidences (where detection of absorption in one

sightline was not matched in the other(s)). We can therefore use our larger sample

to both review the results from these papers, demonstrating that absorption is often

correlated on the 400-1200 kpc scales separating these sightlines, and to split the

sample, allowing us to study how these coincidences are affected by the properties

of the absorption and of nearby galaxies.

3.2.1 Random absorbers

In order to test the significance of the correlations between sightlines, we must com-

pare the observed distribution to the number expected if there were no physical

connection between the observed gas and galaxies. For this reason, we have gener-

ated 5000 sets of randomly distributed absorbers, using a method similar to that

used in T14, as follows:

i) Calculate the signal-to-noise per resolution element for each QSO spectrum.

ii) Convert this to a minimum rest-frame equivalent width for the absorption fea-

ture as a function of redshift. The detection limits for QSO-A are shown as an

example in Figure 3.1.

iii) For each real absorption feature, find the allowed region in redshift space for

which the EW of the real absorber is larger than the minimum, and is not

covered by galactic absorption.

iv) Distribute absorbers randomly through the allowed region, giving the random

absorber the same properties as the original observed absorption feature.

In order to maintain the approximate redshift/wavelength distribution of ab-

sorbers, we restrict each randomized absorber to the same grating as the observed
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absorber from which we derived its properties. We describe this process in more

detail in Appendix B.2.

3.2.2 Absorber-Galaxy groups

In order to associate galaxies and absorbers, we use two different grouping algo-

rithms in this section, similar to those used in C10. The first is a nearest-neighbour

algorithm, which simply takes the nearest absorber (in velocity) to each galaxy in

each sightline.

The second method is a velocity-cut around each absorber/galaxy, in which we

consider all absorbers/galaxies within that velocity window as associated with that

absorber/galaxy.

Galaxies must be within 2.5 Mpc of at least one of the sightlines in order to

be included, and have a redshift flag of ‘a’ or ‘b’. These restrictions remove the

galaxy-absorber pairs with the largest separations (and are therefore the least likely

to be physically connected), as well as those with poorly-determined redshifts.

3.2.3 Results

In the series of Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, three plots are shown for each set of con-

straints applied to the samples, each with three panels. The top three panels show

the velocity difference between each galaxy and its nearest-neighbour absorber in

each sightline. The histogram shows the distribution of real velocity differences,

with the black points giving the median number of galaxies in each bin in the ran-

dom sets, and the cyan points showing the 99th percentile. Thus, the level of the

histogram in relation to the points shows the excess of galaxy-absorber separations

in that 100 km s−1 bin over the expectation if the absorber redshifts were randomly

distributed. Note that, as the total number of galaxies is the same, any excess in

bins with small velocity difference must be accompanied by a deficit in other bins.

The middle set of three panels shows the number of galaxies around which at

least 1, at least 2, or all 3 sightlines contain H i absorption within the 500 km s−1

cut in velocity. The histogram shows the distribution of the random sets, with the
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Figure 3.1: The estimated minimum rest-frame equivalent width detectable in the
COS and FOS spectrum of QSO-A. The calculation is described in the text, SNR
is calculated using the continuum estimate and the instrumental noise, with the
FWHM taken from Table 2 in T14 for each grating. A significance limit of 3 is used.
The observed H i absorbers from the catalogue are scattered on the plot, assuming
that the Ly-α line was observed. The vertical green lines divide the different gratings
used in the spectrum, which therefore have different signal-to-noise and FWHM.
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black vertical line giving the mean value. The red vertical line shows the number

of galaxies found in the real system. In the top-right of each panel we also give the

percentage of random sets for which the number of galaxies found with absorption

in 1, 2 or 3 sightlines is greater than or equal to the number seen in the real Q0107

system, and the significance of the difference from the mean (in units of the standard

deviation of the random distribution). Therefore panels in which the red line lies to

the right of the histogram show that there are more galaxy–absorber groups in the

real Q0107 system than in the random distributions.

The final panels show the number of H i absorber groups for which absorption

within the velocity window is found in precisely 1, 2, and 3 sightlines. The layout

of the plot is as described above, with the percentage of random sets containing at

least as many absorber groups as the real system given alongside the significance

of the difference. The uppermost of these three panels often shows the real system

having fewer single-LOS absorber groups than the random distribution, as the real

absorbers are more likely to form coherent structures across multiple lines-of-sight,

and be more clustered along any one line-of-sight.

These figures are intended as a direct comparison with those in C10. How-

ever, with the much larger samples now available, it is possible to obtain results

from subsamples of galaxies and absorbers. These include separating star-forming

from non-star-forming galaxies, and dividing absorption systems into low- and high-

column-density samples. This allows testing of numerous models of the links between

the galaxies and surrounding gas, as described below.

Full sample

Figure 3.2 shows the results from the full sample, in which we consider all observed

H i absorption systems, and all galaxies with ‘a’ and ‘b’ redshift flags within 2.5 Mpc

of a sightline. The top panels show the velocity difference between each galaxy and

its nearest-neighbour absorber in each sightline. For each sightline, the number of

galaxies with absorption within 100 km s−1 (the innermost bin) is above the 99th

percentile of random absorber sets, and remains consistently above the median out

to 400 km s−1. This suggests that most of the physical associations between galaxies
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Figure 3.2: Nearest-neighbour and velocity-window groups using the full sample,
as described in Section 3.2.3. These compare the absorbers in the real Q0107 sight-
lines with the ensemble of randomly distributed absorber sets, showing line-of-sight
velocity distances between galaxies and absorbers, number of galaxies with associ-
ated H i in one or more lines-of-sight, and number of absorber groups covering one
or more lines-of-sight. Features are identical to those in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, and
are described in detail in Section 3.2.3 of the main text. Top 3 panels: The nearest
absorber to each galaxy in each sightline. Middle 3 panels: The number of galaxies
around which absorption is seen within 500 km s−1 in at least one, at least two
and all three sightlines. Lower 3 panels: The number of absorber groups covering
precisely 1, 2 and 3 sightlines within 500 km s−1.
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and absorbers occur with smaller velocity differences. For most of this work, we use a

velocity cut of 500 km s−1, thus capturing most of the likely galaxy–absorber groups

whilst minimizing the noise from unrelated pairs. This is also directly comparable

to the grouping used by C10.

The middle panels shows the number of galaxies for which absorption systems

are found in at least 1, at least 2, and all three sightlines within the 500 km s−1

window. In each case significantly more galaxies have absorption in the real Q0107

field than expected from the systems with randomly generated absorbers. Only six

of the 5000 random distributions show as many galaxies with associated absorption,

and no set of randoms has as many matches between a galaxy and multiple absorbers

as the real Q0107. The significance of the excess also increases with the number of

sightlines covered. This is similar to the results of P06 and C10 (their figure 16),

in which there is a significant excess of galaxies associated with absorbers on these

scales. The larger sample of absorbers and galaxies in this study has allowed a

higher confidence level to be reached.

The lower panels show the number of absorber groups covering one, two and three

sightlines respectively. As in C10 (the lowest panel of this plot is directly comparable

to the middle panel of their figure 7) the number of triple-absorber groups is larger in

the real system than in most sets of randoms. However, the excess is less significant

here, with ≈ 22% of random sets showing more triples (as compared to ≈ 11%

in the C10 results). This may be due to the improved sensitivity to low-column-

density absorption. This observed absorption across all three sightlines within a

small velocity window supports the idea that the gas is found in structures at least

500-1000 kpc in extent (the distances between the sightlines).

Column density

We then extend this test by cutting the absorber sample by column density, using a

cut of N(H i) = 1014 cm−2 identical to that used in T14, and perform this analysis

on both the high- and low-column density samples. Figure 3.3 compares the re-

sults obtained from these two samples, with the left column giving results from the

high-column-density sample, and the right column showing the low-column-density
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between the real Q0107 system and the ensemble of ran-
domly distributed H i absorber sets, using the column density cut, as described
in Section 3.2.3. We show galaxy and absorber groups involving galaxies with ‘a’
or ‘b’ redshift flags within 2.5 Mpc of at least one line-of-sight, considering only
high-column-density (N(H i) > 1014 cm−2) absorbers in the left column, and lower-
column-density absorbers in the right column. The features shown are identical to
those in Figures 3.2 and 3.4, detailed in Section 3.2.3 of the main text. Top 3 panels:
The nearest absorber to each galaxy in each sightline. Middle 3 panels: The number
of galaxies around which absorption is seen within 500 km s−1 in at least one, at
least two and all three sightlines. Lower 3 panels: The number of absorber groups
covering precisely 1, 2 and 3 sightlines within 500 km s−1.
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sample.

Using these constraints, the nearest-neighbour results (top) show a much clearer

excess of galaxy-absorber pairs in the innermost velocity bins when only high-

column-density absorbers are considered, substantially above the 99% level in all

three sightlines. In the low-column-density case, the excess of small-velocity pairs

is below the 99% level in two of the sightlines.

The excess of galaxies with associated absorption is more significant in the high-

density sample (middle-left) than the low-column-density sample (middle-right). In-

deed, there is no significant excess of galaxies with absorption in multiple sightlines in

the low-density case. Similarly, the significance of the excess of real absorber triples

is greater in the high-column-density case (bottom panels), and the low-column den-

sity observed coincidences are also consistent with the randomly generated sample.

These results confirm previous observations that high-column-density gas pref-

erentially resides close to galaxies, in the CGM or intra-group medium, whereas

the excess of low-column-density absorption around galaxies is less significant, sug-

gesting these absorbers occur in the IGM. As only four absorber groups exist with

high-column-density absorption in all three lines-of-sight, and these lie at the same

redshift as more than 40 galaxies, these triplets correspond to galaxy overdensities.

That low-column-density absorption is not found in multiple sightlines at a sig-

nificantly higher frequency than in the random distribution may also indicate that

these weak absorbers do not often form Mpc-scale structures.

These results are consistent with those in T14, in which the correlation function

between weak absorbers and galaxies suggests that they do not trace the same

dark matter distribution, and the low auto-correlation between low-column-density

absorbers indicates that they rarely form large structures. Burchett et al. (2020)

suggest that these column densities should be tracing the outer regions of filaments,

as well as some overdensities in voids. This could lead to detection in two sightlines

if the filament is aligned across two sightlines, but is unlikely to produce triplets,

a possible explanation for the ∼ 1.5σ excess of low-column-density, two-sightline

detections.

We also repeated this test after randomly discarding low-column-density ab-
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sorbers until the sample sizes of high- and low- density absorption features were of

equal size. There were no significant differences in the results, confirming that the

greater excess seen in the high-column-density case is not merely an effect of the

larger sample size. Due to the higher detection limit in the FOS spectra, there is

also a difference in redshift between the low- and high-column-density absorbers,

with low-column-density systems rarer at z & 0.48 (median redshift of low- and

high-column-density absorbers 0.32 and 0.52 respectively). However, the results are

similar if we only include absorbers found in the COS spectra. Redshift evolution

of the IGM is found to be slow at z . 1 (e.g Kim et al., 2020), so no substantial

difference is expected.

Star formation

Another cut was made on the star-formation of galaxies in the sample (using the

star-formation class for each galaxy defined in Section 2.2). Figure 3.4 shows these

results. The excess of groups in the real system is more significant in the star-

forming case (lower-left) than the non-star-forming case (lower-right). This can also

be seen in the nearest-neighbour matching (upper-left and upper-right), in which

the excess of galaxies in the innermost bins is greater in the star-forming sample.

These results show absorption is more likely to be detected around star-forming

galaxies on scales of hundreds of kpc. This is similar to the results from (Chen &

Mulchaey, 2009), in which the correlation between Lyα absorbers and galaxies is

stronger among emission galaxies than absorption galaxies. Our results are generally

consistent with those in T14, despite the different approach. They do not find a

significant difference in the correlation slope or length between the strong-H i/SF-

galaxy and strong-H i/non-SF-galaxy cross-correlations. However, they show that

the strong/SF results are consistent with linearly tracing the same dark matter

distribution, whilst the strong/non-SF results are not, due to the greater auto-

correlation between non-SF galaxies. Therefore the probability of finding a strong

H i absorber near a non-SF galaxy is lower than that of finding a strong H i absorber

near a SF galaxy, in agreement with our results.

Whilst the star-forming galaxies in our sample are more likely to be surrounded
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Figure 3.4: Nearest-neighbour and velocity-window groups using the star-
formation cut, as described in Section 3.2.3. These compare the the real Q0107
system with the ensemble of randomly distributed absorber sets, showing line-of-
sight velocity distances between galaxies and absorbers, number of galaxies with
associated H i in one or more lines-of-sight, and number of absorber groups covering
one or more lines-of-sight. Features are identical to those in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, and
are described in detail in Section 3.2.3 of the main text. Top 3 panels: The nearest
absorber to each galaxy in each sightline. Lower 3 panels: The number of galaxies
around which absorption is seen within 500 km/s in at least one, at least two and
all three sightlines. The absorber-only groups are omitted as these are not affected
by the cut, so the results are the same as in the lower panel of Figure 3.2.
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by detectable levels of H i gas, it is difficult to determine the cause of this. We

note that excess absorption within the virial radius is not sufficient to explain the

excess of two- and three-sightline absorption, as the distance between the sightlines

is larger than the virial radius for most of our galaxies.

There are suggestions from simulations that stellar-feedback-driven outflows may

extend to and beyond the virial radius (e.g. DeFelippis et al., 2020; Mitchell et al.,

2020a; Hopkins et al., 2021), so their presence around star-forming galaxies could

lead to the observed absorption. If outflows make a substantial contribution to this

excess absorption, we may expect to see a broader distribution of galaxy-absorber

velocity offsets in the SF sample, arising from the line-of-sight component of the

outflow velocity (see e.g. Chen et al., 2020b). This broader distribution is not seen

in our data, which would suggest that outflows do not make a large contribution

on these scales. However, there are potential redshift errors in the VIMOS galaxies

in the same 100–200 km s−1 regime as the likely outflow velocities (see Table 2.5),

which could similarly broaden the distribution. We further discuss the presence of

outflows in Section 3.3.

We consider the environments in which the SF and non-SF galaxies are likely

to be found. Non-SF galaxies are more likely to reside in groups (41% of non-SF

and 32% of SF galaxies lie in groups of five or more galaxies, using the friends-of-

friends algorithm described in Appendix B.1), as expected due to quenching when

galaxies fall into larger haloes (e.g. Wetzel et al., 2013). As these groups will often

correspond to larger overdensities in the cosmic web than single galaxies, we may

expect increased incidence of H i absorber groups around non-SF galaxies, the oppo-

site effect to that observed. However, the higher virial temperatures of group haloes

would lead to a suppression of neutral hydrogen, possibly negating this effect.

We also consider the effects of biases in our sample selection (as discussed in

Section 2.2). Firstly, to remove any effects of having a larger star-forming than non-

star-forming sample, the analysis was rerun after randomly discarding star-forming

galaxies until the sample sizes were identical, and the significance of the excess in

galaxy-absorber groups was only marginally reduced in each case. Whilst there are

small biases in the mass and impact parameter distributions of the two samples, a
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test cannot distinguish them at the 5% level, and they

appear localised to the mass tails and the smallest impact parameters (i.e. the MUSE

fields). Removing the mass tails and/or MUSE-only galaxies again slightly reduces

the significance of the excess, but does not substantially affect the comparison.

The bias of SF galaxies towards higher redshifts does appear to have an effect, but

this is found to be primarily due to the absorber selection function removing lower

column density absorbers at higher redshifts (as seen in Figure 3.1). If only high-

column-density absorbers are considered, no substantial difference between high-z

and low-z coherence is found, but there remains a larger excess of absorption around

star-forming galaxies than non-star-forming galaxies.

The difference between our SF and non-SF samples is therefore unlikely to have

arisen from any sample biases, and instead does indicate that star-forming galaxies

are more likely than quiescent galaxies to exhibit H i absorption covering single and

multiple lines-of-sight.

3.3 Galaxy orientations

As described in Section 2.1.2 and shown in Figure 2.2, we have obtained MUSE

data for the 1′× 1′ fields around QSOs A and B, in addition to high-resolution HST

imaging of a larger field (but not extending as far as QSO-C). We used GALFIT

(Peng et al., 2002) to determine the position angles of galaxies in the HST field,

as described in Section 2.2.1. This allows galaxy–quasar pairs in which absorption

is detected (and those where it is not) to be shown as a function of position angle

and impact parameter. We can then determine whether absorption lies preferentially

along the major or minor axis of the galaxy, and identify possible co-rotating material

and polar outflows.

The MEGAFLOW survey mostly covered impact parameters out to ∼ 100 kpc

using Mg ii, focusing their selection on sightlines with high-equivalent-width ab-

sorbers in their SDSS spectra (Schroetter et al., 2016). They find a clear bimodality

in position angle, with more absorbers found along both the major and minor axes,

identified with discs and outflows respectively. It must be noted that they remove
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absorbers found with three or more nearby galaxies, and assign a single galaxy to

the absorber in cases with two nearby galaxies.

Similarly, Bordoloi et al. (2011) and Bordoloi et al. (2014) look for Mg ii around

zCOSMOS galaxies, finding strong minor-axis absorption attributed to outflows

that is much stronger than the major-axis absorption, and an increasing outflow

equivalent width with host galaxy SFR. They only find this for impact parameters .

50 kpc, but also include group galaxies in their analysis, obtaining results consistent

with a superposition of outflows from group members.

On the other hand, Dutta et al. (2020) find that their sample, primarily consisting

of Mg ii absorption at larger impact parameters, does not show such a bimodality (a

similar result is found by Huang et al., 2021), nor can their measurements in group

environments be fully explained by a superposition of absorption from individual

group members. This suggests that, at least in Mg ii, the disk/outflow dichotomy

does not extend to scales much beyond ∼ 50 kpc.

This appears in contrast to some recent models. For example, Hopkins et al.

(2021) find that their simulations (based on the FIRE simulations, with the addi-

tion of cosmic ray effects) can allow biconical outflows to reach megaparsec scales.

Outflows in the EAGLE simulations are also seen to maintain their bi-directional

structure to at least the virial radius of ∼ 1012 M� halos (Mitchell et al., 2020a),

whilst Illustris also features hot outflowing material and cool co-rotating material

along the minor and major axes out to close to the virial radius (DeFelippis et al.,

2020).

Using H i absorption from lines-of-sight with no pre-selection allows an unbiased

sample to extend to larger impact parameters than most Mg ii studies. When con-

sidering galaxies in groups, we avoid artificially selecting the associated galaxy to

each absorber, instead including all galaxy–absorber pairs within the 500 km s−1

cut. We test for this bimodality in position angle for the galaxy–absorber pairs in

our sample using the Hartigan dip test (Hartigan & Hartigan, 1985), which calcu-

lates the likelihood of observing the ‘dip’ in the sample histogram if the underlying

distribution is unimodal. As in Section 3.2, we also compare the results when the

sample is split into complementary subsamples such as high- and low-column-density
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absorbers, and star-forming and non-star-forming galaxies.

3.3.1 Hydrogen

The results from applying this test to the distribution of galaxy–absorber pairs

involving H i absorption are summarized in Table 3.1. Where the sizes of the com-

plementary samples (paired using horizontal lines in the table) are substantially

different, we randomly discard detections from the larger sample until the sizes

match in order to perform a fair comparison. We repeat with 100 random samples

and take a median, giving the results in brackets.

Full sample

Figure 3.5 shows the position angle against impact parameter for the full sample

of galaxies and absorbers, associating each galaxy with all absorbers within 500

km s−1. Non-detections are shown on the scatter plot, but only the position angles

and impact parameters of detected absorption are included in the histograms. There

is a visible bimodality, and the dip test finds a significant result, returning a p-value

of 0.025. This reproduces in H i the bimodality obtained using Mg ii in Zabl et al.

(2019) and Martin et al. (2019b), although extending to larger impact parameters,

suggesting that some fraction of our observed H i is tracing the same outflowing

and accreting material. We note that the major axis absorption we observe covers

position angles . 40◦. It is not simple to distinguish between a thin disk viewed at

moderate inclination angles, and a thicker ‘wedge’ of material.

Some studies (e.g Tempel & Libeskind, 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) suggest that

galaxy spins are preferentially aligned with or perpendicular to the surrounding

large-scale structure. Observing the cosmic web around these galaxies, as traced

by H i, could produce a bimodality. This alignment is a weak effect (in Tempel &

Libeskind 2013, galaxies are a maximum of ≈ 20% more likely to be aligned over a

random distribution), so unlikely to fully explain our stronger observed bimodality.

The overall position angle distributions of galaxies and galaxy-sightline pairs are

consistent with uniform, with neither the dip test nor a K-S test against a uniform

distribution showing a significant result. Therefore our bimodality is not due to an
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inherent alignment between galaxies in our sample. It is instead most likely due to

the inflow/outflow dichotomy discussed above.

Galaxy groups

Cutting the sample to only include galaxies in groups of five or more decreases the

significance of the bimodality to ≈ 10%, whereas no bimodality is seen among the

non-group galaxies (using the friends-of-friends algorithm described in Appendix

B.1).

The significance of the bimodality is expected to be reduced in galaxy groups.

If the gas is primarily a superposition of outflows and/or accretion from individual

galaxies, the signal would still be partially masked by other galaxies being paired

with the same absorber. If the gas does not form these structures within most groups,

and instead forms an intra-group medium not attributable to a single galaxy, this

bimodality should not be visible.

The bimodality we see in the in-group sample is not significant at the 5% level,

and the significance is further reduced when galaxy-absorber pairs are randomly

discarded until the group and non-group samples contain the same number of pairs.

Our results are consistent with the difference in the p-values shown in Table 3.1 being

primarily due to sample size, as neither sample shows a significant bimodality at the

5% level, yet the combined sample does. A K-S test also fails to find a significant

difference between the position angle distributions of galaxy-absorber pairs of these

two samples.

No significant effect on the bimodality or the position angle distribution is found

when using shorter linking lengths, when adjusting the minimum number of galaxies

needed to constitute a group between three and five, or when splitting the non-group

galaxies into those with no detected neighbours and those with 1-3 neighbours.

Impact parameters

When the sample is cut to absorber-galaxy pairs with an impact parameter of less

than 500 kpc, the bimodality remains strong, a Hartigan dip test returning a sig-

nificance of 3%, whereas the pairs with an impact parameter larger than 500 kpc
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exhibit no significant bimodality. The difference between the large- and small- im-

pact parameter results may suggest that the model of minor axis outflow and major

axis accretion can extend well beyond the ∼ 100 kpc observed in the MEGAFLOW

results (Schroetter et al., 2016). We confirm that this bimodality is not entirely

driven by galaxy-absorber pairs on small scales, obtaining a significant result from

pairs with impact parameters of 200–500 kpc.

This is further illustrated in Figure 3.6, in which the galaxy-absorber pairs are

binned by position angle and impact parameter. For the two innermost bins in

impact parameter (< 500 kpc), the 30-60◦ bin has a clear lack of absorption relative

to the major axis and minor axis bins. The third radial bin (≈ 500-750 kpc) does

not show this bimodality, suggesting that IGM absorption or other structures such

as group material form the dominant component at this scale. Beyond this distance,

the sample size is very small. We note that few conclusions can be drawn from the

radial distribution, as this depends primarily on the geometry of the sightlines and

redshift surveys. (The apparent ‘edge’ at ≈ 750 kpc is an artifact of this layout, as

this is roughly the maximum distance from the A and B sightlines to the edge of the

HST imaging. Most galaxy–absorber pairs beyond this distance involve absorption

in sightline C.)

Column densities

Cutting to column densities N(H i) > 1014 cm−2 improves the significance of the

bimodality to better than 1%, as shown in Figure 3.7, whereas no clear bimodality

is found for the low-column-density absorbers. These two subsamples show the

strongest and weakest bimodalities according to the dip test results, suggesting

that high-column-density gas is preferentially found in these putative inflows and

outflows. This likely captures much of the same physics as the variation with impact

parameter, as high-column-density absorbers are generally found closer to galaxies,

for example in Chen (2012) and Keeney et al. (2017). Wilde et al. (2021) find

that the probability of finding H i above our column density threshold around a

galaxy drops to 50% at impact parameters of ≈ 300 kpc, similar to the extent of

our bimodality.
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Table 3.1: Summary of constraints applied to the sample and resulting bimodalities
in the position angle distributions of galaxy–H i absorber pairs. Columns show: (1)
The subsample used; (2) the number of possible galaxy–sightline pairs, accounting
for the reduced redshift range for which QSO-C can be observed as well as the
additional constraints; (3, 4) the number of galaxy–sightline pairs with and without
observed H i absorption within ∆v < 500 km s−1, and (5) the p-value obtained from
a Hartigan dip test applied to the position angle distribution of galaxy–absorber
pairs with detected absorption. Where the sizes of complementary samples are
substantially different, we randomly discard detected galaxy-absorber pairs from the
larger sample until the sizes match, repeating 100 times and showing the average
result in brackets.

Constraint Pairs Det Non-Det P-value
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Full Sample 289 242 47 0.025
In-Group 190 173 17 0.091(0.281)

Non-Group 99 69 30 0.511
r < 500 kpc 154 137 17 0.031
r > 500 kpc 152 105 47 0.185
r < 300 kpc 93 81 12 0.030
r > 300 kpc 208 161 47 0.399(0.393)

200 < r < 500 kpc 101 84 17 0.033
High-N(H i) 245 128 117 0.009
Low-N(H i) 229 114 115 0.709

Star-forming 187 155 32 0.123(0.224)
Non-SF 83 73 10 0.284
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As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the high- and low-column density samples have

different redshift distributions, but this does not have a substantial impact on the

results. We confirm that the bimodality is retained for the high-column-density

absorbers in the COS gratings, removing the FOS absorbers at higher redshifts

where low-column-density absorbers are not detected (p=0.018).

Star formation

We also consider the bimodality around star-forming and non-star-forming galaxies.

Neither subsample shows a significant bimodality in position angle of absorption (p-

values 0.12 and 0.28 respectively). This appears to be primarily due to the sample

sizes. When star-forming galaxies are randomly discarded from the sample until

the number of detections around the star-forming and non-star-forming galaxies

are equal, the resulting p-values are similar between the two samples. A K-S test

also fails to find a significant difference between the position angle distributions of

absorbers around star-forming and non-star-forming galaxies.

It is expected that more strongly star-forming galaxies are likely to have stronger

outflows (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2020a). Our star-forming classification may be includ-

ing many galaxies with SFRs too small to launch large-scale outflows, thus reducing

the strength of the observed bimodality. We attempt to test this by applying a

cut in sSFR (using the estimates described in Section 2.2) instead of our binary

classification. This results in a bimodality significant at the 5% level in the strongly

star-forming sample when using a threshold between ≈ 0.05 and 0.1 Gyr−1. Higher

thresholds leave the star-forming sample too small to obtain a significant result, and

lower thresholds give similar results to our original classification. Figure 3.8 shows

this bimodality for absorption around galaxies with sSFR > 0.05 Gyr−1.

This can be discussed in the context of the star-formation comparison in Section

3.2.3. Whilst our sSFR estimates have high uncertainties, our finding that more

strongly star-forming galaxies show a stronger bimodality is likely an indication that

stellar-feedback-driven outflows are a contributor to this bimodality we observe in

the position angle distribution of H i absorbers around galaxies on scales . 300

kpc. Our result that outflows on these scales are not evidenced by a bimodality
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around our more inclusive sample of star-forming galaxies, yet larger-scale coherent

structures are observed (on the 500-1200 kpc scales probed by coincidences between

the lines-of-sight), suggests that these larger-scale structures are not primarily a

result of outflows, but are instead a consequence of the environment around these

galaxies.

Inclination

We note that when an inclination cut of i > 40◦ (identical to that used in the

MEGAFLOW survey, Zabl et al. 2019) is used to remove face-on galaxies for which

the major and minor axes cannot easily be distinguished, the same subsamples show

significant bimodalities at the 5% level as those in Table 3.1. For randomly oriented

galaxies, cos(i) is expected to be uniform, so the distribution of inclinations is not

uniform, but is instead suppressed at low inclinations (face-on galaxies). This leads

to only 8 of the 72 galaxies considered throughout this section having inclinations

less than 40◦, so it is unsurprising that the results do not change. We also note that

a small number of galaxies, although fit well by the GALFIT modelling, have large

uncertainties on their position angle (5 have position angle uncertainties > 20◦).

Excluding these galaxies also has no effect on which subsamples show bimodalities

significant at the 5% level.

We briefly consider variation with inclination, by dividing the i > 40◦ sample

into two bins of 40◦ < i ≤ 65◦ and 65 < i ≤ 90◦ (which contain 39 and 25 galaxies

respectively). Neither sample shows a clear bimodality, and both are consistent

with the overall distribution using the K-S test. Interestingly, the two bins are

not consistent with each other (p ≈ 0.04). This appears to be mostly driven by

galaxy–absorber pairs with impact parameters in the 250-500 kpc bin.

We find that 26 of the 39 pairs in this impact parameter range involving galaxies

with 40◦ < i ≤ 65◦ have position angles 0-30◦ (near the projected major axis), whilst

14 of the 23 pairs involving i > 65◦ galaxies have position angles of 60-90◦ (near the

minor axis). Whilst these sample sizes are relatively small, this perhaps supports

the presence of a disk-like structure along the major axis with a small cross-section

when viewed close to edge-on.
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Figure 3.5: The position angle and impact parameter distributions of galaxy-
absorber pairs involving H i absorption features around all galaxies in the sample for
which position angles were measured. Position angles close to 0◦ represent absorp-
tion found close to the projected galaxy major axis, whilst those close to 90◦ show
absorption found near the minor axis. Points are coloured by quasar sightline (A, B
and C shown in blue, grey and red respectively), using triangles for galaxies in groups
of five or more galaxies and circles for non-group galaxies, and non-detections are
marked with crosses. Only the detected absorbers are included in the histograms.
The bars on the black point in the lower-left are illustrative of the median error in
each axis.
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Figure 3.6: The position angles and impact parameters of H i absorbers detected
around galaxies, shown in bins of ∼ 250 kpc × 30◦. In this representation the
galaxy major axis lies along the x-axis. Colour scale shows number of detections
per projected kpc2. Note that the radial distribution is determined primarily by the
geometry of the survey: with QSOs A and B lying near the centre of the HST field,
and QSO-C outside the field, only absorbers in the line-of-sight to QSO-C can be
found beyond 800 kpc.
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Figure 3.7: The position angle and impact parameter distributions of galaxy-
absorber pairs involving H i absorption features with column densities N(H i) >
1014 cm−2. Features are as in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.8: The position angle and impact parameter distributions of galaxy-
absorber pairs involving galaxies with sSFR > 0.05 Gyr−1. Features are as in Figure
3.5.
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Closest galaxies

We note that if we reduce our sample to only the closest galaxy in impact parameter

to each absorber (within the 500 km s−1 cut), the bimodality becomes somewhat

stronger, with significance improving from ≈ 2.5% to ≈ 1.0%. This will capture

the physical origin of the absorbing material in many cases, but does not appear to

in all cases, as the galaxy-absorber pairs removed do themselves show some hint of

bimodality (with a significance of ≈ 7%). Splitting the sample of galaxy-absorber

pairs involving only the closest galaxy produces results similar to those in Table

3.1, with no sub-sample crossing the 5% threshold. We do not take this approach

through our earlier analysis as the cut appears to remove some physical associations

and substantially reduces the sample size in some cases. This makes detecting a

bimodality more difficult, especially in the in-group, SF and non-SF sub-samples.

3.3.2 Metals

We briefly discuss here the presence of metals in our absorption-line sample. Lines

in the spectra exist that are identified with numerous ions, including C i-C iv, Si ii,

Si iii, O i-O iv and Ovi. Only Ovi forms a significant sample, with 34 lines identified

across the three spectra.

Figure 3.9 shows the resulting distribution of position angles and impact param-

eters. The bimodality is again visible by eye, and statistically significant (p ∼ 0.009

from the Hartigan dip test). We also show a polar histogram illustrating this in

Figure 3.10. It must be noted that all non-group detections occur at impact param-

eters of less than 350 kpc (postage-stamp images of the 6 non-group galaxies with

detected Ovi absorption are shown in Appendix A). This is comparable with the

results from Bielby et al. (2019), in which all Ovi absorption was accompanied by

at least one galaxy within 350 kpc. It may also be suggested that the minor-axis

‘peak’ is stronger relative to the major-axis than in the H i figures. This is in general

agreement with the results from Kacprzak et al. (2015), in which a bimodality is

also found around isolated galaxies, with higher Ovi equivalent widths along the

minor axis.
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Figure 3.9: The position angles and impact parameters of detected Ovi absorption
features around all galaxies with measured position angles. Features shown are as
in Figure 3.5.

We also compare the column-density distributions of Ovi detections in galaxy

groups with those not in groups. A K-S test indicates that these distributions are

likely different (98% confidence), with a substantial number of in-group absorbers

observed with lower column density.

This is again consistent with the disk/outflow model at small scales, whereas

all metal absorbers found at large impact parameter from galaxies occur in groups.

This could be due to absorber-galaxy pairs involving an absorber associated with

a different (possibly undetected) galaxy in the same group, virialized gas within

the group halo, or due to tidal and intra-group material within the group. Whilst

observations of this material in emission (e.g Fossati et al., 2019a) allow us insight

into the structure of this material on small scales, the lower column densities found
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Figure 3.10: Polar representation of the position angles and impact parameters of
detected Ovi absorption features around all galaxies with measured position angles.
Features shown are as in Figure 3.6.
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on larger scales cannot easily be probed in this way. Morris & van den Bergh (1994)

found that tidal absorbers extending to 1 Mpc radius would be consistent with

observations. Unfortunately, this is approximately the limit of impact parameters

for which position angles are available, so we cannot test whether this Ovi extends

to larger radii.

Oppenheimer et al. (2016) predict that the presence of Ovi should be suppressed

in group haloes due to a higher virial temperature than L? galaxy haloes, reducing

the fraction of Ovi in favour of higher ions. A similar suppression is found in Wijers

et al. (2020) for high-mass haloes.

Alternatively, observations and radiative transfer modelling from Werk et al.

(2014) suggest that the warm gas phase is not supported hydrostatically in L?

galaxies, favouring a galactic ‘fountain’ over a virialized halo. The strong bimodality

we observe in our data favours the galactic fountain for non-group galaxies. That

the scale of Ovi in non-group galaxies is similar to the extent of the observed

bimodality in H i also supports the existence of such fountains extending to ∼300

kpc. The apparent shift in the ratio between the major- and minor-axis peaks,

towards the minor axis, further fits this picture, with warmer, higher-metallicity

outflows exhibiting more Ovi than cool accreting flows.

However, our sample contains relatively few isolated L? galaxies (see Figure

3.12), with most substantially smaller or lying in groups of galaxies. Either case

moves the virial temperature of the halo away from the ∼ 105.5K at which Ovi is

most prominent, making these virialized haloes harder to observe. Therefore, whilst

a basic model without such haloes is consistent with the data, producing Ovi from

fountains and group interactions, we cannot rule out their presence. With our small

number of isolated L? galaxies, we cannot detect any ‘peak’ in absorber number or

column density around L? galaxies.

We also note that there are four redshifts at which Ovi absorption occurs in

two sightlines within 500 km s−1, with no three-sightline Ovi systems. In one of

these systems, both sightlines featuring Ovi lie within 30◦ and 200 kpc of the minor

axis of an isolated 1.5 L? galaxy. The other three systems exist in galaxy groups,

where it is difficult to distinguish between tidal debris, virialized haloes, and warm
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outflows. More detailed ionization modelling of the absorption in two of these groups

are described in Muzahid (2014) and Anshul et al. (2021).

3.3.3 Comparison between major and minor axes

We now compare the properties of absorption along the major- and minor- axes.

We take two samples of galaxy-absorber pairs, with position angles < 40◦ and > 50◦

respectively. We remove face-on galaxies by requiring a galaxy inclination of > 40◦

and impose a 500 kpc maximum impact parameter to focus on the regions in which

the bimodality is significant1. This returns 67 galaxy–H i pairs in each sample.

A K-S test reveals no difference between the column density or Doppler width

distributions of these two samples. We also compare the galaxy–absorber velocity

offsets around moderately inclined and edge-on galaxies (40 − 65◦ and > 65◦ incli-

nation respectively), finding no significant difference. If our observed position angle

distribution is primarily due to major axis co-rotation and minor axis outflows, we

may expect to see a wider velocity distribution along the minor axis of moderately

inclined galaxies and the major axis of edge-on galaxies, due to the larger line-of-

sight velocity components. This is not observed in our data, although the further

split results in a small sample size.

However, 14 of the major-axis absorbers have associated Ovi, whilst 28 of the

minor-axis absorbers show this association (a difference of ≈ 2.1σ assuming Pois-

son statistics). A similar ratio is found when using a 300 kpc maximum impact

parameter. This difference in Ovi incidence is found in Kacprzak et al. (2015) and

Kacprzak et al. (2019), but is attributed to a higher H i column density rather than

metallicity differences. We do not find any significant increase in H i column density

along the minor-axis, so the increased Ovi found near the minor-axis may be due

to more warm-hot material than in the absorbers found near the major axis.

1These cuts in inclination and azimuthal angle cover an identical region to the MEGAFLOW
survey for the major axis sample (Zabl et al., 2019), whilst the slightly larger region along the
minor axis is used both for symmetry and to produce a sample of identical size. The major axis
cut is also identical to that shown in Figure 3.11, although we do not require observed kinematic
data in this case.
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3.4 Kinematics

We attempt to determine whether the major-axis population discussed above is

indeed the same co-rotating material identified in Mg ii (e.g Zabl et al., 2019), as

well as found in simulations (e.g Huscher et al., 2021; DeFelippis et al., 2020). We

compare the velocity offsets between galaxies and H i absorbers found near to their

major axes with the stellar rotation of the galaxies determined from emission lines

in the MUSE data.

We use Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2018) to fit Gaussian line profiles

to each spaxel within the aperture defined by SExtractor. In the case of [O ii], we fit

a double Gaussian with equal line width and redshift-dependent difference in central

wavelength, and an intensity ratio between 0.1 and 10 to avoid fitting unphysically

large or small values. We use kinematic maps from [O ii] 3727, [O iii] 5007 and Hα

6563, and generally consider the strongest line available for each galaxy.

We consider galaxies in which a velocity gradient is visible in the MUSE data.

For comparison with Zabl et al. (2019) we only consider galaxies with inclinations

above 40◦, and position angles on the sky below 40◦, although all galaxies with

observed velocity gradients already fit this inclination constraint. A velocity window

of 500 km s−1 is used, as we showed in Section 3.2.3 that this includes most of the

associated absorption whilst reducing the noise from unassociated IGM absorbers.

The position angles and inclinations of the resulting subsample are shown in Figure

3.11, whilst the locations of the galaxies in redshift-luminosity space are shown in

Figure 3.12.

Using the position angle found from GALFIT as described in Section 2.2.1,

we divide the galaxy into two regions, one each side of the projected minor axis.

The median velocity of spaxels within each region then gives a redshifted and a

blueshifted region. We then compare this to the velocity difference between the

galaxy and absorber to identify possible co-rotation. As the subsample is small (22

galaxies with velocity gradients, of which 15 feature major-axis absorption), we also

confirm by eye that this algorithm produces the correct result.

We first consider only galaxies not lying within groups of five or more galaxies,

as any co-rotating structures are less likely to be disturbed by galaxy interactions
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Figure 3.11: The position angles and inclinations of absorption features around
galaxies with observed velocity gradients in MUSE (using any emission line). This
selection introduces the strong bias against face-on galaxies seen in the figure. We
cut by inclination and position angle at 40◦ as described in the text, in order to
identify candidate co-rotating material (unshaded region). Points are coloured by
quasar sightline (A in blue, B in grey, C in red). Galaxies in groups are marked
with triangles and non-detections are marked with crosses. The bars on the black
point in the lower-right are illustrative of the median 1-σ uncertainty in each axis.
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in these cases. The magnitude and direction of the velocity offset relative to the

rotation of the galaxy for each system is illustrated in Figure 3.13. All five of the

galaxy–absorber pairs meeting the above constraints and not within groups show

absorption offset in the same direction as the galaxy rotation. The probability of all

five absorbers that are not consistent with zero (within 1σ) being offset in the same

direction if the direction is random is 3%. A weighted mean of the velocity differences

also gives a significant result (105 ± 40 km s−1). We note that where multiple

absorption components are observed in the same spectrum within 500 km s−1 of one

of these galaxies, each component is counted separately and shown separately in the

figures.

When galaxies in groups are also included, the major-axis H i absorption still

shows a tendency to align with the galaxy rotation when using a weighted mean

(Figure 3.14), with a ≈ 2.5σ result of (74 ± 27) km s−1. The binomial calculation

returns a p-value of 0.3 (the probability that at least 8 of the 13 absorber velocities

not consistent with zero would be aligned with the galaxy rotation if there were no

physical link between the galaxy and absorber).

Whilst the tendency for line-of-sight velocities of gas along the major axis to be

aligned with the galaxy rotation would be expected given the rotating disk model,

the sample size is too small to draw strong conclusions. Both of the non-group

sightlines more than 100 kpc from the galaxy exhibit this alignment well beyond the

virial radius of the galaxy, whereas studies such as MEGAFLOW (Zabl et al., 2019)

and others (e.g. Bouché et al., 2016; Diamond-Stanic et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2017)

only show co-rotation out to tens of kpc. In our small sample this can be explained by

coincidence, but such alignment is thought to be a result of coherent accretion over

Gyr timescales, due to the location of the galaxy within the cosmic web, transferring

angular momentum from the gas to the central galaxy (e.g Danovich et al., 2015;

Stewart et al., 2017). DeFelippis et al. (2020) find, in Illustris TNG simulations, that

this major-axis co-rotating material often extends in a much thicker ‘wedge’ out to

∼ 0.75 Rvir for sub-L? galaxies. However, Huscher et al. (2021) use the EAGLE

simulations and study larger ≈ L? galaxies, finding substantial rotation only to

≈ 0.3Rvir in cool gas at z = 0. Any attempts to constrain the extent of this material
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through observations will require detections of absorption with impact parameters

of 100–300 kpc from isolated galaxies, which our sample lacks. The sample of French

& Wakker (2020) does contain H i absorption in this range, but they do not detect

a significant preference for co-rotation beyond ≈ 100 kpc.

The less-clear alignment in galaxy groups is consistent with models suggesting

interactions between galaxies are the origin of most strong H i absorbers in these

environments (e.g Morris & van den Bergh, 1994), as the velocities of such tidal

material would be more strongly affected by the relative velocities of the galaxies

at large impact parameters. The velocity offsets between galaxies and absorbers are

generally within the velocity dispersion of the observed galaxies.

3.5 Chapter summary & conclusions

In this study we take advantage of multiple observing campaigns, resulting in a deep,

dense galaxy survey covering the field around a unique quasar triplet, to examine

the geometry and extent of gas flows in the CGM and IGM on larger scales than

most CGM studies.

We find that:

i) The H i absorbing gas is often found in structures several hundred kpc in extent,

as observed in absorption lines visible in multiple lines-of-sight at the same

redshift. These structures traced by H i over all column densities are more

likely to match those traced by galaxies and high-column-density absorbers (N

> 1014 cm−2). We do not find significant evidence that H i absorbers with

lower column densities form structures reaching this extent. It is not clear

whether these are arising from smaller overdensities in galaxy voids, or forming

filaments, most of which are not aligned such that they cover multiple sightlines.

A larger number of background sources would be needed to confirm this through

absorption measurements.

ii) Galaxy–absorber pairs with H i absorption exhibit a significant bimodality in

position angle for impact parameters up to ≈ 300 kpc, possibly evidence that
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Figure 3.12: The r-band luminosities of observed galaxies as a function of redshift.
Red points illustrate objects in which a velocity gradient is observed in MUSE.
Cyan points show other galaxies within the MUSE fields. The horizontal dashed
line represents an estimate of L?, as given by Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009) for
z . 0.2. (L? does vary over the given redshift range, but this is expected to be less
than a factor of two, e.g. Gabasch et al. 2006, so is not shown.)
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Figure 3.13: The impact parameter and line-of-sight velocity difference between
galaxies and absorbers in the major-axis subsample described in Section 3.4, showing
only non-group galaxies. The sign of the velocity difference is chosen to reflect
alignment (positive) between the angular momenta of the galaxy and gas, with the
red solid line indicating zero offset. Uncertainties in velocity offset are the redshift
measurement errors for the galaxy and absorber added in quadrature. Points are
coloured by galaxy stellar mass, with galaxies of between 108 and 109 M� shown in
blue, 109-1010 M� in red, and 1010-1011 M� in black. The dashed horizontal and
vertical lines show the median virial velocities and radii for galaxies within each bin
across our full galaxy survey
.
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Figure 3.14: The impact parameter and line-of-sight velocity difference between
galaxies and absorbers in the major-axis subsample described in Section 3.4, as
in Figure 3.13 but including group galaxies. Galaxies in groups are shown with
triangles, those not in groups are shown with circles. Points are coloured by galaxy
stellar mass. Median virial velocities and radii do not consider other galaxies in the
group that may be sharing the same halo.
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outflows and extended disks reaching these scales are common. However, we

do not find that H i absorbers near the minor axis have significantly higher

Doppler widths than those on the major axis, nor do they show smaller velocity

offsets around edge-on galaxies for which a putative outflow should not have a

large line-of-sight velocity component. We therefore cannot rule out alternative

hypotheses for this bimodality, such as preferential alignment between galaxies

and large-scale structure.

iii) H i absorbers found close to the minor axis of a galaxy are twice as likely to have

associated Ovi absorption as those found close to the major axis. The position

angle distribution of Ovi shows a clear bimodality, weighted towards the minor

axis more than H i, supporting models in which Ovi is primarily observed in

galactic winds. Ovi around isolated galaxies is far more limited in extent than

H i, with no isolated galaxies featuring Ovi absorption beyond 400 kpc. We also

see Ovi in galaxy groups, but cannot currently distinguish between virialized

halo gas, tidal debris, and outflows/halo gas from other galaxies in the same

group.

iv) The line-of-sight velocities of H i absorption found near the major axis of a

galaxy show a significant tendency to align with the galaxy rotation, suggesting

a strong coupling between the angular momentum of the CGM and galaxy (as

found by e.g. DeFelippis et al., 2020; Huscher et al., 2021).

v) Star-forming galaxies are more likely to trace the same structures as H i seen

in multiple sightlines. Our star-forming sample does not exhibit the bimodality

in position angle that could be indicative of accreting and outflowing material,

but this bimodality is apparent when using a more restrictive ‘strongly-star-

forming’ sample. This suggests that this inflow/outflow dichotomy contributes

to the overall bimodality seen on scales . 300 kpc, although is not ubiquitous

among star-forming galaxies, and that the excess absorption seen on larger

scales is primarily due to environmental effects (although the redshift biases of

our star-forming and non-star-forming samples may also contribute).

This study illustrates some of the ways in which multiple sightlines can be used
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to probe the structure of the gas around galaxies. In future work we will also

study the absorption around individual galaxies and galaxy groups probed by these

quasar lines-of-sight, where knowledge of absorption at multiple impact parameters

and position angles around the same galaxy will enable us to test a range of models.

Similar methods applied to mock lines-of-sight through simulations may provide

further insights into the processes behind these results.

Whilst Q0107 is one of very few systems for which these techniques can currently

be used, the prospects at higher redshift are much improved. The ELT will allow

far deeper galaxy surveys, enabling high-redshift galaxies to be used as background

sources (e.g. Japelj et al., 2019), and improving on current studies that have poor

signal-to-noise (e.g Lee et al., 2018) or stack observations to improve the sensitivity

(e.g Chen et al., 2020b). This progresses the field towards full tomography, in which

numerous sightlines can probe a variety of scales throughout the same structures,

and improve upon the usual pencil-beam observations of the IGM.

Similarly, observations of emission in H i 21cm rarely reach detections of material

in the 1013 − 1016 cm−2 regime covered here, but the Square Kilometre Array will

likely be able to reach sensitivities of 1015 cm−2 (Popping et al., 2015), sufficient

to begin detecting the denser filaments of the cosmic web, and allowing study of

the interaction between the CGM galactic fountains, the tidal material produced in

galaxy groups, and the large-scale cosmic web.
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CHAPTER 4

Testing models of CGM structure around isolated galaxies

In this chapter we attempt to model the absorption around isolated galaxies using

simple halo, disk and outflow models. This chapter has been written in the form of

a paper, which has been accepted for publication in MNRAS and is referenced as

Paper 2 throughout.

4.1 Introduction

The circumgalactic medium (CGM) is the reservoir of gas surrounding galaxies.

Consisting of material outside the galaxy itself, but within its dark matter halo, it is

often defined as extending to the virial radius (e.g. Tumlinson et al., 2017). Obser-

vations using absorption in the line-of-sight to background sources (often quasars)

have long been used to study the gaseous halos around intervening galaxies and

the surrounding intergalactic medium (e.g. Bahcall & Spitzer, 1969; Bergeron, 1986;

Bergeron et al., 1994; Weymann et al., 1998; Adelberger et al., 2005; Prochaska

et al., 2011; Kacprzak et al., 2012b; Rubin et al., 2018; Pointon et al., 2019; Wilde

et al., 2021; Dutta et al., 2021). The wide variance of absorber properties indicate

a complex, multi-phase medium (e.g. Tripp et al., 2008; Werk et al., 2013; Mathes
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et al., 2014; Péroux et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a), but most of these studies can

probe only a single line-of-sight through the CGM of any one galaxy, preventing

detailed study of the CGM of each galaxy and limiting these works to statistical

properties of a sample of galaxy–sightline pairs. More information can be obtained

by using multiple lines-of-sight where possible, although this requires rare cases with

multiple closely-spaced quasars (e.g. Fossati et al., 2019b; Maitra et al., 2019), suf-

ficiently bright background galaxies (e.g. Zabl et al., 2020), multiply-lensed quasars

(e.g. Zahedy et al., 2016; Okoshi et al., 2021), or gravitational arcs (e.g. Lopez et al.,

2018, 2020; Tejos et al., 2021b; Mortensen et al., 2021).

The evolution of galaxies is strongly linked to the state of the CGM, with models

suggesting that material ejected from the galaxy in stellar-wind-driven and AGN-

driven outflows alongside material accreting onto the central galaxy regulates its star

formation (e.g. Lehnert et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2015; Salcido et al., 2020). This

exchange of material also transfers angular momentum between the galaxy and its

CGM (e.g. Brook et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 2017; DeFelippis et al., 2017, 2020),

which likely affects galaxy morphologies (e.g. Swinbank et al., 2017).

At distances of tens of kpc, observations of the cool gas in the z . 1 CGM often

find a bimodality in the distribution of azimuthal angles, identified with outflows

near to galaxy minor axes, and rotation and accretion along the major axis (e.g

Bouché et al., 2012; Kacprzak et al., 2012b; Zabl et al., 2019; Beckett et al., 2021).

This difference in gas properties found at different azimuthal angles is also repro-

duced by many simulations (e.g. DeFelippis et al., 2020; Péroux et al., 2020; Hopkins

et al., 2021).

Emission-line kinematics provide evidence for minor axis outflows, with early Hα

measurements of the wind from the nearby M82 (e.g. Bland & Tully, 1988; Lehn-

ert et al., 1999) and other nearby galaxies (e.g. Heckman et al., 1990), as well as

more recent studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2020) and metal-line emission using integral

field units such as MUSE and KCWI (e.g. Finley et al., 2017; Burchett et al., 2021;

Zabl et al., 2021b). Transverse and down-the-barrel absorption measurements also

indicate cool outflowing material in transitions from H i and low metal ions such as

Na i and Mg ii (e.g. Lan & Mo, 2018; Concas et al., 2019; Schroetter et al., 2019).
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Despite differing methods of energy injection representing stellar and AGN feed-

back, bi-conical outflows near the galaxy minor axis are found in many simulations,

including EAGLE (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2020a), Illustris TNG50 (e.g Nelson et al.,

2019) and FIRE-2 (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2021).

Near the major axis, evidence for co-rotation has been found using a similarly

wide range of diagnostics, including absorption in H i (e.g. Bouché et al., 2016;

French & Wakker, 2020) and Mg ii (e.g. Charlton & Churchill, 1998; Steidel et al.,

2002; Ho et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2019b; Zabl et al., 2019; Tejos et al., 2021b), as

well as Mg ii emission (Leclercq et al., 2022). Again, down-the-barrel measurements

have found examples of infalling material (e.g. Rubin et al., 2012), and disk-like

models have been used for X-ray emission from the CGM of the Milky Way (Kaaret

et al., 2020) and absorption around NGC1097 (Bowen et al., 2016). Simulations

also find that the cool CGM forms co-rotating and accreting flows near the galaxy

major axis (e.g. DeFelippis et al., 2020; Ho et al., 2020).

Whilst these structures are common to most models and are deduced from a va-

riety of observations, there remains uncertainty on several fronts. Firstly, Hopkins

et al. (2021) add cosmic rays to the driving of outflows in the FIRE simulations,

which allows them to reach megaparsec scales around L? galaxies, whereas the out-

flow rates without cosmic rays, and those in Illustris for most stellar masses (Nelson

et al., 2019), drop dramatically beyond 50 kpc. It is also unclear how much cool

gas is contained within these winds, with some models suggesting primarily hot

winds (e.g. Pandya et al., 2021), and others allowing cool winds to large scales (e.g.

Fielding & Bryan, 2022).

The extent of the cool, co-rotating structures in the CGM is also not well-

determined. The FIRE simulations suggest that gas infall onto galaxies is primarily

hot at distances above ≈ 40 kpc for L? (Hafen et al., 2022), and hot accretion is

generally expected to dominate around such galaxies at low redshift (e.g. Faucher-

Giguère et al., 2011; Fielding et al., 2017), yet predictions and detections of co-

rotating cool gas (often in the form of Mg ii) extend substantially further (e.g Zabl

et al., 2019; Ho et al., 2020; French & Wakker, 2020).

Robustly determining whether absorption measurements are probing these struc-
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tures is extremely difficult using single-sightline observations, with some studies

selecting candidate outflow and disk absorbers based on galaxy inclination and ab-

sorber aziumthal angle (e.g. Bordoloi et al., 2011; Schroetter et al., 2015; Zabl et al.,

2019; Schroetter et al., 2019). Improving upon this selection strategy will require

multiple lines-of-sight probing a range of impact parameters around the same galaxy.

In this study we focus on the Q0107 system, a quasar triplet at z ∼ 1: LBQS

0107-025A, LBQS 0107-025B, and LBQS 0107-0232, hereafter denoted A, B, and C.

QSOs A and B lie at z≈0.96, with C at z≈0.73, with co-ordinates given in Table

2.1. The three quasars have separations of ≈ 1 arcminute (≈ 370 kpc at z=0.5),

allowing multiple lines-of-sight to be probed through the CGM/IGM around galaxies

in this field. Lyα absorption along these sightlines allows a combination of lower

column densities and larger scales than most studies relying on gravitationally-lensed

systems (arcs or multiply-lensed QSOs, e.g. Zahedy et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2018;

Mortensen et al., 2021; Okoshi et al., 2021; Tejos et al., 2021b).

Many studies have utilised this unique configuration to study the gas around

galaxies. Dinshaw et al. (1997) observed QSOs A and B, using a maximum likelihood

analysis to conclude that the data was best explained by randomly inclined disks

approximately 1 Mpc in radius. A larger sample including the Q0107-A and B

pair was analysed in D’Odorico et al. (1998), who concluded a disk-like or spherical

geometry was possible, with radii ≈600 kpc. Young et al. (2001) complemented

this by considering absorption systems appearing in multiple sightlines at similar

redshifts, and found that matches involving stronger absorption tended to have

smaller velocity separations. Such systems also occur more frequently among high-

column-density absorbers, as found by Petry et al. (2006).

Crighton et al. (2010) used improved QSO spectra of all three lines-of-sight

as well as galaxy spectra. They observed a highly-significant excess of absorption

systems covering all three sightlines over an ensemble of randoms, providing clear

evidence that gas and galaxies are associated on scales of hundreds of kpc. This

field was also included in studies of galaxy–absorber cross-correlations in H i (Tejos

et al., 2014, hereafter T14) and Ovi (Finn et al., 2016).

Absorbers detected in more than one of these three lines-of-sight at a similar
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redshift have also been studied in detail using ionization modelling. Muzahid (2014)

detected both the warm and cool phase of the CGM around an L? galaxy at z ≈

0.2, whilst Anshul et al. (2021) detected multi-phase gas at z ≈ 0.4.

We built on these works in Paper 1, in which we showed that the excess absorp-

tion seen covering multiple lines-of-sight separated by hundreds of kpc is stronger

both in high-column-density absorption and around star-forming galaxies, than in

low-density absorption and around quiescent galaxies. We found a bimodality in

the distribution of azimuthal angles of detected galaxy-absorber pairs, extending to

≈300 kpc. That absorbers near the major axis had line-of-sight velocities prefer-

entially aligned with the galaxy rotation and that minor axis absorbers were more

likely to exhibit Ovi suggest that the higher detection rates near the major and

minor axes are due to rotating and outflowing structures respectively.

In this paper we model the absorption around galaxies in the Q0107 field in

order to test for these structures in the CGM. The presence of multiple lines-of-sight

through the Q0107 field, alongside the extensive galaxy data, constrains the model

absorption at multiple locations around the galaxy. We can therefore determine the

CGM structures probed by our sightlines more confidently than in single-sightline

observations.

At redshifts with multiple galaxies near to the lines-of-sight, we might expect

tidal debris (e.g. Morris & van den Bergh, 1994), ram-pressure-stripped gas (e.g.

Fumagalli et al., 2014; Fossati et al., 2019a), and other intra-group material (e.g.

Stocke et al., 2014; Péroux et al., 2017; Bielby et al., 2017), as well as distortion

of any disk or outflow structures in the CGM. We therefore consider only isolated

galaxies here, deferring analysis of galaxies that are not isolated to a later work. For

the purposes of this paper, we select galaxies with no detected companion within 500

kpc and 500 km s−1. This is substantially larger than the virial radius and velocity

for the galaxies in our sample, allowing us to test for the presence of outflows near

the CGM/IGM interface1. This rules out group interactions as far as possible given

1We only consider galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts, as deep imaging for this field consists
of too few bands for estimating photometric redshifts. Completeness is discussed briefly in Section
2 of this work, and more thoroughly in Paper 1 and T14.
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our detection limits, but does not rule out a contribution from faint undetected

galaxies.

In Section 4.2 we discuss selection of the sub-sample of isolated galaxies con-

sidered in this work. Section 4.3 summarizes the toy models used in our attempts

to reproduce the observed absorption, whilst Section 4.4 describes in detail three

example galaxies and their surrounding absorption. We then discuss the results

from our sample in Section 4.5, and finally summarize in Section 4.6. Details of the

modelling process and the results from the remainder of our isolated galaxy sample

are left to the Appendix (Section C.1).

We use the Planck 2018 cosmology (Planck Collaboration, 2020) throughout,

with Ωm = 0.315 and H0 = 67.4 km/s/Mpc, and quote physical sizes and distances

unless otherwise stated.

4.2 Sample of isolated galaxies

This paper makes use of the absorber and galaxy catalogues used in Paper 1, built

on those used in T14. The details of the reduction and analysis required to produce

these catalogues are given in T14 and Chapter 2 of this thesis, so are not repeated

here. We do discuss the selection of isolated galaxies that we attempt to model in

this study.

The majority of the 72 galaxies with both position angle/inclination measure-

ments and well-constrained redshifts lie in close proximity to multiple other galaxies.

We use a 500 kpc and 500 km s−1 cut in order to select isolated galaxies, so that

their CGM is less likely to be disturbed by interactions with other galaxies. This

produces a sample of 12 galaxies which we model in this paper. We note that this

does not rule out the possibility of fainter galaxies for which we could not estimate

a redshift either directly contributing to the absorption (e.g. Ho et al., 2020), or

disturbing the CGM of the detected galaxy, nor does it rule out previous mergers

leaving a disturbed CGM.

Galaxies are shown in relation to the quasar sightlines and the observations in

Figure 4.1, and several galaxy properties are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2 shows these galaxies on the stellar mass-SFR plane alongside the full

galaxy survey of this field. Most of the galaxies considered in this work lie close to

the main sequence of star-forming galaxies, with two non-star-forming galaxies well

below this (A-30 and 25833), and one galaxy substantially above the main sequence

(B-14). The selected galaxies are biased towards low stellar masses and high star-

formation rates relative to the full sample. This because we only select galaxies

within the HST field, which is the deepest part of the survey. The HST field also

includes the MUSE data, from which faint emission-line galaxies can be detected.

4.3 Models

We use three basic toy models throughout this work: a biconical outflow, a rotating

disk, and a power-law halo. Our models are described briefly here; further details

are given in Appendix B.3. The parameters used to describe each of these models

are listed in Table 4.2 and discussed here. These models are heavily dependent on

the galaxy and sightline orientation, so impact parameter, galaxy inclination, and

azimuthal angle are also inputs to these models, with values fixed by the observations

rather than as free parameters.

All three model types require a reference density in order to set the strength

of the model absorption. As the power-law profile is undefined at r = 0, we use

the density at a radius of 1 kpc as the reference value (ρ1) for both the halo and

outflow models. The exponential density profile used for our model disk is well-

defined at r=0, so we use this density ρ0 to normalize our model densities. The

three model types also all allow for a thermal or turbulent velocity component vt

that can further widen any absorption features. (We do not attempt to distinguish

between broadening due to thermal or turbulent velocities.) This term makes no

noticeable difference to the broad absorbers seen using FOS, but we adopt values

of 20-40 km s−1 to help to improve the fit for some resolved absorbers in the COS

spectra. This is consistent with the expected widths of IGM absorbers (e.g. Davé

et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.1: The layout of the surveys used in this study. The background image
was taken with the Kitt Peak 4-metre Telescope. The solid green square shows
the region covered by HST imaging, whilst the smaller magenta squares show the
MUSE fields centered on QSOs A and B. The quasars are shown by red circles, with
A the southernmost and C the northernmost. The twelve galaxies included in our
‘isolated’ sample are shown with blue circles.
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Figure 4.2: Stellar mass vs star-formation rate for galaxies in our sample. Faded
points show the overall galaxy sample (identical to Figure 5 from Paper 1), whilst
galaxies detailed in this work are bold and labelled with the galaxy MOS or MUSE
ID as given in Table 4.1. Galaxies identified as star-forming are shown in blue, with
non-star-forming galaxies in red. The grey dashed line indicates an sSFR of 0.02
Gyr−1, an approximate match to the SF/non-SF designations that were made using
template fitting. Masses are estimated using the formulae from Johnson et al. (2015)
and star-formation rates estimated using the Hα or [OII] (3727 Å) luminosities.
These measurements are detailed in Paper 1. Note that neither line is available for
the three objects marked by triangles. They do not lie in the wavelength region
covered by the spectra of A-63 and 30169, so the correlation between Hα/[OII]
SFR and Hβ luminosity has been used, producing a large uncertainty. Galaxy
25833 is non-star-forming, so the noise in its spectrum has been used to generate an
approximate upper limit.
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Table 4.1: Summary of galaxy properties for our selected sample of isolated galaxies. Derivation of these properties is described
in more detail in Paper 1. Column descriptions: (1) Galaxy ID used in this work (MUSE and MOS IDs were collated separately;
MUSE ID is used for galaxies featuring in both MOS and MUSE catalogues); (2) Galaxy redshift (all galaxies in this subsample
have redshift uncertainties smaller than 0.001); (3, 4) On-sky coordinates of galaxy; (5) Observed magnitude in the SDSS r-band;
(6) Galaxy luminosity in SDSS r-band as a multiple of L? (L? estimate from Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009), uncertainties smaller
than 0.005 L? are omitted); (7) Stellar mass estimated as in Johnson et al. (2015) (for most galaxies the largest uncertainty is a
scatter of 0.15 dex in their relation); (8) Halo mass estimated using the abundance matching technique from Behroozi et al. (2010);
(9) Star-formation flag denoting a star-forming or non-star-forming galaxy; (10) Star-formation rate estimated from galaxy emission
lines, using the Kennicutt (1998) and Kewley et al. (2004) calibrations for Hα and [O ii] respectively (uncertainties are a combination
of scatter in these relationships and uncertainty in the line fit); (11) Line used to estimate SFR (SFRs estimated from Hβ using
the correlation between SFR estimated from Hα and Hβ line luminosity, generating a substantially larger uncertainty); (12) Note of
whether emission-line kinematics from the MUSE data are available for this galaxy.

Galaxy z RA Dec r-band Luminosity M? Mh SF Flag SFR Line Kinematics
◦ ◦ (L?) log10(M�) log10(M�) (M�/yr)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
A-14 0.053 17.5594 -2.3363 19.93 ± 0.01 0.02 8.7 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 SF 0.018+0.009

−0.006 Hα Yes
26732 0.087 17.5576 -2.3466 22.80 ± 0.02 0.01 7.4 ± 0.2 10.4 ± 0.3 SF 0.016+0.007

−0.005 Hα No
25833 0.123 17.5631 -2.3591 19.83 ± 0.01 0.10 9.7 ± 0.2 11.4 ± 0.3 non-SF <0.06 Hα No
A-62 0.178 17.5569 -2.3280 21.78 ± 0.01 0.04 8.7 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.3 SF 0.23+0.16

−0.09 Hα Poor
A-65 0.220 17.5522 -2.3265 26.06 ± 0.46 0.01 7.6 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 0.7 SF 0.012+0.005

−0.003 Hα No
B-14 0.261 17.5720 -2.3200 22.57 ± 0.02 0.05 8.5 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 SF 6.3+3.3

−2.2 Hα Yes
A-63 0.488 17.5598 -2.3274 23.38 ± 0.03 0.09 9.6 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.3 SF 0.25+0.63

−0.18 Hβ Yes
30169 0.584 17.5337 -2.3138 21.65 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.02 9.8 ± 0.2 11.6 ± 0.3 SF 4.0+10.0

−2.9 Hβ No
31658 0.728 17.5536 -2.2966 22.81 ± 0.03 0.40 ± 0.02 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 SF 7.1+2.3

−1.8 [O ii] No
A-23 0.843 17.5626 -2.3339 23.86 ± 0.12 0.22 ± 0.03 10.7 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.7 SF 2.7+0.9

−0.7 [O ii] Poor
A-30 0.850 17.5545 -2.3327 24.58 ± 0.21 0.12 ± 0.02 10.7 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.7 non-SF 0.25+0.14

−0.09 [O ii] Poor
A-64 0.926 17.5523 -2.3272 24.58 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.03 10.4 ± 0.5 12.1 ± 0.8 SF 1.8+0.6

−0.5 [O ii] Yes
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Outflows

For our model outflows, we assume a constant velocity and constant flow rate,

necessitating a r−2 density profile. An approximately constant outflow velocity (vout)

does appear to be justified by some simulations (e.g Mitchell et al., 2020b), although

TNG50 outflows appear to slow somewhat at small scales (over the first ≈ 20 kpc,

Nelson et al., 2019). This velocity can usually be well-determined using the observed

galaxy inclination and galaxy–absorber line-of-sight velocity offset, and therefore has

uncertainties comparable to those in these observations (usually . 50 km s−1).

A well-defined opening angle is supported by observations, in nearby emission

(Bland & Tully, 1988), transverse absorption (e.g Bordoloi et al., 2011), and down-

the-barrel observations (Rubin et al., 2014), which we assume to be constant (we

label the half-opening angle θout). We do allow for a hollow cone in which the centre

of the outflow is further heated such that the neutral fraction is low and H i density

is suppressed. Outside the cone (or in the centre of a hollow cone, where the polar

angle θ < θin), we use a density of zero. With the relationship between gas density

and distance from the galaxy fixed to a r−2 power law, the relative column densities

at the three locations probed by the lines-of-sight are determined primarily by the

outflow opening angle. This angle is therefore usually constrained to better than

10◦ accuracy. A hollow cone could be detected if a line-of-sight near the galaxy

minor axis had a lower than expected column density relative to another absorber,

or by the presence of two absorption components that may be resolved in the COS

spectra.

Where multiple lines-of-sight probe an outflow, it may be possible to detect

changes in velocity or opening angle with radius, but we do not attempt to quan-

tify these in our toy models. Our galaxy observations cannot generally be used to

distinguish which cone of the outflow is inclined away from us, so we use the SNr

parameter, which has a value of +1 if the outflow cone to the north of the galaxy

is moving redward along the line-of-sight or -1 otherwise, to allow either case to be

modelled. The effect of changing this parameter is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of the possible orientations of disk and outflow models
possible around a single galaxy. In each panel, the grey ellipse indicates the galaxy
disk, with the red and blue ellipses indicating model disk and outflow components
with motion away from and towards the observer respectively (assuming the disk is
dominated by rotational velocity rather than infall). Two panels are shown for each
combination of SWr and SNr, the two model parameters denoting orientation. The
leftmost of these shows the on-sky view, whilst the right panel shows a view along
the example line-of-sight (shown by the orange dot and line in the two panels) with
the quasar to the right of the image and observer to the left of the image. Model
velocities and densities are evaluated at 10-parsec intervals along the line-of-sight,
denoted by the ‘D’ coordinate in this figure.
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Disks

Our model rotating disks are naturally constrained to the same direction as the

galaxy kinematics (if visible), denoted by the SWr parameter which similarly has a

value of ±1 (and is illustrated in Figure 4.3).

They have exponential density profiles parallel and perpendicular to the major

axis, with independent scale heights (hr and hz). A large vertical scale height would

allow our models to be compatible with the thick disk suggested by Steidel et al.

(2002), as well as the thick disk and ‘wedge’ seen in the simulated cool CGM by Ho

et al. (2020) and DeFelippis et al. (2020), but we do not model any lag in velocity

with height, as considered in Steidel et al. (2002). The scale heights determine

how the model column densities change when probed at different locations by the

sightlines. They have a complex degeneracy with the reference density, dependent on

the locations of the sightlines. In most cases, the ratio of scale heights is somewhat

constrained (although often only to within a factor of ≈3) by the relative column

densities in the different lines-of-sight. However, the scale heights themselves remain

mostly degenerate with the reference density, so we generally do not quote these in

this work. Absorber widths can also provide some constraints, as a line-of-sight

probing a thicker disk will feature absorption covering a wider range of line-of-sight

velocities, but as absorption can be broadened by many other effects, this only

provides a weak floor to the scale heights.

In addition to the rotational velocity (vφ), an accreting component of velocity is

allowed (vr), as in Zabl et al. (2020). Where multiple absorption features are de-

tected, the separate rotating and infalling velocity components can be constrained

by differing velocity offsets at the locations of the lines-of-sight. However, where

only one absorber is detected, only the sum or the difference of the two velocity

components is well determined. Any constrained’ velocity components have uncer-

tainties originating from the galaxy and absorber redshift measurements, so usually

. 50 km s−1.
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Table 4.2: List of parameters describing the toy models used in this work.
Symbol Description Unit

Halo
vt Thermal/turbulent velocity km s−1

ρ1 Reference H i density (1 kpc) cm−3

α Power law index (on H i density profile)
vδ Galaxy-Halo velocity offset km s−1

Outflow
vt Thermal/turbulent velocity km s−1

ρ1 Reference H i density (1 kpc) cm−3

vout Outflow velocity (constant) km s−1

θout Half-opening angle ◦

θin Inner half-opening angle ◦

SNr Galaxy orientation

Disk
vt Thermal/turbulent velocity km s−1

ρ0 Reference H i density (r=0) cm−3

hr Disk-plane scale height kpc
hz ‘Vertical’ scale height kpc
vr Infall velocity km s−1

vφ Rotation velocity km s−1

SNr Galaxy orientation
SWr Direction of rotation

Spherical Halos

We also model a spherical halo with a power-law density profile (index α), and allow

a small velocity offset between the halo and galaxy (vδ, allowing for actual peculiar

velocity or the uncertainty on the redshift measurements). This requires absorbers

at the same redshift with column densities that are larger in sightlines with smaller

impact parameters.

Modelling process

We consider points at 10 pc intervals along the line-of-sight (shown as the D-

coordinate in Figure 4.3), and apply the following process:

i) We convert the coordinates of these points from the observed (impact param-

eter, position angle and distance along LOS) into the relevant coordinates for
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the proposed model around the galaxy using the inclination and position angle

estimates from the HST image.

ii) Using the model parameters, we calculate the H i density and line-of-sight ve-

locity component at each point. These values are applied to the entire 10-pc

section centered at that point, from which we calculate the column density of

that segment of the line-of-sight.

iii) We use the properties of the Lyα transition to calculate the optical thickness

of each 10-pc column section from the column density. This is then convolved

with a Gaussian of width vt, and binned by line-of-sight velocity (using bins of

0.25 km s−1), producing model optical thickness as a function of velocity.

iv) For systems in which the proposed model consists of multiple components (e.g.

a both a disk and an outflow), we calculate the optical thickness separately and

then sum the models together.

v) Converting the optical thickness to transmission spectra and convolving with

the relevant COS or FOS line-spread function produces our final model spectra.

Our model spectra can then be compared with the observations in all three

lines-of-sight.

Ideally, an automated routine would be used to fit these synthetic spectra to

the observations. A Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) process could be used to

explore the parameter space available, estimating the chi-squared surface and hence

the best-fitting values and uncertainties on each parameter for each model type.

The best fit to the data from each model type could then be compared to find the

overall best fit.

Whilst an automated fitting routine for quantifying the goodness-of-fit between

the model and observed spectra and tuning the model parameters to find the best fit

for each model type would allow our results to be more reliably reproduced, creating

such a routine presents several difficulties. Absorption features known to be due to

transitions other than Lyα would need to be masked. However, identifying which

absorption features are due to Lyα is itself uncertain, and will affect the fit.
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This routine would need to account for blended features, where a physical model

might only provide a good fit to a small number of pixels in the spectrum. The like-

lihood function used would need to allow for blends, probably by penalising model

absorption that is weaker than observed to a lesser extent than model absorption

that is stronger than that observed. Some form of weighting would also be needed

to allow for the fact that absorbers with large velocity offsets and/or large impact

parameters are more likely to be physically unconnected with the galaxy. Further-

more, models consisting of both disks and outflows would be difficult to constrain

due to the much larger number of free parameters.

Tuning these weights in order to produce meaningful results would be arbitrary

as well as time-consuming. For these reasons, we do not attempt an automated

fit in this work, and instead vary the parameters manually until a reasonable fit is

obtained.

For each galaxy we consider each model type and combination of orientations

(SNr and SWr, defined above), producing seven possible models. In most cases

the halo model can be ruled out, as it requires the closest sightlines to exhibit the

strongest absorption, and all absorbers to have small and similar velocity offsets to

the galaxy. Several combinations of orientation can also be ruled out from producing

any identified absorption components because the direction of galaxy–absorber ve-

locity offset produced by the model is opposite to that seen in the observed spectra.

Additionally, the galaxy kinematics constrain the direction of rotation (SWr) if a

velocity gradient is visible.

With the model types and orientations greatly limited, we then identify the

model velocities required to reproduce the observed offset between galaxy and an

absorber (this is strongly dependent on the galaxy inclination), and adjust the den-

sity parameter to provide an approximate fit to the absorber (the total model column

density is then usually consistent with the catalogue value estimated by VPFIT). If

it is clear that reproducing this absorber introduces inconsistency with absorption

in the other lines-of-sight, then this model combination can also be discarded.

We then iteratively adjust the remaining parameters to improve the fit, matching

the width of the absorber and ensuring that the model absorption in other sightlines
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is consistent with the observations where possible (usually either by reducing it to

a level not distinguishable from the noise, or by matching another absorber). The

absorber width depends on both vt and the combination of velocities and opening

angle/scale height, so models can often be ruled out at this stage. In each iteration

a single parameter is changed, with the size of each change reducing until it becomes

difficult to judge whether the change is improving the fit (the level at which this

occurs is generally determined by the noise levels in the observed spectra).

Note that we do not artificially limit the range of values any parameters can take

at this stage, although velocities are limited by the 500 km s−1 cut.

This process leads to a small number of possible models that can reproduce

each absorber, or rules out all of our toy models. As long as the orientations are

compatible (e.g. a disk and outflow existing around the same galaxy must have the

same SNr), these can then be combined to fit as many absorption components as

possible.

For the reasons stated above, the best fit for each single model to an absorber

is judged ‘by-eye’ rather than using a statistical measure. Where multiple differing

combinations are possible, we list both in our results rather than choosing one

based on a ‘goodness-of-fit’ statistic. In order to decide a preference in these cases,

we use the model parameters and their consistency with the galaxy observations

(e.g. rotation velocities similar to the galaxy rotation are preferred), as well as

comparable disks and outflows in the literature. The reasons for any such preference

are discussed in the relevant part of Section 4.4 or Appendix C.1.

4.4 Individual systems

Using the models described above, we can attempt to match the absorption observed

in the multiple lines-of-sight around several galaxies. Whilst the models contain sev-

eral free parameters, which will usually allow them to fit an individual component,

the additional constraints from several sightlines enable us to determine the struc-

tures observed. Here we discuss some examples. We present galaxy and absorber

properties, as well as illustrating the galaxy HST image, MUSE kinematics where
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available, and the location of the lines-of-sight. We then compare the observed ab-

sorption with that produced by our toy models. Other galaxy-absorber systems

are included in Appendix C.1, with the combination of results from our sub-sample

discussed in Section 4.5. The tables show all galaxies within 1 Mpc of at least one

line-of-sight and all absorbers within 500 km s−1 of the main galaxy considered.

4.4.1 Galaxy A-14

A-14 is a small galaxy with a mass ∼ 108.5 M� at redshift z ≈ 0.05, with details

given in Table 4.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.4, yet with a low redshift that makes it

the largest galaxy in the field on the sky. The galaxy shows a clear velocity gradient

in [O iii] emission2, with strong absorption in sightline A at an impact parameter of

≈ 26 kpc. VPFIT has identified an additional weaker component blueward of the

galaxy in LOS-A, and there may be a component in LOS-B that is blended with

higher-order Lyman transitions from z ≈ 0.399, approximately 80 km s−1 redward

of the galaxy (the n = 17 and n = 16 to n = 1 Lyman transitions are visible at

≈ 0 and ≈ 150 km s−1 from the systemic redshift of A-14). Note that the spectrum

of LOS-C is blocked by a sub-DLA from redshift ≈ 0.56, so no absorption can be

detected.

Our toy models can simultaneously fit the strong absorption feature in LOS-A

and contribute to the unexplained component of absorption in LOS-B, using a single

outflow. The position angles of the two sightlines necessitate a wide opening angle,

as shown in the schematic in Figure 4.4. Both sightlines probe the edge of the

conical outflow, so the geometry is not sensitive to the possibility of a hollow cone.

An opening angle of ≈ 60◦ and an outflow velocity of ≈ 70 km s−1 are sufficient to

produce the observed velocities and column densities of the two absorbers. Ideally

we would consider the presence of metal lines for possible further evidence of warm,

metal-enriched material. However, the low redshift of this galaxy means that our

2Because of a strong sky line in close proximity to Hα at this redshift, the fainter emission
in the outer parts of the galaxy is vulnerable to being ‘shifted’ in wavelength by up to a few Å
during the sky subtraction process (see Section 2 of Cantalupo et al., 2019). We therefore choose
to present the [O iii] emission from this galaxy, which is unaffected by sky lines.
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COS data lack coverage of several metal lines, such as Ovi, that might indicate

outflows.

VPFIT finds that a weak, broad component at a very similar wavelength im-

proves the fit on the wings of this strong absorption feature. Its width would suggest

a hot component, but an outflow could not produce this width whilst also approxi-

mating the stronger component and a power-law halo would produce absorption in

B that is not observed. A ‘patchy’ halo, or one with an extremely steep density pro-

file, may be a plausible explanation. This could also be a detection of the warm-hot

intergalactic medium (WHIM).

There is also a weak absorption component identified in LOS-A at 220 km s−1

blueward of the galaxy. This is only marginally above the uncertainty limit used

to remove noise spikes masquerading as absorbers (described in T14). Although its

velocity offset is in the same direction as the rotation of the galaxy ISM, it is far larger

than both the detected rotation speed of the galaxy and its estimated virial velocity.

We therefore consider it unlikely that this absorber originates from an extended

gaseous disk around this galaxy, and its low column density and large velocity offset

mean that it is doubtful whether this absorption is physically associated with this

galaxy at all.

We can rule out a disk producing the strong absorption component in A, as this

would generate absorption in B that is not consistent with the observations. Both

sightlines probe the blueward portion of any model disk. If the rotating velocity

component dominates, such a disk would produce absorption blueward of the galaxy,

where it would be detectable. If the infall velocity dominates, the absorption in B

could be ‘hidden’ under the blended system, but the velocity required is much larger

than both the free-fall and virial velocities, so we deem this unlikely.

Of the toy models we consider, a bi-conical outflow is therefore the most likely

explanation for the strong absorber seen around this galaxy in the spectrum of QSO-

A, although a disk with low H i column density is not ruled out and may contribute

to a weaker absorption feature.
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Figure 4.4: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around MUSE galaxy
A-14, using [O iii] as observed in MUSE for the velocity map. Note that QSO-C (will
be shown in orange throughout) is blocked by a sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.558, so is excluded
from this figure. Top-left: HST white-light image of the galaxy. The overlaid red
line shows the projected major axis as found by GALFIT. Top-middle: Line-of-
sight velocity obtained from fitting to the [O iii] emission line as observed in MUSE.
Top-right: A wider view of the geometry of the system on the sky, showing the lines
joining the centre of the galaxy to each QSO (A in cyan, B in grey, C in orange where
present). The black dashed circle indicates the virial radius of the galaxy, whilst
the putative outflow is shown by the red ellipses. Additional crosses (where present)
show the locations of other galaxies at this redshift. Central panel: The location of
galaxies around this redshift, indicated as a function of impact parameter from the
QSO sight-lines and velocity difference from this galaxy (positive velocities showing
galaxies redward of this primary galaxy). The bolded galaxy features in the upper
panels, whilst any other galaxies are faded. The horizontal bars show the velocity
error arising from the galaxy redshift measurement. Each galaxy appears multiple
times, once for each QSO, coloured as in the upper panels. Bottom panel: The
transmission of the three QSO spectra at the wavelength of Lyα at the redshift of this
galaxy, using the continuum fits described in Section 2.1.1 to normalise the spectra.
Dashed horizontal lines show full and zero transmission. Solid vertical lines passing
through both panels show the locations of Lyα absorption as found using VPFIT.
Dashed lines coloured as in the other panels show the predicted absorption profiles
given the preferred toy model described in the text (in this case an outflow with a
velocity of ≈ 70 km s−1 and half-opening angle of ≈ 60◦). Additional absorption
features intervening from other redshifts are labelled by red tick marks and numbered
from blue to red. In this case all six are Lyman lines from the same redshift as the
sub-DLA, with features labelled 1 to 6 resulting from the n=19 to n=14 transitions.
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Figure 4.5: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around MUSE galaxy
B-14, a ∼ 0.05L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.26, using Hα as observed in MUSE. The layout
is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, with the model disk indicated by the blue
ellipses. The model absorption is that produced by a disk with 270 km s−1 rotation
velocity and 40 km s−1 infall velocity. Additional absorption features labelled are
all identified as molecular H2 lines from the sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.558.
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Table 4.3: Summary of galaxies and absorbers at z ∼ 0.053. Column descriptions: (1) Galaxy ID; (2) galaxy redshift; (3) galaxy
luminosity as a multiple of L?; (4) galaxy inclination measured using GALFIT; (5) absorber line-of-sight; (6) impact parameter of
absorber around galaxy; (7) azimuthal angle between absorber and galaxy major axis; (8) absorber column density; (9) absorber
Doppler width; (10) velocity offset between galaxy and absorber (positive values denote absorbers ‘redward’ of the galaxy); (11) any
detected transitions at this redshift other than neutral hydrogen.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

A-14 0.053 0.02 62◦ ± 1◦ A 26 38◦ ± 1◦ 13.67 ± 0.29 103 ± 50 -30 ± 60
A 26 38◦ ± 1◦ 14.36 ± 0.09 36 ± 7 -40 ± 60
A 26 38◦ ± 1◦ 13.31 ± 0.09 15 ± 6 -220 ± 60
B 91 29◦ ± 1◦ (None, limit ≈ 12.9)
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Table 4.4: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ∼ 0.261. Additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (B-14). Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
B-14 0.261 0.05 64◦ ± 8◦ A 310 11◦ ± 13◦ 13.39 ± 0.05 44 ± 7 460 ± 60

A 310 11◦ ± 13◦ 14.15 ± 0.03 39 ± 2 180 ± 60
A 310 11◦ ± 13◦ 13.42 ± 0.09 67 ± 18 60 ± 60
B 110 76◦ ± 13◦ 14.82 ± 0.02 71 ± 4 50 ± 60 C iii (0), Ovi (+50)
C 590 85◦ ± 13◦ 13.85 ± 0.04 42 ± 6 470 ± 60
C 590 85◦ ± 13◦ 13.97 ± 0.03 34 ± 3 100 ± 60

(26595) 0.2 A 730 (-110)
B 1022
C 1262

(36043) 0.2 A 1235 (-40)
B 1046
C 575

(36413) 0.8 A 1249 (-110)
B 1074
C 611
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4.4.2 Galaxy B-14

B-14 is also a low-luminosity galaxy (∼ 0.05L?), although at a higher redshift of

z ≈ 0.26, inclined at ≈ 60◦, illustrated in Figure 4.5 and with details given in

Table 4.4. Absorption is visible in all three sightlines, seen in the lower panel. The

strongest component appears in LOS-B (column density 1014.8 cm−2), at an impact

parameter of ∼ 100 kpc along the minor axis, with a velocity ∼ 50 km s−1 with

respect to the galaxy. LOS-B exhibits Ovi at the same velocity as this H i, as well

as weak C iii close to the galaxy redshift. The strongest H i component in LOS-A is

180 km s−1 redshifted relative to the galaxy (1014.2 cm−2), although there appears

to be a much weaker component (1013.4 cm−2) with a smaller velocity offset. This

lies ∼ 300 kpc away from the galaxy, and close to the major axis. No metals are

detected in LOS-A, but the lower H i column density than in LOS-B means that the

Ovi to H i ratio of the gas in A could still be similar to that in B. The absorption in

sightline C has column density 1014.0 cm−2, 100 km s−1 and 600 kpc away along the

minor axis. Several other features in LOS-C are visible, but these are transitions

from molecular hydrogen in the sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.56.

The H i probed by LOS-A lies near the projected major axis, with a velocity

offset in the same direction as the galaxy ISM emission, suggestive of co-rotating

material. At first glance the absorption in B could be an outflow, with a higher

Doppler parameter and Ovi detection possibly indicating heated material along the

minor axis. However, our toy models cannot reproduce the breadth and offset of

the observed absorption without producing additional absorption in LOS-A or C

that would be inconsistent with the observations. A disk model with both rotat-

ing and accreting velocity components can approximately reproduce the strongest

absorption components in both the A and B sightlines. The model shown in the

lower panel of Figure 4.5 uses velocities of 270 and 40 km s−1 respectively for these

components. Although this absorber is broad (width ≈ 70 km s−1), this is produced

in our model with very little thermal/turbulent velocity, as the range of velocities

probed as the line of sight passes through our model disk is sufficient. The required

rotation velocity of ≈ 270 km s−1 is substantially larger than both the observed

galaxy rotation and the galaxy virial velocity (both . 100 km s−1), so such rotation
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and accretion is difficult to physically motivate.

This model also leaves the absorption in C and the weaker component in A

unexplained. The absorption in C has other galaxies at a similar distance (faded

orange points in the central panel), some of which are substantially larger than B-14,

so may not be associated with this galaxy. An outflow model with narrow opening

angle . 20◦ could also explain this absorption in C without intersecting LOS-A or

B, requiring an outflow velocity close to 150 km s−1. The weak component at +60

km s−1 in LOS-A is more likely to be associated with B-14, but still lies well beyond

the virial radius. Any outflow wide enough to reach this line-of-sight would produce

additional absorption in B, and is therefore ruled out. This absorption is broad,

with a Doppler width ≈ 70 km s−1, so may be probing the WHIM at temperatures

≈ 105 K.

None of our toy models can reproduce all absorption components identified as

Lyα within 500 km s−1 of this galaxy. The disk model shown is the only model

found to approximately match two of the four absorbers seen within 300 km s−1 of

the galaxy, and is compatible with the addition of a narrow ouflow from LOS-C that

would fit a third component of absorption.

An alternative model that can reproduce the strongest component in B is an

outflow with vout ≈ 100 km s−1 and θout ≈ 45◦. Such an outflow would produce ad-

ditional absorption in C that is not observed. This better fits the expected parameter

ranges than the rapidly-rotating disk, as well as the metal content of absorption in

B, but does not replicate either absorber seen in LOS-A and does not match that

in C, so can only fit a single component.

Given the inconsistency between a strong outflow and the observations in LOS-C,

we primarily consider the disk model in our later discussion.

4.4.3 Galaxy 31658

31658 is a 0.4 L? star-forming galaxy at z ≈ 0.728, detailed in Table 4.5 and Figure

4.6. This is slightly beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption can be detected

in this sightline. Lyα absorption is visible in both of the remaining lines-of-sight,

which at this redshift lies in the lower-resolution FOS spectra. The equivalent Lyβ
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absorption does appear in COS, but this is blended with absorption features from

multiple other redshifts, strongly affecting QSO-B. In A, the Lyβ absorption is

clearly made up of two components, as identified by VPFIT, but its low signal-to-

noise makes it difficult to fit. As the Lyα absorption has higher signal-to-noise and

does not appear to be affected by blending with absorption from other redshifts, we

prefer to model the absorption in Lyα.

The position angles of absorption in both A and B are near the minor axis,

but the similar azimuthal angles would probe the same cone of any outflow, so this

cannot reproduce the velocity difference between the absorption in the two sightlines.

They would probe a putative disk at different azimuthal angles. A disk with a

very large rotation velocity (>500 km s−1) and comparatively small infall component

(<30 km s−1) would be required to reproduce the velocity difference between the ab-

sorbers, and still leaves one of the absorption components in A without explanation.

It would also have to be extremely thin in order to produce strong absorption at

A, with a larger impact parameter and nearer to the major axis. This is the model

shown in Figure 4.6. As the lines-of-sight would intersect such a disk at locations

over 1 Mpc (≈ 5rvir) from the galaxy, and the disk would have to be extremely thin

and fast, it is unlikely to represent a physical structure in the IGM near this galaxy.

We therefore cannot produce a plausible model for the absorption around this

galaxy using our simple disk and outflow models. Other possibilities include IGM

absorption unassociated with a galaxy, and material associated with a galaxy that

is fainter than the limit of our redshift survey.

All three absorbers have relatively large column densities for the IGM, above

1014 cm−2. Our Paper 1 results suggest that the probability of finding a pair of such

absorbers within 500 km s−1 of a particular galaxy is ≈ 2%, and therefore that these

absorbers are likely associated with a galaxy.

Outside the MUSE fields, our detection limit at this redshift is ≈ 0.1 L?, whilst

inside the MUSE fields detections are limited to a luminosity ≈ 0.06 L? or a star-

formation rate of ≈ 0.1 M� yr−1. This allows for an undetected galaxy (or multiple

galaxies) that could be producing some of these absorption components. Given the

fairly high column densities at large impact parameters, this could plausibly explain
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Figure 4.6: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy 31658,
a ∼ 0.4L? galaxy at z ∼ 0.73. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4,
and the model shown in the lower panel is disk with rotation velocity ∼ 550 km s−1.

at least some of the absorption in the A and B sightlines.

The combination of similar column densities, similar azimuthal angles, and a

notable velocity offset, leads to the conclusion that simple disk, halo and outflow

models are not likely explanations for the absorption around this galaxy.

4.5 Discussion

In addition to the three example galaxies discussed above, a further nine isolated

galaxies are described in Appendix C.1. More details on the models used are given

in Appendix B.3. The best models found to fit each galaxy are summarized in Table

4.6.

We now discuss the results from our best-fitting models with regards to other

studies using observational data and hydrodynamical simulations.
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Table 4.5: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ∼ 0.728. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (31658). Note that this galaxy is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected.
Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
31658 0.728 0.40 63◦ ± 4◦ A 939 66◦ ± 6◦ 14.20 ± 0.10 23 ± 4 -10 ± 40

A 939 66◦ ± 6◦ 14.14 ± 0.10 36 ± 7 120 ± 40
B 608 77◦ ± 6◦ 14.23 ± 0.01 134 ± 4 -60 ± 40
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Table 4.6: Summary of isolated galaxies and the best-fitting toy models.

Galaxy z Figure Table Text Best model(s)
A-14 0.053 4.4 4.3 4.4.1 (2/3 absorbers) Outflow, θ=60◦, v=70 km s−1, extent > 95 kpc

(Good fit, remaining component is weak with a large velocity offset)
26732 0.087 C.1 C.1 C.1.1 (1/1 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈40, vφ= 550 km s−1, vr= 120 km s−1, extent > 100 kpc

OR Outflow, θ=50◦, v=440 km s−1, extent > 100 kpc
(Only absorption component is weak with a large velocity offset)

25833 0.123 C.2 C.2 C.1.2 (1/2 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈100, vφ= 700 km s−1, vr= 20 km s−1, extent > 230 kpc
(Both absorption components have ∼500 km s−1 velocity offset)

A-62 0.178 C.3 C.3 C.1.3 (2/2 absorbers) Outflow, θ=20◦, v=150 km s−1, extent 70-260 kpc
(could have larger extent if constant rate/velocity assumptions relaxed)

A-65 0.220 C.4 C.4 C.1.4 (2/2 absorbers) Outflow, θ=30◦, v=120 km s−1, extent > 260 kpc
AND Disk, height ratio ≈40, vφ= 220 km s−1, vr= 50 km s−1, extent > 90 kpc

B-14 0.261 4.5 4.4 4.4.2 (2/4 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈10, vφ= 270 km s−1, vr= 40 km s−1, extent > 330 kpc
(adjusting disk scale heights and adding spherical halo may help produce 3rd absorber)

A-63 0.488 C.5 C.5 C.1.5 (1/3 absorbers) Outflow, θ=20◦, v=650 km s−1, extent > 350 kpc
(no good fit for this galaxy)

30169 0.584 C.6 C.6 C.1.6 (no good fit for this galaxy)
31658 0.728 4.6 4.5 4.4.3 (2/3 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈300, vφ= 550 km s−1, vr= 20 km s−1, extent > 1 Mpc
A-23 0.843 C.7 C.7 C.1.7 (1/1 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈300, vφ= 350 km s−1, vr= 30 km s−1, extent > 240 kpc

(possible weak component also fit if extent > 550 kpc)
A-30 0.850 C.8 C.8 C.1.8 (1/2 absorbers) Outflow, θ=45◦, v=250 km s−1, extent > 650 kpc

AND Disk, height ratio ≈40, vφ= 350-450 km s−1, vr= 20-120 km s−1, extent > 40 kpc
(disk explains possible unidentified weak component)
(remaining absorber is weak with a large velocity offset)

A-64 0.926 C.9 C.9 C.1.9 (1/2 absorbers) Disk, height ratio ≈30, vφ= 150-350 km s−1, vr= 0-200 km s−1, extent > 180 kpc
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Table 4.7: Model outflow properties around galaxies for which outflows can reproduce some of the observed absorption components.
Column descriptions: (1)-(5) are from Table 4.1; (6) specific star-formation rate; (7) maximum extent at which absorption is detected
(at the point of highest H I density along the sightline with the largest impact parameter); (8) galaxy virial radius; (9) model half-
opening angle; (10) model outflow velocity; (11) escape velocity from the location of the sightline at the maximum observed extent.
Note that, as discussed in the text, the constant flow rate assumption could be relaxed slightly and allow for the outflow around
A-62 to reach 260 kpc in extent.

Galaxy z M? Mh SFR sSFR Extent rvir θout vout vesc
log10(M�) log10(M�) (M�/yr) Gyr−1 (kpc) (kpc) (◦) ( km s−1) ( km s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
A-14 0.053 8.7 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 0.018+0.009

−0.006 0.038+0.025
−0.015 95 90 ± 20 60 70 80 ± 20

A-62 0.178 8.7 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.3 0.23+0.16
−0.09 0.45+0.39

−0.21 70 90 ± 30 20 150 100 ± 30
A-65 0.220 7.6 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 0.7 0.012+0.005

−0.003 0.32+0.45
−0.30 260 70 ± 40 30 120 40 ± 20

A-30 0.850 10.7 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.7 0.25+0.14
−0.09 0.005+0.02

−0.004 650 290 ± 140 45 250 280 ± 140
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4.5.1 Outflows

Our toy model outflows can reproduce at least some of the absorption in 4 galaxies

from our sample of 12, which are listed in Table 4.7. These include three small,

star-forming galaxies, with outflows requiring a range of half-opening angles 20-60◦,

velocities of 70-150 km s−1, and extents of . 250 kpc. A-30 is a more massive,

quiescent galaxy, which requires a much faster outflow with a much greater extent

(∼ 220 km s−1 and > 600 kpc). The ≈ 2.5 Gyr required for the gas to travel this

distance is sufficiently long that the galaxy’s apparent quiescence on short timescales

(based on lack of emission lines) does not rule out a stellar-feedback-driven outflow.

The extent of these outflows is comparable to the results from Paper 1, in which

we showed a bimodality in the azimuthal angles of detected absorbers relative to

galaxies extended to ≈ 300 kpc, and found evidence linking the major- and minor-

axis absorbers with accretion and outflows. With one of the four putative outflows

discussed here extending to approximately this distance, and another continuing

substantially beyond that, the small sample from this work supports our conclusions

from Paper 1.

Our outflow models are similar to those used in the MEGAFLOW survey (Schroet-

ter et al., 2019), so we can compare our results directly. Both models allow for a

hollow cone, but this is not necessary for any of the four galaxies for which outflows

can match the observations. We also consider a constant velocity and r−2 density

profile. However, their galaxy observations consist of a single MUSE field around

each line-of-sight, limiting their impact parameters to generally . 150 kpc, so we

cannot judge the extent of their model outflows.

We use the same equation as in Veilleux et al. (2005) (their Section 4.6 and

Equation 4 from Schroetter et al. 2019) to estimate the escape velocities of out-

flows from our galaxies. Of these four galaxies, the two with the higher sSFRs have

outflows exceeding escape velocity (A-62 and A-65 have vout/vesc of ≈ 1.5 and 3 re-

spectively), whilst those with lower sSFR do not (A-14 and A-30 have vout/vesc of 0.9

and 0.8). This is also consistent with outflows escaping more frequently from lower-

mass galaxies, as suggested by Schroetter et al. (2019). However, uncertainties on

the model parameters are difficult to estimate, and those on the escape velocity are
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sufficiently large that these comparisons between the outflow and escape velocities

are uncertain.

The model outflows from Schroetter et al. (2019) are also generally narrower than

ours, with most half-opening angles ≈ 30◦ or smaller. The opening angles from our

models are constrained by the need to intersect or avoid intersecting each of the three

lines-of-sight, so the narrower outflows they propose could not fit our observations

of A-14 or A-30. We also note that three of our galaxies have lower masses than

most included in the MEGAFLOW survey, which could be contributing to the wider

outflows, as outflow collimation is expected to be a ‘path of least resistance’ effect

(e.g. Tomisaka & Ikeuchi, 1988; Nelson et al., 2019). Their geometric selection of

likely outflows may also exclude outflows with wide opening angles.

There is disagreement between some of the largest numerical simulations on

the extent of outflows, so our model results could in principle help to discriminate

between the various feedback prescriptions included in these simulations. Although

the strength of any conclusions drawn here is limited by a small sample, as well

as model constraints motivated partially by simulations, it can still be useful to

compare our models with outflows from simulations including EAGLE, Illustris and

FIRE.

Hopkins et al. (2021) find that the addition of cosmic rays to the FIRE-2 sim-

ulations allows some outflows from ∼ L? galaxies to reach Mpc scales. The most

massive galaxy that we find exhibiting a possible outflow does appear to reach at

least 650 kpc, but the other three have much lower masses for which cosmic rays do

not make a substantial difference (due to the relative reduction in cosmic-ray pres-

sure). Three additional galaxies in our sample with M? > 1010 M� do not produce

absorption that is consistent with our model outflows, although the lines-of-sight do

not probe their halos near the projected minor axis. Such a small sample size means

that we cannot determine whether large-scale outflows are common around such

galaxies, and therefore whether cosmic rays are important to consider in discussions

of the IGM.

Mitchell et al. (2020a) and Nelson et al. (2019) discuss outflows in EAGLE and

TNG50 respectively. As expected, these works find that differences in the feedback
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prescriptions lead to different outflow characteristics. Mass flow rates in EAGLE

remain approximately constant through concentric shells up to the virial radius of

small galaxies, as is coded into our models, whilst mass flow rate drops in TNG50.

We therefore cannot use the detection of outflows at large impact parameters to

favour EAGLE over TNG50. However, two of our proposed outflows could produce

an improved fit if the flow rate (and velocity) were allowed to decrease with radius.

This would favour the TNG model, but small sample size means that we cannot

claim strong evidence of such a reduction in flow rate or velocity. Neither study

considers outflows much beyond the virial radius in any detail, although Mitchell

et al. (2020b) note that outflows from low-mass halos must extend past the virial

radius in order to explain metal enrichment in the IGM (e.g. Aguirre et al., 2001;

Booth et al., 2012).

Both of these works include estimates of outflow velocity with galaxy mass in the

inner CGM, generally producing outflows with velocities between 50 and 150 km s−1

for a wide range of halo masses, despite measuring outflows at different redshifts

using different methods, although TNG50 outflows show a clearer increase in outflow

velocity with halo mass. Our model outflow velocities are not significantly different

from the predictions of these simulations, despite much larger impact parameters.

Opening angles are also discussed in both simulation papers, but they use dif-

ferent measures that make it difficult to compare directly. Our small number of

outflows have a wide range of opening angles, so it is not surprising that the mea-

sures adopted by Mitchell et al. (2020a) and Nelson et al. (2019) both produce

estimates within this range (≈ 50◦ and ≈ 25◦ respectively).

The parameters of our proposed outflows are therefore mostly compatible with

the models from MEGAFLOW, as well as the EAGLE and FIRE simulations, with

slightly more disagreement between our models and TNG50 (possibly related to

their measurements being taken at higher redshifts).

4.5.2 Disks

Our toy model disks can also reproduce some of the absorption around five of our

galaxies, namely A-65, B-14, 31658, A-23 and A-64. The required parameters of
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these disks are given in Table 4.8. The direction of rotation matches the stellar

kinematics from MUSE for B-14 and A-64, whilst the MUSE data for A-23 does

not exhibit a clear velocity gradient and no emission line fit was possible for A-65.

Only the disk around B-14 is able to approximate multiple absorption components

from the observations, whilst that around A-65 requires both an outflow and a disk

in order to reproduce the data. The large extent and required velocity means that

the absorption around galaxy 31658 is unlikely to represent a disk-like structure, so

is not discussed further.

Our model disks are again similar to those used in MEGAFLOW, although

tracing smaller column densities at larger impact parameters. In principle, the need

to match absorption in the other lines-of-sight imposes constraints on the circular

and infall components. The ratio of scale heights parallel and perpendicular to the

disk are also constrained by the ratio of column densities at multiple azimuthal

angles, or the need for absorption to remain weaker than our detection limit at

certain azimuthal angles. The two scale heights and both components of velocity

can therefore be treated as separate parameters that can be varied independently.

Unfortunately, most of the specific galaxies for which a model disk is compatible

with the observations make only limited use of these constraints, as broad absorption

in the other lines-of-sight can easily mask any absorption originating from our model

disk, but cannot be fit by the disk (this applies to galaxies A-64, A-65 and 31658).

The additional lines-of-sight therefore do not provide strong constraints on the disk

parameters. B-14 is the only galaxy for which the absorption in multiple sightlines

allows the rotating and infalling components to be determined separately.

We must therefore make assumptions on one component in order to determine

the other. Purely circular orbits are not expected, especially at these large radii, and

would require circular velocities larger than the virial velocity for all three model

disks that are not well-constrained by multiple sightlines. Assuming free-fall for

accreting material at large radii is incompatible with the constraints on A-23, and

would still require velocities larger than virial for A-65.

Zabl et al. (2019) assume a value for vin = 0.6 vvir, motivated by results from

Goerdt & Ceverino (2015). This is comparable to the best-fit infall velocity for
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Table 4.8: Model disk properties around galaxies for which disks can reproduce some of the observed absorption components. We
include both velocity components under several assumptions of infall velocity. Where vφ is left blank, this combination is not
consistent with the observed absorption. Column descriptions: (1)-(4) are from Table 4.1; (5) model scale height ratio (i.e. relative
disk thickness); (6) maximum observed disk extent (the 3-d distance from galaxy to the point on the line-of-sight where it intersects
the disk plane, for the sightline with largest impact parameter with detected absorption); (7) virial radius; (8) virial velocity; (9)
model circular velocity if infall assumed to be zero; (10), (12) model circular velocities if infall assumed to be 0.6 vvir and the free-fall
velocity at the maximum observed extent respectively; (11), (13) assumed infall velocities of 0.6 vvir and the free-fall velocity at the
maximum observed extent.

vr = 0 vr = 0.6 vvir vr = vf
Galaxy z M? Mh hr/hz Extent rvir vvir vφ vφ vr vφ vr

log10(M�) log10(M�) (kpc) (kpc) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

A-65 0.220 7.6 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 0.7 40 90 70 ± 40 50 ± 30 400 360 30 360 35
B-14 0.261 8.5 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 10 330 90 ± 20 70 ± 20 - 270 41 270 47
31658 0.728 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 300 1070 220 ± 150 230 ± 150 530 - 137 - 200
A-23 0.843 10.7 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.7 300 240 230 ± 150 250 ± 160 300 270 151 - 330
A-64 0.926 10.4 ± 0.5 12.1 ± 0.8 30 180 160 ± 100 190 ± 120 340 160 113 20 280
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B-14, and requires circular velocities comparable to vvir for A-23 and A-64. This is

preferred by our model fits, despite requiring a circular velocity of ≈ 7 vvir for A-65.

For the larger, higher-redshift halos A-23 and A-64, model disks with these

assumed infall velocities and circular velocities . vvir can produce absorption that

is consistent with the observations. For all assumed infall velocities onto A-65, and

in order to fit the two strong absorption components around B-14, our model disks

would require circular velocities > 2 vvir. Such a large velocity is not likely to

physically represent a disk-like structure, and suggest that the gas may instead be

associated with a different galaxy.

Several previous works have used disk-like models to study the rotating compo-

nent of the CGM. Ho & Martin (2019) use the shape of galaxy spiral arms for a small

sample of sightlines probing the inner CGM of low-z galaxies, in order to constrain

the direction of the galaxy inclination, and therefore the line-of-sight component of

any infall velocity. They find maximum infall velocities of 30-40 km s−1 for two of

their five galaxy-quasar pairs, and ruling out infall for another pair. Steidel et al.

(2002) also find that Mg ii absorption kinematics in the inner CGM are likely domi-

nated by rotation. Simple toy models underpredicted the co-rotation fractions seen

in Lyα by French & Wakker (2020), but they used a tighter definition of co-rotation

than our work by fitting a rotation curve to the galaxy spectrum. The rotating

velocity component is substantially larger than the infall component for both of our

galaxies with model disks probed at distances . rvir, consistent with these previous

results.

Rotating structures in the CGM are generally aligned with the central galaxy

in most simulations, and this is supported by observations including our Paper 1.

DeFelippis et al. (2020) find a ‘wedge’ of cool gas with angular momentum well-

aligned with that of the galaxy, that extends to ≈ 1/2 of the virial radius for small

to medium-sized halos in Illustris. Both EAGLE (Huscher et al., 2021) and FIRE-2

(Hafen et al., 2022) find that cool gas is rotationally supported around L? galaxies

only on small scales (≈ 40 kpc). The results from our more massive halos are at much

larger impact parameters than this, and require a substantial infalling component

if they are bound within the halo, so are not rotationally supported. Probes with
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smaller impact parameters (e.g. Tejos et al., 2021b, although they find primarily

pressure support) would be needed to detect the rotational support expected in the

inner CGM.

Ho et al. (2020) discuss the rotation of Mg ii structures in EAGLE, finding that

a thick rotating structure is typical. Whilst the ratio of scale heights in our mod-

els is constrained by the column densities seen in multiple lines-of-sight, the scale

heights themselves are partially degenerate with the central density, so are not well-

determined. The vertical scale heights of 5-20 kpc seen in Ho et al. (2020) and

Steidel et al. (2002) can provide a reasonable fit for all four of our putative disks,

but markedly different scale heights are also possible.

We only find two galaxies for which a rotating and/or accreting disk-like struc-

ture (with velocities . vvir) can reproduce the observations, which therefore do not

provide any substantial evidence for the extent or thickness of H i disks in the CGM.

4.5.3 Unattributed absorbers

There are also two galaxies around which all absorbing components have a large

velocity offset (> 300 km s−1), and a further two for which our disk/outflow models

cannot reproduce any of the absorbing components. In both cases for which all

absorption is at a large velocity offset, only the A and B sightlines are available,

and neither pass within the virial radius. 26732 is the lowest-mass galaxy in the

sample, whilst 25833 likely has the lowest sSFR (our given SFR estimate being an

upper limit). It is therefore unsurprising that little absorption can be seen outside

the virial radius of these galaxies.

The two galaxies for which our toy models could not reasonably match any of

the absorption are A-63 and 30169. These both lie in the redshift range for which

all three sightlines are usable, and are close to edge-on and face-on respectively.

For A-63, all three sightlines are close to the minor axis, so a disk is required to

be extremely large with very high infall velocity in order to produce substantial

line-of-sight velocities. Due to the high inclination, an outflow would also need a

large velocity (≈ 750 km s−1) to match the absorption. For 30169, all three sight-

lines probe similar impact parameters, but have much larger differences in observed
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column density and velocity, which our models cannot reproduce.

As we note in Section 4.3, the reality of the gas flows is likely far more complex

than our toy models can capture. However, for both of these galaxies it seems

unlikely that over-simplification of our toy models is the cause of their failure to

match observations. For example, it is difficult to conceive of a plausible outflow

model in which lines-of-sight in opposite directions near the minor axis produce the

similar velocity offsets seen near A-63.

Whilst both appear isolated, the detection limits allow for the presence of an

unseen companion galaxy (. 0.06 L? or . 0.1 M� yr−1 SFR at 30169, . 0.03 L? or

. 0.05 M� yr−1 SFR at A-63). A companion to the east of 30169 could plausibly

explain the absorption in both A and B, with a larger impact parameter to C

matching the lack of observed absorption. An unseen companion would also seem

to be a likely cause for the absorption in QSO-C at the redshift of A-63, as the

impact parameter to A-63 is more than 1 Mpc.

Tidal interactions between galaxies can more easily affect the outer regions of the

CGM, so the lack of any visible distortion in the stars or the ISM kinematics does

not rule out such interactions distorting the CGM and leading to the observations

that cannot be fit by our models (e.g. Fossati et al., 2019a; Dutta et al., 2020).

4.5.4 Reliability of attributing absorbers

As we describe when discussing each galaxy (Section 4.4 and Appendix C.1), for

most galaxies we can rule out at least some of our toy models through the relative

column densities and velocities of absorption components, and thereby constrain the

origins of the absorbing material. To summarize, for four of our twelve galaxies we

can rule out a disk or an outflow from producing the strongest absorber because

such a model would be incompatible with the other lines-of-sight. For a further

four galaxies, the additional sightlines provide substantial constraints on the model

parameters without ruling out either model entirely. In addition, for almost all

galaxies our halo models are ruled out due to absorbers with substantially different

velocities along the different lines-of-sight and/or column densities inconsistent with

the expected reduction in density with radius. Whilst single-sightline observations
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can use results from simulations and other observations to prefer one model over

another (using properties such as metallicity and azimuthal angle), the additional

lines-of-sight used here are clearly useful in constraining the possible models.

However, even with this additional information, it can be difficult to determine

the robustness of the models we assign to the galaxies and absorbers. For example,

how much to weight parameters in a range consistent with other literature, against

a slightly improved fit (e.g. B-14 in our sample).

As noted throughout this work, these toy models are simplified, and do not

take into account the changing ionization state of the gas, any ‘patchiness’ of the

structures in the CGM, changes in velocities with distance (either for outflows or

disks), or changes in the state of the CGM with time (such as an intermittent

outflow, e.g. Muratov et al. 2017). Our toy models could therefore appear to rule

out a disk or outflow in cases where the failure to fit the observations is due to one of

these scenarios. We attempt to include these possibilities in our discussion of each

individual galaxy.

Robustly identifying absorbers with outflowing or accreting material is a consis-

tent challenge for transverse line-of-sight studies. Studies of this nature have used

a cut in position angle and inclination in order to split absorbers into outflows and

inflows, most often when studying Mg ii at small impact parameters (Bordoloi et al.,

2011; Schroetter et al., 2015; Zabl et al., 2019; Schroetter et al., 2019). We show

the cut used by MEGAFLOW, alongside our sample of absorbers and whether we

identify them as possible disks or outflows, in Figure 4.7.

We find several absorbers that are best fit by a rotating structure at azimuthal

angles close to the projected minor axis (similar to the single case found by Kacprzak

et al. 2012a), and outflows relatively close to the major axis. Geometric cuts similar

to those shown in the figure would therefore produce different identifications to the

kinematic considerations we have included. This suggests that these cuts, whilst

useful, are unlikely to be robust in determining whether an absorber is part of a

disk or outflow.

Although disk-like absorption is found at all azimuthal angles, we do not see any

evidence of outflowing H i within 25◦ of the major axis for these moderately inclined
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Figure 4.7: Azimuthal angle against inclination for galaxy-absorber pairs in our
sample. Absorbers identified as probing a possible outflow are shown in red, with
disks in blue and unattributed absorbers in grey. We also shade the regions used
to identify the ‘primary’ disk and outflow subsamples in MEGAFLOW in blue and
red repectively (Zabl et al., 2019; Schroetter et al., 2019).
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galaxies. This matches expectations for these structures and suggests that outflows

at z<1 do not fill a large majority of the solid angle.

Other observables that may aid in discriminating between infalling and outflow-

ing material include column density (e.g. Kacprzak et al., 2019) and metallicity (e.g

Péroux et al., 2020). However, we find no substantial difference between the column

densities of absorbers identified as disks and outflows by our toy models or those that

would be identified as such using geometric cuts. Some observations have failed to

reproduce the expected metallicity difference between major- and minor-axis absorp-

tion (e.g Kacprzak et al., 2019; Pointon et al., 2019), possibly due to contamination

where high-metallicity and low-metallicity material cannot be distinguished along

the line-of-sight. We also detect metals in too few of our absorbers for this to be

useful. Neither column density nor metallicity can therefore be used reliably to

identify absorbers originating from disks and outflows in these observations.

With only two or three sightlines passing each galaxy in our sample, in most

cases each proposed model is only probed by a single line-of-sight, with a few mod-

els probed by two. This means that the model parameters are often not well-

constrained, with degenerate effects on the resulting absorption. If a larger number

of sightlines were available for each galaxy, these model structures could be probed

by multiple sightlines, providing stronger constraints on the model parameters or

ruling out a larger range of models. More complex models including physical pro-

cesses such as entrainment and changes in velocity, temperature and ionization state

would require even more information to constrain. However, even using only the two

or three sightlines in this field we are often able to rule out many simple models,

providing a clear improvement over single-sightline observations.

4.5.5 Broad absorbers

The CGM/IGM around our sample of galaxies appears to contain a substantial

number of broad Lyα absorbers (BLAs), with Doppler widths above 40 km s−1,

expected to trace the warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM, e.g. Tepper-Garćıa

et al., 2012; Pessa et al., 2018). Of the 27 absorbers identified as Lyα within 500

km s−1 of our isolated galaxies, 19 have widths above 40 km s−1, and 9 above 100
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km s−1. This is substantially larger than the 20-50 km s−1 found to cover typical

IGM absorbers (e.g Davé et al., 2010).

However, the low resolution of the FOS spectra appears to be the main contrib-

utor to this abundance of BLAs. Many of our galaxies and absorbers have redshifts

above z ≈ 0.75, such that both Lyα and Ly β are in the FOS spectra and cannot

provide constraints on the line width, and several others are sufficiently weak that

Lyβ again fails to provide useful constraints on the Doppler width.

There are therefore only four BLAs near our isolated galaxies with b > 50 km s−1

where the width is well-constrained by transitions appearing in the COS spectra

(around A-14, A-62, and two near B-14, each discussed in the description of these

galaxies), and five absorbers with widths of 40-50 km s−1. Of the four candidate

BLAs, two are fit by our models without a large thermal component. The range of

line-of-sight velocities that would be produced by our toy models in these cases is

sufficient to explain the width of the absorption. The other two cannot be fit by

a disk/outflow model or our power-law halos due to constraints from the multiple

lines-of-sight, but may be produced by a more ‘patchy’ warm halo and/or the WHIM.

The five 40-50 km s−1 absorbers are all at a large velocity offset (> 350 km s−1), and

have impact parameters larger than the virial radius of the nearby isolated galaxy,

and are therefore consistent with probing the IGM at temperatures of ≈ 104.7 K

(e.g. Tepper-Garćıa et al., 2012).

4.6 Chapter summary & conclusions

In this work we model the absorption around twelve isolated galaxies in the Q0107

field in order to fit observations from the three lines-of-sight. This sample includes

all galaxies with no detected companion within 500 kpc and 500 km s−1, and covers

both star-forming and passive galaxies with stellar masses 107.5 . M?(M�) . 1010.5

across the redshift range z < 1. Motivated by results from Paper 1, as well as many

other works, we focus in particular on whether co-rotating, disk-like structures and

bi-conical outflows can reproduce the observed absorption. The use of three lines-

of-sight provides additional constraints over previous works using QSO sightlines,
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although a small sample limits the strength of our conclusions.

We find that:

(i) Disk and outflow models can approximately reproduce ≈ 50% of absorption

features seen within 500 km s−1 of isolated galaxies, rising slightly to ≈ 60%

of features within 300 km s−1. However, the parameters required for these

structures to match observations, such as large extents and velocities, are not

always consistent with those expected based on results in the literature, possi-

bly suggesting that the actual incidence of these physical structures is smaller.

(ii) Either a disk or outflow model can be ruled out as an origin of the strongest

absorber within 300 km s−1 of four of our twelve galaxies using the kinematics

and column densities of absorption in the other lines-of-sight. The additional

sightlines improve constraints on the model parameters around a further four

galaxies. Multiple lines-of-sight therefore can be used to better determine the

origins of absorption in the CGM/IGM.

(iii) Four of the twelve galaxies considered exhibit absorption consistent with a bi-

conical outflow, which in three cases extend beyond the galaxy virial radius.

Whilst only one of these produces clear absorption in multiple sightlines, the

velocities found are consistent with the results from Schroetter et al. (2019),

using Mg ii to observe at smaller impact parameters. The two outflows around

the galaxies with higher sSFR exceed escape velocity, whilst those with lower

sSFR do not. We find two cases in which a substantial slowing or weakening of

the outflow as it moves outwards can improve the fit over a constant-velocity

outflow.

(iv) Five of the twelve galaxies exhibit absorption consistent with a rotating and

infalling disk. Two of these fit the ∼ 0.6 vvir infall velocity found by Goerdt &

Ceverino (2015) and assumed by Zabl et al. (2019). The others are constrained

to have a circular velocity larger than vvir under most plausible assumptions

of inflow velocity. These are therefore not likely to form physical disk-like

structures, despite the disk model fit.
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(v) Two of the galaxies feature no identified absorption within 350 km s−1. These

are the least massive galaxy and the least star-forming galaxy in our sample,

consistent with expected dependencies on r/rvir and sSFR.

(vi) Two of the galaxies do not have absorption that can be matched by a disk

or outflow, despite a substantial star-formation rate. Whilst our toy models

are over-simplified, this over-simplification is unlikely to be the reason for the

failure of our models to reproduce the absorption around these two galaxies.

These absorbers therefore have a different origin, possibly an undetected com-

panion galaxy.

(vii) Only one galaxy requires both a disk and an outflow in order to reproduce the

identified absorption components, although the existence of both structures is

not ruled out for several others. We therefore cannot determine whether disks

and outflows frequently exist simultaneously around the same galaxy, which

could constrain the timescales required for gas recycling.

(viii) At moderate inclinations of ≈ 40-70◦, some absorbers best fit by disk-like

structures can be found close to the projected minor axis (e.g. Kacprzak et al.,

2012a; Tejos et al., 2021b), and those best fit by outflows can be found down

to 30◦ from the major axis. Geometric cuts using only azimuthal angle and

inclination therefore do not appear sufficient to produce pure samples of disk

and outflow absorbers.

The presence of multiple lines-of-sight near to individual galaxies clearly provides

useful constraints on the structures in the CGM and IGM, providing estimates of

outflow opening angles and velocities, and allowing rotating and in-falling velocity

components of the expected accretion on to the galaxy to be separated. However,

our study is limited by a small sample size. A larger sample would allow better

exploration of the possible space of sightline configurations and galaxy properties.

This would strengthen many of the tests we attempt here, as well as allowing us to

determine how the model parameters vary with galaxy properties.

Constraining models of the structure of gas in the CGM/IGM is extremely dif-

ficult with single-sightline absorption measurements. Although the kinematics of
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material at high column densities in the inner CGM are becoming easier to observe

using emission lines in wide-field IFUs (e.g. Finley et al., 2017; Burchett et al., 2021;

Zabl et al., 2021b; Leclercq et al., 2022), probing these structures at larger scales

remains extremely challenging. Observing lower-column-density absorption in sev-

eral locations around a single galaxy usually requires either a chance configuration

of background QSOs or gravitationally-lensed galaxies, or deep and time-consuming

observations of background galaxies. Building a statistical sample of such models

is therefore unlikely for some time, although several instruments due to be used on

the ELT and other upcoming 30m-class telescopes include IGM/CGM tomography

in their science cases (e.g. Maiolino et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2015; Marconi et al.,

2021). This would allow a large sample of similar model results to be constructed

at high redshifts.

In upcoming work we will apply similar procedures to galaxies that are clearly

not isolated. This will add to our sample size, but will also include those for which

the CGM is likely to be affected by interactions with other galaxies.
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CHAPTER 5

Modelling the gas around galaxy pairs and groups

In this chapter we utilize the simple disk, halo and outflow models discussed in

Chapter 4 and attempt to determine the extent to which absorption in and around

galaxy groups can be explained as a superposition of such structures around the

individual galaxies. This work is presented in the form of a paper, which is (at

the time of submitting this thesis) in preparation for submission to MNRAS, and

referred to as ‘Paper 3’ throughout the thesis.

5.1 Background

The exchange of gas between galaxies and their surroundings plays a vital role in

their evolution. Cool gas that provides fuel for star formation needs to be accreted

from outside the galaxy in order to explain the observed star-formation rates and gas

content of galaxies (e.g. Freundlich et al., 2013; Scoville et al., 2017). Cool gas is also

ejected from galaxies by stellar-feedback- or AGN-driven winds, and models suggest

that these processes are important in regulating its star formation (e.g. Lehnert

et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2015; Salcido et al., 2020). This reservoir of gas

surrounding galaxies is known as the circumgalactic medium (CGM, e.g. Tumlinson
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et al. 2017), and is usually defined as extending to the virial radius.

This material is difficult to observe in emission due in part to its low density

(although emission-line maps of gas on CGM scales have become more common in

recent years, e.g. Chen et al. 2019; Fossati et al. 2019a; Zabl et al. 2021b; Leclercq

et al. 2022), so is most commonly detected using absorption features along the lines-

of-sight to background sources, often quasars (e.g. Bahcall & Spitzer, 1969; Bergeron,

1986; Bergeron et al., 1994; Weymann et al., 1998; Adelberger et al., 2005; Chen

et al., 2010; Prochaska et al., 2011; Rubin et al., 2018; Pointon et al., 2019; Wilde

et al., 2021; Lehner et al., 2021). These absorption-based studies often discuss

large numbers of galaxy-sightline pairs, whether as targeted surveys (e.g. Tumlinson

et al., 2013; Bielby et al., 2019) or by utilizing other surveys and/or archival data

(e.g. Wild et al., 2008), but are usually limited to a single line-of-sight through the

gas around any galaxy or group. Some studies are able to utlilize quasar pairs or

triplets (lensed or projected, e.g. Fossati et al., 2019b; Maitra et al., 2019), bright

background galaxies (e.g. Zahedy et al., 2016; Péroux et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020b;

Okoshi et al., 2021) or gravitationally-lensed arcs (e.g. Lopez et al., 2018, 2020; Tejos

et al., 2021a; Mortensen et al., 2021), but these are not common enough to produce

statistically meaningful samples of galaxy-absorber pairs.

Many observations find evidence for disk-like accreting and rotating structures

along the major axis of galaxies (e.g. Charlton & Churchill, 1998; Steidel et al., 2002;

Bouché et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2017; Zabl et al., 2019; French & Wakker, 2020), and

this is generally reproduced by simulations, with simulated CGM structures aligned

with the galaxy major axis (e.g Ho et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2020b; DeFelippis

et al., 2020; Hafen et al., 2022). Similarly, evidence for outflowing material is often

found along the minor axis of galaxies (e.g. Bland & Tully, 1988; Heckman et al.,

1990; Finley et al., 2017; Lan & Mo, 2018; Schroetter et al., 2019; Burchett et al.,

2021; Zabl et al., 2021a), which are also reproduced by simulations (e.g Nelson et al.,

2019; Mitchell et al., 2020a; Pandya et al., 2021). This leads to some observations

finding a bimodality in the azimuthal angles of detected absorption (absorption

is found primarily along the major and minor axes, e.g. Kacprzak et al., 2012b;

Bouché et al., 2012; Kacprzak et al., 2015), as well as differences in flow rates and
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metallicities along galaxy major and minor axes in simulations (e.g. Péroux et al.,

2020).

However, gas flows around galaxy groups are likely far more complex. For ex-

ample, in the nearby M81/M82 group, H i observations reveal a conical outflow

structure on small scales, but clear distortion on larger scales due to the other

group galaxies (e.g. Sorgho et al., 2019). Tidal interactions are expected to pro-

duce a significant fraction of Lyα absorbers in groups (e.g. Morris & van den Bergh,

1994), and likely contribute to other observed ions (e.g. Chen & Mulchaey, 2009).

Some studies have identified possible tidal material in absorption, but this is usu-

ally difficult to distinguish from other origins (e.g. Chen et al., 2014; Guber et al.,

2018). Ram-pressure stripping is also likely to affect the state of the CGM and any

intra-group gas during interactions (e.g. Fumagalli et al., 2014; Fossati et al., 2019a).

This removal of gas from galaxies and their CGM affects not only the gas itself, but

also leads to ‘quenching’ of star formation in group galaxies (e.g. Peng et al., 2010;

Wetzel et al., 2013; Jian et al., 2017; Kuschel et al., 2022)

There have been numerous case studies focusing on the gas in individual galaxy

groups, using a variety of absorption features, but also emission lines in more recent

cases. Some of these find material that can be associated with a particular galaxy,

including some likely outflows and accretion (e.g. Péroux et al., 2017; Johnson et al.,

2018), but also material that cannot be associated with a galaxy, and therefore

forms an intra-group medium (e.g Bielby et al., 2017; Epinat et al., 2018), as well as

suggestions of tidal material (e.g. Kacprzak et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2019). Where

multiple absorption/emission components can be identified, material consistent with

both disk/outflow structures and tidal/intra-group material can sometimes be seen

in the same galaxy group (e.g. Nateghi et al., 2021; Leclercq et al., 2022).

Statistical studies utilizing large samples of galaxy groups are also used to de-

termine the dominant processes in these systems. Bordoloi et al. (2011) found that

Mg ii absorption near galaxy groups could be due to a superposition of the halos

around individual galaxies. In contrast, Nielsen et al. (2018) found that a super-

position model could not match the absorber kinematics, and preferred a model in

which most cool gas was associated with the group itself rather than any member
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galaxy. More recently, Dutta et al. (2020) found Mg ii absorption more extended

around galaxy groups than isolated galaxies, but also a clear dependence on galaxy

properties, suggesting that both the galaxy halos themselves and the interactions

between galaxies contribute to the absorption.

If material stripped from galaxies contributes substantially to the gas content

in groups, then we may expect gas in these groups to have a higher metal content

(having passed through the galaxy and been enriched by cycles of star formation,

e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2016). However, this is not found by Pointon et al. (2019).

The distribution of gas in groups therefore remains unclear. Emission from

the CGM remains difficult to detect due to a low density, which usually limits

such studies to scales of . 100 kpc (e.g. Burchett et al., 2021; Leclercq et al.,

2022). There remains inconsistency in defining galaxy groups, which are subject

to different algorithms, linking lengths, and detection limits in different studies.

This makes direct comparisons between observations, or with simulations, difficult

(e.g. Oppenheimer et al., 2021). The power of absorption studies is limited by the

presence of sufficiently bright background sources, so in most cases the gas around

any galaxy group is probed by only a single line-of-sight and we cannot measure gas

properties elsewhere in the group.

It is this final difficulty which we seek to address in this paper. We study the

Q0107 field, a quasar triplet at z ∼ 1 with separations of ∼ 1 arcminute (≈ 400 kpc

at z = 0.5), with basic quasar properties given by Table 2.1. The use of multiple

lines-of-sight through a densely-surveyed field helps to constrain the gas structures

and properties on CGM scales.

This field has been utilized in several previous studies, including early studies of

the size scales of Lyα absorbers (e.g. Dinshaw et al., 1997; D’Odorico et al., 1998;

Young et al., 2001), analysis of the coincidences between absorption in the different

lines-of-sight (e.g. Petry et al., 2006; Crighton et al., 2010), construction of the 2D

2-point correlation functions of absorption in both H i and Ovi (Tejos et al. 2014,

hereafter T14, Finn et al. 2016), and detailed radiative transfer modelling of a small

number of absorbers (e.g. Muzahid, 2014; Anshul et al., 2021). Improvements to the

available data, such as higher-resolution spectra of the three quasars, high-resolution
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imaging from the Hubble Space Telescope, and IFU observations of the field, have

enabled our recent works extending these results.

This work continues to use the disk and outflow models from Paper 2, but extends

coverage to galaxy pairs and groups in our sample. By combining disk/outflow

models, we can examine the hypothesis in which most absorption in groups results

from the CGM of the individual galaxies. We also search for signs of tidal material

based on the kinematics of the gas relative to nearby galaxies.

In Section 5.2 we summarize the selection and properties of the sub-sample of

galaxy groups considered in this work. Section 5.3 summarizes the toy models used

in our attempts to reproduce the observed absorption (covered in more detail in

Paper 2), whilst Section 5.4 describes in detail the absorption around each galaxy

group, and the process of attempting to fit our models to that absorption. We then

discuss the overall results in Section 5.5, and finally summarize in Section 5.6.

5.2 Sample of galaxy groups

Paper 2 considered only isolated galaxies, defined as those with no detected com-

panion within 500 kpc and 500 km s−1, making it unlikely that the region within a

galaxy’s virial radius overlaps with that of another detected galaxy. In this work we

consider galaxies that are not isolated.

This definition of ‘group’ requires only two galaxies, and also has a larger ‘linking

length’ (maximum distance between galaxies for them to be considered in the same

group) than many similar studies that define group galaxies (e.g. Bordoloi et al.,

2011; Nielsen et al., 2018; Fossati et al., 2019b). However, we do use a smaller window

than some other studies considering isolated galaxies (e.g. COS-halos, Tumlinson

et al., 2013). Therefore all galaxies in our sample are considered as ‘group’ or

‘isolated’, but we include groups with larger galaxy separations than other works.

These ‘group’ galaxies make up the majority of our full sample, so it is impractical

to model the absorption around all of these. As our models rely on position angle

and inclination measurements obtained from the HST imaging, we selected our

sample from groups that have at least two galaxies lying in the HST field. We
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manually select a sample of nine groups that meet this restriction, and intentionally

span a large range in group properties including redshift as well as number and

mass of group galaxies. This range of redshifts and stellar masses is intended to be

comparable to that seen in our isolated sample from Paper 2. The selection was

made ‘blindly’ with respect to the nearby absorption, in order to avoid biasing our

results.

We note that the definition of ‘group’ does vary substantially across our large

redshift range, such that a group at low redshift would be seen as an isolated galaxy

is it were at a higher redshift, with any satellite galaxies going undetected. However,

this does not strongly affect our sample, as most of our groups have at least two

members that could be detected up to z ≈ 1. G-517 is the only group likely to be

classified as isolated if it lay at a different redshift, whilst G-383 (consisting of two

faint galaxies) could appear isolated in a small redshift range but would more likely

go undetected entirely.

The properties of the resulting group sample are listed in Table 5.1, with individ-

ual galaxy properties shown in Table 5.2, and their locations on the sky illustrated

in Figure 5.1. Only galaxies within the HST field are shown (although we discuss

the presence of more distant galaxies when modelling the absorption within these

groups).

We note that star-formation rates of galaxies in groups and clusters tend to be

lower than field galaxies for similar stellar masses (e.g. Larson et al., 1980; Wetzel

et al., 2013). This is found for our full sample and group definitions used in Paper 1,

with a K-S test on specific star-formation rates yielding a difference of ≈ 2.5σ. The

sample of group galaxies used in this work and the sample of isolated galaxies from

Paper 2 are not large enough for a statistical comparison to produce meaningful

results, but we do find our group sample to have slightly lower average sSFRs and

lower proportion of SF galaxies (using our template classification detailed in Paper

1).

The stellar masses and SFRs of galaxies in our sample are shown in Figure 5.2,

which can be directly compared to the similar figure in Paper 2 (Figure 4.2). These

two subsamples span a similar range in mass and SFR. Both our Paper 2 and Paper
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Figure 5.1: The layout of the surveys used in this study. The background image
was taken with the Kitt Peak 4-metre Telescope. The solid green square shows the
region covered by HST imaging, whilst the smaller magenta squares show the MUSE
fields centered on QSOs A and B. The quasars are shown by red circles, with A the
southernmost and C the northernmost. The galaxies within the HST field that are
analysed in this work are spread across the two panels, with z < 0.5 galaxies in the
left panel, and higher-redshift galaxies in the right panel. These are coloured by
group and labelled by the group identifier listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of group properties for our selected sample of galaxy groups. Columns are as follows: (1) Group reference
used throughout the paper; (2) group central redshift; (3) number of detected galaxies within 500 km s−1of the central redshift and
1 Mpc of at least one QSO line-of-sight; (4) total stellar mass of detected galaxies ; (5) closest impact parameter of any galaxy to
any line-of-sight; (6) minimum separation between two detected galaxies; (7) r-band luminosity ratio between brightest two galaxies;
(8)-(10) estimated galaxy detection limits in the MOS and MUSE surveys, showing continuum estimates in terms of L? and SFR
limits on emission-line-only detections.

Group Ref z N gals total M? bmin Min Pair Lum Ratio Det Lim (MOS) Det Lim (MUSE) Det Lim (Line-only)
log10(M�) (kpc) (kpc) (L?) (L?) (M�/yr)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
G-202 0.202 25 11.9 ± 0.2 103 17 2.6 0.004 0.003 0.004
G-238 0.238 4 11.5 ± 0.2 236 42 1.5 0.006 0.004 0.005
G-383 0.383 2 9.7 ± 0.2 38 5 1.5 0.018 0.011 0.016
G-399 0.399 5 11.1 ± 0.2 122 71 3.3 0.020 0.013 0.018
G-517 0.517 2 10.3 ± 0.2 95 320 29.5 0.04 0.02 0.03
G-536 0.536 6 11.5 ± 0.4 120 4 1.4 0.04 0.03 0.04
G-558 0.558 7 11.1 ± 0.5 148 53 1.2 0.04 0.03 0.04
G-876 0.876 4 11.1 ± 0.4 75 26 2.1 0.13 0.08 0.12
G-907 0.907 2 10.7 ± 0.5 170 594 1.7 0.15 0.09 0.13
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Table 5.2: Summary of galaxy properties for our selected sample of group galaxies. For each group only galaxies with position angle and

inclination measurements are shown. Derivation of these properties is described in more detail in Paper 1. Column descriptions: (1) Group

ID used in this work; (2) Galaxy ID (MUSE and MOS IDs were collated separately; MUSE ID is used for galaxies featuring in both MOS

and MUSE catalogues); (3, 4) On-sky coordinates of galaxy; (5) Observed magnitude in the SDSS r-band; (6) Galaxy luminosity in SDSS

r-band as a multiple of L? (L? estimate from Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009), uncertainties smaller than 0.005 L? are omitted); (7) Stellar

mass estimated as in Johnson et al. (2015) (for most galaxies the largest uncertainty is a scatter of 0.15 dex in their relation); (8) Halo

mass estimated using the abundance matching technique from Behroozi et al. (2010); (9) Star-formation flag denoting a star-forming or

non-star-forming galaxy; (10) Star-formation rate estimated from galaxy emission lines, using the Kennicutt (1998) and Kewley et al. (2004)

calibrations for Hα and [O ii] respectively (uncertainties are a combination of scatter in these relationships and uncertainty in the line fit);

(11) Line used to estimate SFR (SFRs estimated from Hβ using the correlation between SFR estimated from Hα and Hβ line luminosity,

generating a substantially larger uncertainty); (12) Note of whether emission-line kinematics from the MUSE data are available for this

galaxy.

Group Galaxy RA Dec r-band Luminosity M? Mh SF Flag SFR Line Kinematics

◦ ◦ (L?) log10(M�) log10(M�) (M�/yr)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

G-202 B-22 17.5600 -2.3173 22.86 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.01 8.4 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 non-SF 0.06 ± 0.04 Hα Poor

25962 17.5589 -2.3548 21.46 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 8.7 ± 0.1 11.0 ± 0.3 SF 0.5 ± 0.3 Hα No

31704 17.5453 -2.2958 22.58 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01 8.2 ± 0.1 10.8 ± 0.3 SF 0.08 ± 0.05 Hα No

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

31787 17.5556 -2.3002 21.35 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 9.7 ± 0.1 11.5 ± 0.2 SF 0.5 ± 0.2 Hα No

32497 17.5567 -2.3000 18.46 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.01 11.0 ± 0.1 13.1 ± 0.5 non-SF 2.3 ± 1.9 Hα No

32778 17.5458 -2.2893 19.59 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01 10.2 ± 0.1 11.8 ± 0.3 SF 1.5 ± 0.5 Hα No

G-238 26677 17.5604 -2.3491 20.59 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 9.7 ± 0.2 11.4 ± 0.3 SF 1.3 ± 0.4 Hα No

29214 17.5395 -2.3244 21.38 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 8.9 ± 0.1 11.1 ± 0.3 SF 0.4 ±0.1 Hα No

G-383 A-48 17.5535 -2.3299 23.96 ± 0.09 0.03 ± 0.01 9.6 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.3 non-SF <0.04 Hα No

A-49 17.5534 -2.3296 25.90 ± 0.51 0.02 ± 0.01 8.7 ± 0.6 11.1 ± 0.4 non-SF <0.02 Hα No

G-399 A-56 17.5605 -2.3287 25.17 ± 0.27 0.01 ± 0.01 8.5 ± 0.5 11.0 ± 0.3 SF 0.05 ± 0.01 Hα No

A-69 17.5620 -2.3255 22.06 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 9.8 ± 0.2 11.6 ± 0.3 SF 0.4 ± 0.2 Hα Poor

B-7 17.5672 -2.3244 21.37 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 10.6 ± 0.2 12.3 ± 0.5 non-SF <0.1 Hα No

G-517 B-34 17.5780 -2.3143 25.39 ± 0.26 0.02 ± 0.01 7.6 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 0.4 SF <0.04 [O ii] No

B-43 17.5643 -2.3119 21.50 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.01 10.3 ± 0.2 12.0 ± 0.4 SF 3.8 ± 1.5 [O ii] Yes

G-536 A-36 17.5598 -2.3322 21.30 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 10.9 ± 0.2 12.9 ± 0.7 SF 6 ± 3 [O ii] Yes

Continued on next page
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A-37 17.5599 -2.3320 22.30 ± 0.06 0.31 ± 0.02 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 SF 1.3 ± 0.4 [O ii] Poor

A-40 17.5649 -2.3308 25.61 ± 0.27 0.02 ± 0.01 9.4 ± 0.4 11.4 ± 0.3 SF 0.03 ± 0.02 [O ii] No

G-558 A-72 17.5538 -2.3253 23.66 ± 0.13 0.10 ± 0.01 9.7 ± 0.5 11.6 ± 0.4 SF 0.7 ± 0.2 [O ii] Yes

A-75 17.5555 -2.3238 25.02 ± 0.29 0.03 ± 0.01 8.3 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.4 SF 0.5 ± 0.1 [O ii] Yes

G-876 A-32 17.5580 -2.3325 23.61 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.01 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 SF 7 ± 2 [O ii] Yes

A-38 17.5573 -2.3318 23.88 ± 0.13 0.24 ± 0.03 10.8 ± 0.3 12.6 ± 0.8 SF 4.7 ± 1.1 [O ii] Yes

G-907 A-16 17.5600 -2.3347 24.34 ± 0.18 0.17 ± 0.03 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.9 SF 2.3 ± 0.6 [O ii] Poor

B-19 17.5721 -2.3181 24.88 ± 0.25 0.10 ± 0.03 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.8 SF 1.1 ± 0.3 [O ii] Poor
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3 subsamples are biased towards low-mass and star-forming galaxies, as we focus

on galaxies near to the sightlines, where the increased depth and easier detection of

emission-line galaxies using MUSE has a larger impact on the sample.

5.3 Models

We use the same three basic models as in Paper 2/Chapter 4, namely a power-law

halo, bi-conical outflow, and rotating disk. In that work we include a full description

of the model parameters, the process of using the galaxy observations and model

parameters to generate synthetic spectra, and the process of optimizing for the

best-fit models (Section 4.3 and Appendix B.3).

To briefly summarize, the strength of absorption caused by a spherical halo with

power-law density profile is determined by its index α and the distance between the

galaxy and sightline, whilst its velocity is constant and may be offset from the galaxy

by vδ. An outflow has a constant radial velocity vout and has non-zero density only

within a polar angle θout. We assume a constant outflowing flux, leading to a density

profile of r−2 within the cone of the outflow. A hollow cone, such that density is

zero close to the galaxy minor axis (within θin), is allowed for, but not included in

our initial estimate of model parameters. Disks have an exponential profile with

scale heights hr and hz, alongside radial and azimuthal velocity components vr and

vφ respectively. All three model types also have an allowed thermal or turbulent

velocity vt that broadens the absorption profile (we do not attempt to distinguish

between thermal and turbulent velocities).

In addition to these free parameters, the measurements of galaxy position angle

and inclination (from the GALFIT models applied to the HST image) are required

as inputs to these models, alongside the chosen galaxy orientation (SNr and SWr,

described in Paper 2). Both the direction of galaxy rotation and the direction along

the minor axis that points away from the observer may be unconstrained, although

the MUSE kinematics and the direction of any spiral arms can be used, if visible,

to constrain these before modelling the absorption.

Model spectra are generated by combining 10pc segments along each line-of-sight.
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Figure 5.2: Stellar mass vs star-formation rate for galaxies in our sample. Faded
points show the overall galaxy sample (identical to Figure 5 from Paper 1), whilst
galaxies detailed in this work are bold and labelled with the galaxy MOS or MUSE
ID as given in Table 5.2. Galaxies identified as star-forming are shown in blue,
with non-star-forming galaxies in red. The grey dashed line indicates an sSFR of
0.02 Gyr−1, an approximate match to the SF/non-SF designations that were made
using template fitting. Masses are estimated using Equations 1 and 2 from Johnson
et al. (2015) and star-formation rates estimated using the Hα or [OII] (3727 Å)
luminosities. These measurements are detailed in Paper 1. The objects marked
with triangles are upper limits where no clear emission line is detected. Note that
the small number of non-star-forming galaxies with apparent extremely high SFRs
are due to fringing effects in the VIMOS data (see T14 Section 3.1) being fit as
emission lines. These erroneous measurements do not affect our results.
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Each segment has a density determined by the distance and orientation between the

sightline segment and the galaxy as well as the density profile of the model, and

a line-of-sight velocity determined by the model outflow/infall/rotation velocities

projected into the direction of the line-of-sight. Combining these yields a column

density, and therefore optical thickness, as a function of velocity or wavelength.

The model absorption profile is calculated by combining the optical thickness of all

model components included (i.e. the total result from all disk and outflow models

around galaxies in the group), converting this to a transmission spectrum, and then

convolving with the instrumental line-spread function.

As we discuss in Paper 2, creating an automated routine to find the best-fit pa-

rameters of these models is complex and time-consuming, so is not considered for a

small sample within a single field. Instead we consider each possible model (halo,

disk or outflow for each galaxy with inclination and position angle measurements),

and determine which absorption components could be fit by such a model without

producing excess absorption in the synthetic spectrum over that seen in the observa-

tions, for any of the three lines-of-sight. This primarily concerns eliminating model

combinations that do not produce velocity offsets in the correct direction, or match

the relative column densities that would be produced in the different sightlines. We

then iteratively adjust the model parameters to produce a reasonable fit, and finally

find the combination of models that reproduces the maximum number of observed

absorption components.

This method identifies the various models capable of reproducing each observed

absorption feature, although it does not provide a quantitative measure of the best

fit (which would likely depend substantially on the priors chosen on the parameter

space). Throughout this work we therefore list the different model combinations

found to produce a reasonable approximation of the observed spectra.

5.4 Absorption around galaxy groups

We now apply these models to the absorption in galaxy groups, and attempt to

reproduce the H i absorption components visible in the QSO spectra at the group
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redshift. Although Lyα is usually preferred, in some cases it is saturated, blended,

or lies in the lower-resolution FOS spectra, so Lyβ provides better constraints on

the models. Below we discuss our preferred combination of models some of these

groups, including the model parameters and the reasons for rejecting alternative

combinations. Additional groups are discussed in Appendix C.2.

5.4.1 G-238

Group G-238 consists of two star-forming galaxies (29214 and 26677) appearing in

the HST field at z ≈ 0.24. These are the two nearest galaxies to the lines-of-sight

at this redshift, although there are several others at larger impact parameters. The

observations are detailed in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3.

QSO-A features two absorption components at this redshift, with the redder

absorber featuring Ovi detected at a significant level. No significant absorption is

detected in B or C, but some weak absorption in C could be hidden by molecular

lines from the sub-DLA. Both of the absorbers are at very similar velocities to

the two galaxies, but a simple halo model requires a steep density profile (much

steeper than r−2), otherwise it would produce absorption in B that is inconsistent

with observations. QSO-A also lies close to the minor axis of 26677 and the major

axis of 29214. A model consisting of an outflow and disk around the two galaxies

respectively can approximately produce the results seen in the observations.

These galaxies are reasonably well-separated, lying outside of each others’ virial

radii, so it is not surprising that a superposition of disks and outflows can reasonably

reproduce the observations. This model is also supported by the detection of Ovi at

a redshift matching the redder Lyα component that we identify as a likely outflow.

The other absorber has Ovi to H i ratio less than 1/5 of this, better fitting accretion

from the IGM.

5.4.2 G-399

A-56, A-69 and B-7 are the three galaxies within the HST image at z ≈ 0.399. The

state of the gas causing absorption in the sightlines at this redshift is modelled in
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Figure 5.3: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around group G-238.
The upper two rows of panels illustrate the galaxies and the models used, whereas
the lower panels indicate the location of the galaxies and absorption at the group
redshift. Features are identical to those in Figure 4.4, but with the images of multiple
group galaxies shown (and kinematics where available). The model shown in the
lower panel is a disk with rotation velocity ∼ 100 km s−1 around galaxy 29214, and
an outflow with opening angle 20◦ and velocity 120 km s−1. Additional absorbers
identified by red ticks are mostly molecular lines at the redshift of the sub-DLA at
z ≈ 0.56, except for the weak absorption in LOS-B (5), which is Lyβ from z ≈ 0.47.
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Table 5.3: Summary of galaxy and absorber properties for group G-238. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities
shown relative to the first galaxy (26677). with columns as follows: (1) Group redshift; (2) Galaxy ID; (3) Galaxy luminosity (as
a multiple of L?; (4) Galaxy inclination; (5) Line-of-sight identifier; (6) Impact parameter between galaxy and line-of-sight at the
group redshift; (7) Azimuthal angle between galaxy major axis and the line-of-sight; (8) Absorber column density; (9) Absorber
Doppler parameter; (10) Velocity offset between galaxy and absorber (Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities
shown relative to the first galaxy, in this case B-22); (11) Any detected metal ions at the same redshift as this H i absorber.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.238 26677 0.22 67◦ ± 1◦ A 262 81◦ ± 1◦ 13.99 ± 0.20 43 ± 7 -10 ± 100
A 262 81◦ ± 1◦ 13.75 ± 0.35 54 ± 21 +60 ± 100 Ovi
B 502 69◦ ± 1◦ (None, limit ∼12.8)
C 934 81◦ ± 1◦ (None, limit ∼12.9)

29214 0.11 43◦ ± 3◦ A 236 8◦ ± 5◦ (+70)
B 422 52◦ ± 5◦

C 654 84◦ ± 5◦

(22676) 0.32 A 859 (-180)
B 1069
C 1519

(33195) 0.04 A 919 (+440)
B 616
C 495
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Anshul et al. (2021); both sightlines feature transitions from multiple metal ions.

The details are given in Table 5.4 and illustrated in Figure 5.4. Note that the

absorption features in QSO-C are identified with transitions from different redshifts.

B-7 is the largest galaxy in this group, and the closest to QSO-B, but is non-

star-forming. The other two galaxies within the HST field are star-forming galaxies

but also less massive. A-69 lies on the edge of the MUSE field, with the edge of the

field running approximately along the major axis. There may be a velocity gradient

across the galaxy, but this is not clear. A-56 lacks a well-determined orientation, as

it is indistinguishable from a point source in the HST image.

An outflow around A-69 is capable of producing two absorption components in A,

but not the factor of ≈ 10 difference in column density between the two components

and the much stronger absorption in B. However, combining this outflow with a

disk can reproduce the observed absorption in A whilst remaining consistent with B

and C. An outflow with 30◦ half-opening angle and 160 km s−1 velocity, alongside

an extended H i disk with 160 km s−1 rotation returns an approximate match. An

outflow around B-7 is ruled out, as the large velocity offset required to match the

absorption in A alongside the opening angle required to cover LOS-A would produce

a substantially broader absorption feature.

No disk or outflow around any of the galaxies could produce the absorption in B

without substantially exceeding the observed levels of absorption in A or C. The high

column density in B is metal-enriched, exhibiting absorption from a range of metal

ions, and has a line-of-sight velocity between the two larger galaxies in this group.

This may suggest that this material has been stripped from one of the galaxies, or

that an outflow from one of the galaxies has been distorted by interaction with the

CGM of the other such that it can no longer be fit by our toy models.

Anshul et al. (2021) find that the absorption in QSO-A is consistent with solar

metallicity in both components, that the low ions (H i and C iii) are consistent with

photoionization in the stronger component, and that the Ovi in both components

is consistent with collisionally ionized, T & 105 K gas. This would appear to be

consistent with the Ovi resulting primarily from outflowing material in both com-

ponents. They note that the material observed would likely have been ejected from
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the central galaxy > 600 Myr ago. It therefore seems possible that the material

we have modelled as a rotating disk has been recycled from this outflow, but only

gas that has cooled efficiently is seen in this disk. In this scenario, the stronger

absorption component consists of both the proposed cool disk and a warm outflow;

the cool disk dominates this absorption component for the low ions, but less so for

the Ovi. This would explain the similar metallicity of both phases and components.

Stripped material near the minor axis could also reproduce the observations in place

of this possible outflow.

Anshul et al. (2021) also find multiple phases in the absorption in B, with a broad

Lyα component alongside the Ovi and a narrower component matching the low ions.

They find that the low ions are consistent with photoionized gas at ∼1/10th solar

metallicity, and that the Ovi could be produced either by diffuse hot gas at similar

metallicity, or by cooler collisionally-ionized gas with near-solar metallicity. They

suggest that these could respectively trace either the diffuse, hot CGM or intra-

group medium, or the interface between a low-ionization cloud and the hot-CGM

(that cloud possibly originating from an outflow).

If this absorption in B is due to a hot and diffuse CGM or intra-group medium, it

must either be distorted or patchy, as a spherical distribution cannot match the ratio

of absorption strengths in the two sightlines. Similarly, our biconical outflow models

cannot reproduce this ratio, suggesting (if an outflow exists) either a substantial

change in outflow rate with time, a very patchy medium, or distortion due to the

interaction between the two galaxies.

5.4.3 G-876

A-32 is an ≈ 0.3L∗ galaxy at z ≈ 0.88, inclined at ≈ 30◦. It is paired with A-38, a

galaxy of similar magnitude that is less than 30 kpc away. Neither galaxy shows any

signs of morphological distortion in the HST image or any kinematic signatures of

interaction between the two galaxies; both galaxies show a velocity gradient along

their major axis that is likely due to rotation (with velocity ≈ 100 km s−1). This

system is detailed in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5.

A-38 is redshifted by ≈ 50 km/s relative to A-32, and is therefore at the same
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Figure 5.4: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around group G-399.
The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, with kinematics measured from
the Hα emission line seen in the MUSE data, and the model shown in the lower panel
combines an outflow with 25◦ half-opening angle and 160 km s−1 velocity with a disk
with 150 km s−1 rotation and 50 km s−1 infall, both around galaxy A-69. All five
absorption components labelled with red ticks are molecular lines associated with
the sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.56. Note that galaxy A-69 lies at the edge of the MUSE field,
so the velocity map is truncated approximately along the dashed grey line.
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Table 5.4: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ∼ 0.399. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (A-56). Columns are identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.399 A-56 0.01 35◦ ± 35◦ A 122 76◦ ± 45◦ 13.15 ± 0.09 15 ± 6 -100 ± 40 C iii, Ovi
A 122 76◦ ± 45◦ 14.14 ± 0.03 35 ± 2 -10 ± 40 C iii, Ovi
B 325 38◦ ± 45◦ 16.77 ± 0.02 24.9 ± 0.5 -90 ± 40 C i, N iii, Si iii,

O iii, Ovi
C 921 11◦ ± 45◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.0)

A-69 0.19 77◦ ± 2◦ A 186 82◦ ± 2◦ (-40)
B 254 74◦ ± 2◦

C 857 44◦ ± 2◦

B-7 0.36 82◦ ± 1◦ A 285 70◦ ± 1◦ (-150)
B 205 12◦ ± 1◦

C 846 1◦ ± 1◦

(26721) 0.2 A 937 (+80)
B 1318
C 1626

(34572) 1.2 A 1251 (+210)
B 889
C 280
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redshift as the absorption in sightline A, whilst sightline B is blueshifted by 100

km s−1 relative to this galaxy.

Sightline A lies at a distance of ≈ 100 kpc along the major axis of A-32 and 75

kpc at ≈ 20◦ to the major axis of A-38, with sightline B at ≈ 600 kpc along the

minor axis. Both show absorption, with H i column densities ∼ 1015.8 and 1015.4

cm−2 and Doppler parameters 30 and 20 km s−1 respectively. Sightline A features

O iii and O iv absorption at this redshift, whilst sightline B does not show any metal

absorption. However, the detection limit for these ions allows for the gas seen in

LOS-B to have similar O iii and O iv column densities to that in A. Note that as

both Lyα and Lyβ lie in the FOS gratings at this redshift, the Doppler parameters

are not resolved; higher-order lines appearing in COS constrain the Doppler widths

but reveal no additional structure. These galaxies lie beyond the redshift of QSO-C,

so no absorption can be detected in the third sightline.

The relatively similar column densities alongside a large difference in impact

parameter prevents any of our models from simultaneously matching both absorbers.

That the absorption in A is close to the major axis of both galaxies, whilst B is near

the minor axis of both galaxies, would suggest that these could be a disk and outflow

respectively.

If the absorption in sightline A is associated with A-32, it is co-rotating and

could be part of an extended disk with rotation velocity ≈ 100 km s−1 (depending

on any infall component). If associated with A-38, the absorption in A must have

comparable rotation and infall velocities, in order to produce absorption with no

clear line-of-sight velocity offset. Alternatively, a power-law halo around A-38 could

reproduce this lack of velocity offset.

An outflow from either galaxy can also reproduce the absorption in B. In order

to reproduce the velocity offset, these putative outflows would require velocities of

≈ 140 km s−1 (from A-32) or ≈ 210 km s−1 (from A-38). We note that A-38 cannot

produce both a disk matching A and an outflow matching B, as the need for the disk

velocity offsets to ‘cancel’ fixes the galaxy orientation, whilst an outflow matching

B requires the opposite orientation.

This still leaves several possible combinations of models that can reproduce the
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observations. A reasonable fit is shown in Figure 5.5, and combines an outflow with

velocity 140 km s−1and opening angle 40◦ and a disk with rotation velocity 100

km s−1, both originating from A-32.

We also note that galaxy 26501 is substantially brighter than either A-32 or A-

38, so may be contributing to the absorption in LOS-B. Furthermore, the velocity

difference between the two galaxies and the location of each galaxy near the major

axis of the other suggest orbital angular momentum with similar alignment to the

rotation of both galaxies. Therefore the absorption that could be identified as a

disk around one galaxy may also be tidal material resulting from their interaction,

or larger-scale accretion into the group, rather than associated with one of the

galaxies.

5.5 Discussion

The model fits shown above can now be discussed in the context of our previous

works, especially the sample of isolated galaxies considered in Paper 2, as well as

results from the literature. We summarize the best-fitting results for each galaxy

group in Table 5.6.

5.5.1 Model success

Firstly, our disk and outflow models provide a plausible fit for 21 of the 28 detected

H i components within 500 km s−1 and 500 kpc of our sample galaxies. This 75%

success rate is somewhat higher than the ≈ 50-60% found for the isolated galaxy

sample in Paper 2 (13 of 26 within 500 km s−1 and 12 of 20 within 300 km s−1).

It may be expected that for group galaxies with gravitational interactions, such

forces would distort any structure in the CGM and reduce the rate at which these

models can reproduce the absorption at large scales. This is seen in, for example, the

M81 group, where 21 cm emission is seen tracing both a disk-like and biconical out-

flow structure around M82 on small scales, but distorted in the direction of M81 on

larger scales (e.g. Sorgho et al., 2019). Such distortions would be expected to reduce

the success rate of our models in galaxy groups, although in some circumstances our
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Figure 5.5: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around group G-876.
The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 5.3, with kinematics measured from
the [O ii] emission line seen in the MUSE data, and the model shown in the lower
panel combines an outflow with velocity 160 km s−1and opening angle 40◦ and a
disk with rotation velocity 100 km s−1.
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Table 5.5: Summary of galaxy–absorber group G-876. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (A-32). Note that this group is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected. Columns are
identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.876 A-32 0.30 55◦ ± 3◦ A 97 19◦ ± 4◦ 15.78 ± 0.30 30 ± 5 40 ± 20 O iv (0), O iii (-10)
B 597 79◦ ± 4◦ 15.45 ± 0.47 22 ± 3 -50 ± 20

A-38 0.24 54◦ ± 5◦ A 75 16◦ ± 5◦ (+50)
B 588 86◦ ± 5◦

(26501) 0.80 A 879 (+30)
B 1062

(29799) 0.38 A 1197 (+180)
B 755
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Table 5.6: Summary of galaxies in groups and the best-fitting toy models (ordered by redshift). Only galaxies with estimated position

angles are shown in this table. Columns are as follows: (1) Group identifier; (2)-(4) Galaxy IDs, luminosities, and star-formation classes

derived from template fitting, as given in Table 5.2; (5) Brief description of model combinations found to produce a reasonable fit.

Group Galaxy Lum (L?) SF-Class Model(s)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

G-202 B-22 0.02 SF (4/5 absorbers) B-22 outflow, θ=15◦, v=250 km s−1, extent > 100 kpc

25962 0.07 non-SF AND 31787 outflow, θ=20◦, v=50 km s−1, extent > 400 kpc

31704 0.03 SF AND 32778 disk, height ratio ≈10, vφ= 120 km s−1, vr= 0 km s−1, extent > 400 kpc

31787 0.08 SF (other options possible, e.g. 25962 disk, but less likely)

32497 1.1 non-SF

32778 0.4 SF

G-238 26677 0.2 SF (2/2 absorbers) 26677 outflow, θ=20◦, v=120 km s−1, extent > 260 kpc

29214 0.1 SF AND 29214 disk, height ratio ≈40, vφ= 100 km s−1, vr= 30 km s−1, extent > 240 kpc

(29214 disk and halo possible instead, with similar disk parameters)

G-383 A-48 0.03 non-SF (3/3 absorbers) A-48 outflow, θ=10◦, v=600 km s−1, extent > 40 kpc

A-49 0.01 SF AND A-49 disk, height ratio ≈100, vφ= 150 km s−1, vr= 40 km s−1, extent > 400 kpc

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

(A-48 disk with vφ= 320 km s−1, vr= 0 km s−1also possible)

(some parameters very uncertain due to edge-on galaxy pair)

G-399 A-56 0.01 SF (2/3 absorbers) A-69 outflow, θ=25◦, v=160 km s−1, extent > 180 kpc

A-69 0.19 SF AND A-69 disk, height ratio ≈100, vφ= 150 km s−1, vr= 50 km s−1, extent > 200 kpc

B-7 0.36 non-SF (strongest absorber not fit by any toy model)

G-517 B-34 0.12 SF (No detected absorption)

B-43 0.6 SF (Upper limit logN ≈13.3)

G-536 A-36 0.8 SF (4/7 absorbers) A-36 outflow, θ=55◦, v=140 km s−1, extent > 120 kpc

A-37 0.3 SF AND A-40 disk, height ratio ≈100, vφ= 110 km s−1, vr= 60 km s−1, extent > 400 kpc

A-40 0.02 SF (other absorption may be due to stripping in galaxy interactions, A-37 disk also possible)

G-558 A-72 0.10 SF (2/3 absorbers) A-72 outflow, θ=40◦, v=150 km s−1, extent > 500 kpc

A-75 0.03 SF OR A-75 outflow, θ=50◦, v=70 km s−1, extent > 350 kpc

A-77 0.04 SF AND

A-75 disk, height ratio ≈70, vφ= 90 km s−1, vr= 50 km s−1, extent > 200 kpc

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

OR A-75 halo, vδ ≈ 0, α & 2

(sub-DLA not fit, absorber is likely due to a galaxy that is not detected)

G-876 A-32 0.30 SF (2/2 absorbers) A-32 disk, height ratio ≈20, vφ= 100 km s−1, vr= 0 km s−1, extent > 100 kpc

A-38 0.24 SF OR A-38 disk, height ratio ≈10, vφ= 100 km s−1, vr= 100 km s−1, extent > 80 kpc

AND

A-32 outflow, θ=40◦, v=160 km s−1, extent > 600 kpc

OR A-38 outflow, θ=35◦, v=210 km s−1, extent > 600 kpc

G-907 A-16 0.17 SF (2/2 absorbers) A-16 disk, height ratio ≈20, vφ= 100 km s−1, vr= 50 km s−1, extent > 200 kpc

B-19 0.10 SF AND B-19 outflow, θ=60◦, v=80 km s−1, extent > 200 kpc

OR

A-16 outflow, θ=60◦, v=150 km s−1, extent > 180 kpc

AND B-19 disk, height ratio ≈20, vφ= 130 km s−1, vr= 40 km s−1, extent > 180 kpc
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disk and outflow models could appear successful even with these distortions present.

Our higher success rate for group galaxies over isolated galaxies could suggest

that galaxy interactions are not having a significant impact on our sample. However,

there are several effects that could counter any impact of group interactions.

Firstly, the larger number of galaxies near to each absorber increases the number

of free parameters available for our models, and therefore the likelihood of obtaining

a reasonable fit even if the models do not reflect the true physical state of the gas

(or reflect the state of the gas poorly due to effects such as intermittent outflows

and changes in ionization state, as well as distortions due to group interactions).

However, the groups for which some H i absorption cannot be fit by our models

appear to be those with the largest number of galaxies, whereas for those with 2-

4 galaxies we have been able to find a plausible fit to all identified absorbers (a

difference of ≈ 2σ in mean Ngals). This suggests that the increased number of free

parameters, largest for groups with many galaxies, is not the primary reason for our

high success rate.

We also search for other differences between the properties of the groups for

which all absorbers were fit, and those with some absorption that could not be

fit. No significant differences were found in their redshifts, total stellar masses,

impact parameters to the nearest or most massive galaxy, ratios of stellar masses or

luminosities of the brightest two galaxies, or the projected separations of the tightest

pair of galaxies in each group. These tests therefore provide little indication of the

likely origins of unexplained absorbers. We do find that individual absorbers that

were not consistent with any of our models have higher H i column densities than

those we could successfully fit, and discuss these in more detail in Sections 5.5.4 and

5.5.5.

Second, the larger number of galaxies, and resulting smaller impact parameters

between the lines-of-sight and the nearest galaxy, may also contribute to the success

of our models. With the known correlation between impact parameter and column

density (e.g. Werk et al., 2014; Wilde et al., 2021), this contributes to generally

higher H i column densities in our groups (median H i column densities of 1014.5

and 1013.8 cm−2 in absorbers associated with this work and our Paper 2 sample
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respectively). These higher column densities also make successful fits more likely,

as weak absorption produced by the toy models can more easily be ‘hidden’ under

other absorbers, and column densities are less constrained once absorption begins to

saturate. The smaller impact parameters also increase the likelihood of probing any

inflowing or outflowing structures closer to the galaxy than any distortions caused

by interactions within the group.

Third, it is possible that some absorption resulting from group interactions could

be fit by our models regardless. This could include material along the plane of a

galaxy interaction masquerading as an accreting disk, and stripped material near

the galaxy minor axis appearing consistent with an outflow. These false fits are

unlikely to occur where multiple absorbers are reproduced by a single model, due

to the extra constraints, but may contribute to some of our model fits based on a

single absorber.

Studies of cool CGM gas using Mg ii absorption have come to differing conclu-

sions on the origin of the more extended absorption in galaxy groups. Bordoloi

et al. (2011) suggest that a superposition of CGM absorption from the constituent

galaxies can reproduce the observed results, whereas Nielsen et al. (2018) prefer

a model in which absorbers are generally associated with the intra-group medium

rather than any individual galaxy. Using samples extending to slightly higher red-

shifts, Fossati et al. (2019b) suggest that this is material originating primarily from

tidal interactions between group galaxies, whilst Dutta et al. (2020) support a model

with contributions from individual halos and tidal interactions.

Our models cannot directly test for tidal material (although we do discuss this

briefly in Section 5.5.4), but do produce a superposition of possible structures some-

times found in the CGM of isolated galaxies. However, this differs from the su-

perposition model tested in Bordoloi et al. (2011), Nielsen et al. (2018) and Dutta

et al. (2020) in that the covering fraction of these CGM structures in groups is not

constrained to be the same as that around isolated galaxies.

Our high model success rate provides some support for a superposition model

for groups using our definition and sample selection, but does not rule out a con-

tribution from intra-group and tidal material. The apparent difference between
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this conclusion and that of Nielsen et al. (2018) may in part result from our larger

linking lengths, so our group sample contains some galaxy pairs with larger sepa-

rations, which are less likely to be affected by group interactions. Our sample also

features galaxies at large impact parameters that may explain weak absorbers seen

in group environments, which are not satisfactorily explained under their superpo-

sition model. Dutta et al. (2020) found a similar result, ruling out superposition

as the origin for their strongest and weakest absorbers. Nielsen et al. (2018) found

that combining the expected galaxy-absorber velocity offsets (as observed around

isolated galaxies) with the galaxy-galaxy offsets seen in groups produced a model

absorber-absorber velocity distribution significantly wider than observed. However,

possibly due to including faint MUSE galaxies near the lines-of-sight, our groups

exhibit smaller galaxy-galaxy velocity differences than their sample, reducing this

inconsistency.

We also note that our sample includes galaxies fainter than those included in

the Bordoloi et al. (2011) sample. Their lack of faint galaxies likely leads to some

interacting galaxies being classified as isolated, therefore making the absorption

profiles of group and isolated galaxies more similar.

Our high success rate at reproducing absorption in our sample of galaxy groups

suggests that this superposition of disk and outflow structures, similar to those

sometimes found around isolated galaxies, may explain a substantial fraction of

absorption found around these groups. The increase in parameter space due to the

larger number of galaxies, effects due to the higher column densities and smaller

impact parameters, and absorption from other sources (e.g. intra-group and tidal

material) mis-identified as disk/outflow material, are all likely to contribute to the

higher success rate found fitting these models to gas around groups than around

isolated galaxies.

5.5.2 Model parameters

We briefly discuss the model parameters that produce the best fit for the absorption

near these galaxy groups. In most cases these are similar to those found near isolated

galaxies in Paper 2, where we discuss the parameters in more detail, but some
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Table 5.7: Model outflow properties around galaxies for which outflows can reproduce some of the observed absorption components.
Column descriptions: (1)-(5) are repeated from Table 5.2; (6) specific star-formation rate; (7) maximum impact parameter at which
outflow is detected; (8) maximum extent at which absorption is detected (at the point of highest H I density along the sightline
with the largest impact parameter); (9) galaxy virial radius; (10) model half-opening angle; (11) model outflow velocity; (12) escape
velocity from the location of the sightline at the maximum observed extent. (Note that the starred escape velocities denote r/rvir
> 2, so escape velocity is calculated assuming the outflowing material lies beyond the galaxy halo, rather than within an isothermal
halo.)

Galaxy z M? Mh SFR sSFR bmax Extent rvir θout vout vesc
log10(M�) log10(M�) (M�/yr) Gyr−1 (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (◦) ( km s−1) ( km s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
B-22 0.202 8.4 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.3 0.06± 0.04 0.22+0.19

−0.10 100 110 ± 10 90 ± 20 15 250 110 ± 30
31787 0.202 9.7 ± 0.1 11.5 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 0.08 ± 0.04 390 460 ± 10 130 ± 30 20 50 60* ± 30
A-48 0.383 9.6 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.3 < 0.04 < 0.01 40 40 ± 10 120 ± 30 10 600 210 ± 50
A-69 0.399 9.8 ± 0.2 11.6 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.2 0.06 ± 0.03 190 200 ± 10 130 ± 30 25 160 130 ± 40
A-36 0.536 10.9 ± 0.2 12.9 ± 0.7 6 ± 3 0.08 ± 0.05 120 140 ± 10 360 ± 190 55 140 650 ± 200
A-72 0.558 9.7 ± 0.5 11.6 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.2 0.13+0.20

−0.08 430 530 ± 20 120 ± 60 40 150 60* ± 30
A-75 0.558 8.3 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 1.3 370 410 ± 20 80 ± 30 50 70 30* ± 10
A-32 0.876 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 7 ± 2 0.16 ± 0.11 600 740 ± 30 210 ± 100 40 160 50 ± 30
A-38 0.876 10.8 ± 0.3 12.6 ± 0.8 4.7 ± 1.1 0.08 ± 0.05 590 730 ± 40 250 ± 160 35 210 160 ± 100
B-19 0.907 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.3 0.05+0.10

−0.02 170 240 ± 20 170 ± 110 60 80 250 ± 160
A-16 0.907 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.9 2.3 ± 0.6 0.09+0.18

−0.05 180 230 ± 30 170 ± 120 60 150 250 ± 170
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differences are highlighted here.

Outflows

Table 5.7 lists the possible outflows that can reproduce some of the Lyα absorption

seen near these groups of galaxies.

The possible outflows have model parameters that are generally consistent with

our results from Paper 2, with a range of half-opening angles extending to ≈ 60◦ and

velocities mostly between 50 and 250 km s−1 (excepting the proposed A-48 outflow,

for which our best estimate is 600 km s−1 but much lower velocities of ∼ 200 km s−1

lie within the 1σ range, as the galaxy is very close to edge-on). The larger number

of possible outflows over our Paper 2 result is due to a larger number of galaxies in

the vicinity of each absorber.

There is also very little difference in the extents of these outflows (median 200

kpc in groups, 180 kpc isolated; mean 280 and 270 kpc), whether or not these are

normalized to the virial radius (mean extent ≈ 1.9 rvir and median ≈ 1.5 rvir for

both samples). The median impact parameter to our putative outflows is similar

to the median impact parameter between detected H i and the nearest galaxy (190

kpc). This supports the existence of outflows extending to at least the virial radius

from isolated and group galaxies, more similar to those in the FIRE simulations

with cosmic rays included (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2021), than other models suggesting

outflows rarely extend past the virial radius.

Using our best-fit results, seven of the eleven possible outflows would exceed

escape velocity were the galaxy isolated, comparable to the two of four outflows

exceeding escape velocity in Paper 2. Although the very small sample in Paper

2 provided some suggestion of a correlation between sSFR and v/vesc, we do not

find a significant correlation using the larger sample here (≈ 1σ). Schroetter et al.

(2019) note that the outflows they find using Mg ii absorption tend to only exceed

escape velocity from low-mass galaxies (M?/M� . 109.6). Whilst our two model

outflows from galaxies with smaller masses than this do indeed appear to exceed

escape velocity, several of our higher-mass galaxies also exhibit outflows exceeding

their escape velocities. These outflows are probed at scales larger than the virial
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radius, whereas our two outflows around large galaxies probed on scales < rvir do

not achieve escape velocity. This appears to support the continued acceleration at

large radii seen in the simulations by Hopkins et al. (2021) with cosmic rays included,

although, as they discuss, only the material near or above the escape velocity would

be capable of reaching these scales in the absence of additional acceleration.

In Paper 2, we noted that the model outflows in Schroetter et al. (2019) did

not feature opening angles as wide as the 45-60◦ found in our isolated sample,

possibly due to their stellar masses tending to be larger and resulting in an increased

collimation effect. Our group sample includes a larger number of high-mass galaxies,

especially at high redshifts, and our model half-opening angles remain large for these

galaxies. However, our models suggest narrower outflows provide a better fit to the

galaxies at lower redshift, which also tend towards lower masses, opposite to the

trend expected due to collimation. This trend may be weaker than it appears, as

some of the higher-redshift objects (in the A-16 and A-32 groups) are unresolved

and the absorber width does not help to constrain the outflow opening angle.

If those relying on unresolved absorption are removed, our total (group and

isolated) sample of outflows has opening angles much more similar to those seen in

Schroetter et al. (2019), but still shows a trend of wider outflows at higher masses

and redshifts. It is unclear whether the redshift or mass difference is contributing to

the difference in opening angle, but there are observations suggesting that outflows

at higher redshifts are closer to isotropic with respect to the galaxy (e.g. Chen et al.,

2021).

Disks

We show the best-fitting parameters for absorption fit by our disk model in Table

5.8.

The successful disk-like structures also appear similar to our results from Paper 2,

with scale height ratios from 10 to ∼300, and extents ranging from less than 100 kpc

to more than 1 Mpc. The average extents (≈300 kpc) are also similar. However,

we find substantially smaller circular velocities than around isolated galaxies (by

≈ 270 to 120 km s−1median, or 3 vvir to 1), and also produce a better fit using
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Table 5.8: Model disk properties around galaxies for which disks can reproduce some of the observed absorption components. Column
descriptions: (1)-(4) are from Table 5.2; (5) model scale height ratio (i.e. relative disk thickness); (6) maximum impact parameter
at which this structure is detected (7) maximum observed disk extent (the 3-d distance from galaxy to the point on the line-of-sight
where it intersects the disk plane, for the sightline with largest impact parameter with detected absorption); (8) virial radius; (9)
virial velocity; (10) model circular velocity; (11) model radial/infall velocity.

Galaxy z M? Mh hr/hz bmax Extent rvir vvir vφ vr
log10(M�) log10(M�) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
32778 0.202 10.2 ± 0.1 11.8 ± 0.3 20 410 420 ± 10 170 ± 60 130 ± 50 150 < 20
29214 0.238 8.9 ± 0.1 11.1 ± 0.3 40 240 240 ± 10 100 ± 20 70 ± 20 100 30
A-49 0.383 8.7 ± 0.6 11.1 ± 0.4 200 410 410 ± 10 90 ± 50 80 ± 40 170 < 20
A-69 0.399 9.8 ± 0.2 11.6 ± 0.3 100 190 730 ± 300 130 ± 30 110 ± 30 150 40
A-40 0.536 9.4 ± 0.4 11.4 ± 0.3 100 400 460 ± 60 110 ± 40 100 ± 30 110 70
A-75 0.558 8.3 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.4 70 180 290 ± 60 80 ± 30 70 ± 20 90 50
A-32 0.876 10.6 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.6 20 100 110 ± 10 210 ± 100 230 ± 130 100 < 20
A-38 0.876 10.8 ± 0.3 12.6 ± 0.8 10 80 90 ± 10 250 ± 160 250 ± 160 80 90
B-19 0.907 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.8 20 170 250 ± 50 170 ± 110 190 ± 120 130 40
A-16 0.907 10.4 ± 0.5 12.2 ± 0.9 20 180 290 ± 70 170 ± 120 200 ± 130 100 50
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smaller infall velocities for our group models. These infall velocities are often better

constrained than for isolated galaxies (for which we generally assumed an infall

velocity of 0.6vvir), as with more high-column density absorption in groups it is

more likely that multiple absorbers can be fit by a single model.

Given the small sample size, especially around isolated galaxies, this ≈ 1.5σ dif-

ference in circular velocity may simply be due to the galaxy properties and sightline

configurations that feature in the sample (although the extents and impact param-

eters are similar). The assumed infall velocity for isolated galaxies, and its effect on

the rotational velocities required to fit the observed absorption, may also contribute,

but changing this assumption will increase the rotation velocity for some models and

decrease it for others.

A real difference between circular velocities of accreting material onto isolated

and group galaxies may be detected here, but it is difficult to demonstrate when using

absorption at only one or two locations around each galaxy. For example it is possible

that, rather than seeing absorption due to gas falling onto one of the individual

galaxies within our groups, we are seeing material falling into the group halo, which

would likely extend further than the halo of an isolated galaxy of the same stellar

mass as one of the group galaxies. Interaction between infalling material and group

gas could slow its apparent velocity and contribute to the observed difference (as

a similar interaction between the CGM and galaxy ISM appears to cause velocity

lag in the ISM, Bizyaev et al. 2022). Alignment between the group galaxies and

large-scale structure (e.g. Tempel & Libeskind, 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Hirv et al.,

2017) could lead to accretion at larger scales looking similar to accretion onto an

individual galaxy (possibly supported by several of our groups featuring multiple

galaxies with similar position angles, most noticeably G-383 and G-876). Accretion

from large-scale structure into a galaxy group may also have been observed by Bielby

et al. (2017).

Azimuthal angle dependency

We also briefly note that attempting to identify disks and outflows purely by cutting

in position angle and inclination (as in e.g. Bordoloi et al., 2011; Zabl et al., 2019;
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Figure 5.6: Azimuthal angle against inclination for galaxy-absorber pairs in our
sample. Absorbers identified as probing a possible outflow are shown in red, with
disks in blue. We also shade the regions used to identify the ‘primary’ disk and
outflow subsamples in MEGAFLOW in blue and red respectively (Zabl et al., 2019;
Schroetter et al., 2019).

Schroetter et al., 2019) produced results inconsistent with our models when applied

to our Paper 2 sample of isolated galaxies, although our models were more likely to

support disks and outflows near the major and minor axes respectively. We apply

this same cut here, and show the results in Figure 5.6.

All of our model outflows lie in the region that would be identified as such using

these geometric cuts, whilst our model disks spread over both regions. These results

reinforce our conclusions from Paper 2, showing that these geometric cuts are useful

but are unlikely to produce pure disk or outflow samples.
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5.5.3 Correlations between group size and absorption

Whether the gas around galaxy groups results primarily from a superposition of the

CGM of the individual galaxies, or from stripped material, increasing the number of

galaxies in a group is expected to increase the column densities of gas seen around the

group. It is therefore unsurprising that we find a correlation between the number of

galaxies in a group, and the number of H i absorption features identified within a 500

km s−1 window. We also find a strong correlation between the column density of an

absorber, and the number or total mass of nearby galaxies (using any combination

of a 500 or 300 km s−1 window in redshift and 300, 500 or 1000 kpc in impact

parameter), with Spearman co-efficients suggesting > 95% confidence in all of these

cases. These correlations also persist if we consider only absorption in the COS

spectra, or only that in the FOS spectra, so is present across our redshift range of

0 < z < 1 and is not impacted by the presence or lack of faint galaxies and weak

absorption visible only at low redshifts.

The total stellar mass of nearby galaxies to each H i absorber (using a 500 km s−1

velocity window and 1000 kpc impact parameter cut) is shown in Figure 5.7. There

is no significant difference between the number or total mass of nearby galaxies

surrounding absorbers identified as disks and those identified as outflows using our

toy models (using any of the above cuts). As in Paper 2, we find no significant

difference between the column densities of disk and outflow absorption. We do find

a small difference in Doppler widths (outflows with median ≈ 50 km s−1, disks ≈

40 km s−1), but large uncertainties due to unresolved absorption mean that this is

also not significant.

The absorbers within these groups that could not be fit using either model have

higher H i column densities and exist in more massive groups, although the signif-

icance is again limited by a small sample size. If these consist of material that

has been ejected from galaxies and forms an intra-group medium, this would likely

be more prevalent in denser, more massive groups with more interactions between

galaxies, as is found here.
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Figure 5.7: Column density against total galaxy stellar mass found within 500
km s−1 and 1 Mpc of H i absorbers. Faded points show our full sample of detected
H i absorption, whilst bold points show absorbers within 500 km s−1 of the galaxy
groups considered in this work. The bold points are also coloured by the best-fitting
model type, with bold grey points showing absorption that could not reasonably
be fit by our models. Faded lines show the median for each model type in both
measurements. We have also split the sample by redshift, with absorption found in
the FOS spectra shown with triangles, and those in the COS spectra with circles.
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5.5.4 Galaxy interactions

Tidal interactions between galaxies in groups are expected to strip gas out of the

galaxies, which should be detectable (e.g. Morris & van den Bergh, 1994). Streams

of stars and gas attributed to tidal effects are seen around nearby galaxies (e.g.

Majewski et al., 1996; Ibata et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2014; Sorgho et al., 2019), and

there are suggestions of observed tidal material around more distant galaxies using

emission lines (e.g. Epinat et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2018). However, identifying

this material in absorption is challenging. By considering absorption that could not

be reproduced using our toy models, and by looking at close pairs of galaxies most

likely to be interacting, we attempt to identify tidal material in our observations.

Although not included in the main sample due to the difficulty of fitting position

angle and inclination measurements, the Q0107 field features a clear ongoing galaxy

merger, denoted B-39 and illustrated in Figure 5.8. We do not attempt to fit our

disk/outflow models to this merger. Additionally, the absorption at this redshift

is blended with Lyβ from z ≈ 0.72, making it difficult to identify associated Lyα

components.

The VPFIT results suggest two weak components in sightline A, one close to

the merger systemic redshift and another ≈120 km s−1 redward, and one stronger

component in sightline C, with a small blueshift relative to the systemic redshift.

Based on the directions and velocities of the stellar arms/streams seen in the Figure,

absorption from an extension of these streams would have the opposite velocity offset

to that observed in both of these lines-of-sight.

However, given the lack of other nearby galaxies, it seems likely that at least some

of the absorption observed can be attributed to the interaction between these galax-

ies, possibly on a previous pass between these galaxies such that their orbits have

changed the line-of-sight velocity relative to the large-scale absorption. Simulations

suggest stripped gas may be found opposing the direction of motion, depending on

the orbital configuration (Rodŕıguez et al., 2022), so tidal material cannot be ruled

out.

Several absorbers around the galaxy groups we consider in this work can not be

reasonably approximated by our disk/outflow/halo toy models. If a large propor-
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tion of these absorbers are due to tidal material, these would likely be found more

frequently near to close galaxy pairs. However, we do not find any significant dif-

ference between the closest pair separations of groups with unexplained absorption,

and those for which all absorbers can be fit by our models.

Despite the lack of evidence for absorption due to interactions between galaxies

across the sample as a whole, we can still look individually at these unexplained

absorbers and consider whether tidally-stripped material can provide a reasonable

explanation.

The unexplained absorption in G-202 has a velocity offset close to our cut-off of

500 km s−1, and is therefore likely associated with other galaxies (its high column

density making a physical association with at least one galaxy likely, see e.g. T14

and Paper 1). However, B-22 does appear distorted, with a tail of extended emission

visible in the direction of LOS-B. Tidal material is therefore a possible explanation

for some of the absorption in this sightline, but this absorption is reasonably ap-

proximated by our toy models.

The sub-DLA near G-558 could not be fit using our models, and likely has an

undetected host galaxy much closer to the line-of-sight than the detected group of

galaxies.

Strong, metal-enriched absorption in G-399 lies at a velocity between the two

large galaxies in this group. As discussed in Anshul et al. (2021), this contains a

warm component as well as a cooler gas phase. This is consistent with intra-group

material, lying within rvir of the largest group galaxy, and could be tidal in origin.

The galaxies A-36 and A-37 are close together (< 10 kpc, with A-40 a more

distant companion), and appear distorted in the HST image, suggesting that they

are interacting. The unexplained absorption components all lie blueward of all three

galaxies, but have a much larger velocity offset than the velocity difference between

the galaxies. This would suggest that this absorption does not identify material

ejected by the interactions between these two galaxies. This absorption may be

associated with the more massive, but distant, galaxies with a smaller velocity offset.

Therefore, in the four galaxy groups with unexplained absorption, stripped ma-

terial appears a reasonable hypothesis for two, only one of which contains a nearby
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Figure 5.8: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around the galaxy
merger B-39 at z ∼ 0.45. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, but no
model is shown as the position angle and inclination of these galaxies could not be
measured. The galaxy kinematics are measured from the [O iii] emission line seen
in the MUSE data. Tick marks (1) and (2) show the Lyman n=6 transition from z
≈ 0.88; whilst (3)-(6) show Lyβ from z ≈ 0.72.

pair of galaxies that is likely interacting.

Stronger evidence for tidal material could come from absorption in the direction

of visible stellar streams, or material that lies between the interacting galaxies in

velocity and in projection on the sky. This is not the case for the groups in this

study, so whilst tidally-stripped gas may be the most likely explanation for a small

fraction of absorbers, we do not have good evidence of its detection in this work.

5.5.5 Metal absorption

Around the twelve isolated galaxies in Paper 2, only two of the H i absorbers also

featured metal absorption around the same galaxy. However, many of the absorbers

detected here in galaxy groups do feature metal lines, most commonly C iii and

Ovi, despite similar coverage and signal-to-noise ratio. This is consistent with our

results from Paper 1, with Ovi detections only appearing at impact parameters <
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Figure 5.9: Column densities of H i, C iii and Ovi absorption found within 500
km s−1 of our group galaxies. Only metals within 30 km s−1 of detected H i are
included. Upper limits where metals are not detected are shown by downward-
pointing triangles. Points are coloured by best-fitting model type (disk, outflow or
none). The median column densities of absorbers with detected metals are shown
along each axis.

350 kpc from non-group galaxies 1, whereas Ovi was found to be more extended in

group environments (e.g. Johnson et al., 2015; Tchernyshyov et al., 2021).

Figure 5.9 shows the column densities of C iii and Ovi associated with H i ab-

sorbers around our galaxy groups, coloured by the type of model that provides the

best fit to that absorber. In both cases there is no significant difference in either

the H i or metal column densities between the two models. This would suggest that,

if our simplified models are indeed indicative of outflow cones and accreting disks

around these galaxies, the accreting material does not have significantly different

metal content than the outflowing material.

With its lower ionization stage, it is unsurprising that C iii correlates more

strongly with H i than Ovi. We find with > 99% confidence (using a Spearman

rank with non-detections included or excluded) that the column densities of H i

1Note that this uses the friends-of-friends algorithm to discriminate between group and non-
group galaxies as described in Paper 1. This differs from the definitions of ‘isolated’ and ‘group’
galaxies used in Paper 2 and this work in that the linking lengths used in Paper 1 vary with
redshift in order to correct for the changing detection limit with redshift, and exclude MUSE
galaxies in order to achieve consistent detection limits across the field. The average linking lengths
are comparable to the 500 km s−1 and 500 kpc used here.
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and C iii are correlated, although we note that this correlation is not significant

if absorbers that could not be fit by our toy models are excluded. There is not a

significant correlation with Ovi column density. The CGM/IGM is known to be

multi-phase (e.g. Tripp et al., 2008; Werk et al., 2014; Concas et al., 2019; Anshul

et al., 2021; Nateghi et al., 2021), and hence Ovi likely probes a warmer phase of

material than H i and C iii, with warm outflows and halos often proposed (e.g Werk

et al., 2016; Oppenheimer et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2019).

In isolated systems, accreting material would be expected to have a lower metal-

licity than that in outflows, due to enrichment of outflows through stellar evolution

within the galaxy (e.g. Péroux et al., 2020). However, observations have often failed

to detect a relationship between azimuthal angle and metallicity (e.g. Péroux et al.,

2016; Kacprzak et al., 2019), possibly in part due to the mixing by azimuthal angle

discussed in Paper 2 (and briefly in Section 5.5.2 of this work). Our sample from

Paper 2 has too few metal detections to test this effect, but the numbers of Ovi ab-

sorbers found along the major and minor axes using our full galaxy sample (Section

4.2 of Paper 1) do suggest higher metal content for minor-axis absorbers. It seems

possible that, due to interactions between galaxies, metal enriched gas is more com-

mon around group galaxies, and therefore accreting material in group environments

has metal content more similar to outflowing material than gas accreting onto iso-

lated galaxies. However, other studies have found suggestions that low-metallicity

gas can be masked by the presence of higher-metallicity gas in the line-of-sight (e.g.

Pointon et al., 2019), which would allow our H i to be dominated by low-metallicity

accretion despite strong metal detections with a different origin (e.g. warm halo,

stripped material, intra-group gas).

We also note several high-column-density, metal-enriched absorbers that are not

identified as disks or outflows. However, one of these is the sub-DLA in LOS-C,

which likely has an undetected host galaxy and may not be strongly affected by

the larger-scale environment. Another is close to 500 km s−1 offset from the galaxy

group considered, and is therefore more likely to be associated with other galaxies

at smaller velocity offsets. The third lies within the velocity ranged spanned by the

nearby group, and could plausibly form part of an intra-group medium.
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5.6 Chapter summary & conclusions

In this study we use multiple lines-of-sight to constrain the origins of H i absorption

seen around 9 pairs and groups of galaxies at z < 1. By fitting simple disk, halo

and outflow models around these galaxies we attempt to determine to what extent

the absorption features seen in galaxy groups could be attributed to a superposition

of the CGM around the individual galaxies, an extended intra-group medium, or

material stripped from the CGM of the galaxies by interactions within the group.

We model the absorption around nine galaxy groups in the Q0107 field, probed by

three lines-of-sight, and find that:

i) Our disk and outflow models reproduce a slightly larger fraction of the identi-

fied H i absorbers where multiple galaxies are present (≈ 75%) than around the

isolated galaxies we consider in Paper 2 (≈ 60%). This supports a model for

which a superposition of absorption from the group galaxies results in the ob-

served spectra. Sample variance and a larger parameter space (due to multiple

nearby galaxies) appear to be plausible contributors to this higher success rate.

ii) Our ‘group’ sample includes systems with larger separations and lower masses

than many previous works considering absorption around group and isolated

galaxies. The larger number of galaxies also leads to a smaller impact parameter

between absorption and the closest galaxy. Both effects may also contribute to

our high success rate and resulting preference towards the superposition model.

iii) The best-fitting parameters for our model outflows are generally similar to those

seen for isolated galaxies in our previous work (Paper 2, submitted), including

several that appear to extend beyond the virial radius. However, a larger num-

ber of putative outflows have smaller opening angles; these galaxies preferen-

tially have lower masses and redshifts than those with apparent wider outflows.

This means our overall sample has parameters more similar to Schroetter et al.

(2019), who use similar models for Mg ii absorption.

iv) Our model disks have smaller rotation velocities than those around isolated

galaxies (120 to 270 km s−1, ≈ 1.5σ), despite similar impact parameters. This
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may be due to interactions between infalling material and the extended group

halo, but could also be due to the galaxy/sightline configurations sampled in

this field. In order to constrain the rotation velocities, we have also had to

assume an infall velocity in some cases, which may be distorting the results.

v) We do not detect any difference in the column densities of absorbers identified as

likely disks and outflows, and their Doppler widths do not differ significantly.

This matches our results from isolated galaxies in Paper 2. There does not

appear to be a difference in the number or total stellar mass of galaxies in

groups hosting these possible disks and outflows, although high-column-density

absorbers do tend to be seen in denser galaxy environments (both in galaxy

number and mass).

vi) Absorption that cannot be fit by our models does not occur more frequently in

groups with a close pair of galaxies, and therefore does not provide evidence of

material stripped by galaxy interactions. Tidally-stripped material is a plausible

explanation for two of the four groups hosting these unexplained absorbers, but

is not supported by additional evidence such as the absorption matching the

velocity offsets between galaxy pairs or lying in the directions of possible tidal

stellar features seen in the HST images.

vii) There is no significant difference between the C iii or Ovi contents of absorbers

identified as disks and outflows. Whilst outflowing material is generally ex-

pected to be warmer and more metal-enriched, material accreting onto a group

galaxy may have been recently stripped or ejected from another nearby galaxy,

and thus be more enriched than accretion from the IGM onto an isolated galaxy.

We do not find a significant correlation between H i and Ovi column densities,

which fits expectations of these ions tracing different gas phases.

This paper, alongside our previous works using the galaxy and QSO data cover-

ing the Q0107 field, demonstrates some advantages of using multiple lines-of-sight

probing the gas around galaxies. In addition to being a highly-efficient way to build

large samples of galaxy-absorber pairs, which we utilized to detect both a bimodality
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in the azimuthal angle of these pairs and a preference for aligned angular momentum

between gas and galaxies in Paper 1, these sightlines also provide some constraints

on the possible CGM structures seen in absorption, and therefore the origins of

absorbing material.

Through kinematic and column density considerations, we are able to rule out

simple disk and outflow models for some absorption seen in the three sightlines, and

tentatively identify some absorption as likely originating from disk or outflow struc-

tures. However, the large number of model parameters available when considering

possible models in galaxy groups makes this identification yet more uncertain.

Searching for significant correlations between model parameters and galaxy/group

properties will require a larger sample of such observations, probing a wider space

of sightline configurations and group properties. Constraining more complex mod-

els encompassing a wider range of physical processes (entrainment of gas, changing

ionization states, etc.) and therefore with a larger range of free parameters, will

require a larger number of sightlines for each galaxy or group.

Obtaining datasets with such a large number of background sources will likely

have to await future instruments able to utilize much fainter objects, such as those

planned for the ELT. This CGM tomography is included in the science case for sev-

eral of these (e.g. Maiolino et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2015; Marconi et al., 2021). Our

work studying the Q0107 system therefore serves as a useful test case for techniques

that can be applied to much larger samples (especially at higher redshifts) in the

near future.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary & Conclusions

This thesis describes a range of tests for the gas flows and structures seen around

galaxies in different environments, using absorption measurements along multiple

lines-of-sight alongside spectroscopic galaxy surveys. In this chapter we summarise

the results of these tests as applied to the Q0107 system, and describe ongoing and

future projects that can make use of these tests in order to improve our understand-

ing of the CGM and IGM across a wider range of environments.

6.1 Summary of presented work

The gas around galaxies, incorporating both the CGM and IGM, has long been

known to be a complex, multi-phase medium (e.g. Tripp et al., 2008; Werk et al.,

2013; Mathes et al., 2014; Péroux et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a). Although

emission-line maps are improving in sensitivity, it remains the case that most obser-

vations of this gas are made through absorption, covering only a pencil-beam through

the gas around any individual galaxy, so the location and velocity of any absorp-

tion along the line-of-sight remain uncertain. In this thesis we have used multiple

closely-spaced lines-of-sight alongside a wide and deep spectroscopic galaxy survey
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to test several models of the gas distribution, taking advantage of constraints from

observations at several locations around the galaxy.

Much of this work has focused on attempting to detect CGM structures, seen

on small scales of . 100 kpc, at larger distances, and constrain their properties

and dependence on galaxy properties and environment as far as possible using ab-

sorption spectroscopy. This has involved both statistical tests of a large sample of

galaxy-absorber pairs in the Q0107 field (described in Chapter 3), and more detailed

modelling of disks and outflows around a smaller subset of isolated and group galax-

ies (Chapters 4 and 5 respectively). The main results of these works are summarized

as follows:

i) H i absorption is found in multiple lines-of-sight at the same redshift in the

Q0107 system than in a randomised ensemble of absorbers, indicating that the

gas forms structures several hundred kpc in extent. Gas with high column densi-

ties (> 1014 cm−2) in multiple sightlines frequently appears at the same redshift

as galaxies, whereas we do not find evidence that low-column-density absorp-

tion appears in structures reaching this extent. Absorption across multiple

sightlines is also seen more frequently around star-forming galaxies, suggesting

that stellar feedback may be producing some of these structures.

ii) Galaxy-absorber pairs (for H i absorption) exhibit a bimodality in position an-

gle extending to ≈ 300 kpc, a little larger than the virial radius for most of

the galaxies in our sample. This suggests that outflows and accreting flows

reaching these scales are somewhat common. That a bimodality is also seen in

Ovi absorption, more heavily weighted towards galaxy minor axes, appears to

support this, as does a tendency for major-axis absorption to exhibit angular

velocity in the same direction as the galaxy.

iii) A sample consisting of only star-forming galaxies in our catalogue does not

exhibit the bimodality in position angle that could be indicative of accreting

and outflowing material, but this may in part be due to the smaller sample

size. This bimodality once again becomes apparent when using a more re-

strictive ‘strongly-star-forming’ sample (using a threshold between ≈ 0.05 and
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0.1 Gyr−1). This suggests that this inflow/outflow dichotomy contributes to

the overall bimodality seen on scales . 300 kpc, but is not ubiquitous among

star-forming galaxies. The excess absorption seen on larger scales may also be

partially due to these outflows, although we note that our star-forming galaxies

are biased towards higher redshifts than the passive galaxies. Therefore any

evolution in the state of the CGM/IGM with redshift could contribute to this

excess absorption around star-forming galaxies, although any such evolution is

expected to be small (e.g. Chen, 2012).

iv) Simple disk and outflow models (assuming constant velocities, simple geome-

tries, and covering fraction of unity) can approximately reproduce ≈ 50% of

absorption features seen within 500 km s−1 of isolated galaxies, rising slightly

to ≈ 60% of features within 300 km s−1. The use of multiple lines-of-sight

enables stronger constraints on the model parameters than would be possible

using a single sightline, as the absorber column densities and kinematics are

constrained at multiple locations. This allows us to better determine the ori-

gins of absorption in the CGM/IGM.

v) These models reproduce a slightly larger fraction of the identified H i absorbers

where multiple galaxies are present (≈75%). This supports a model in which

a superposition of absorption from the group galaxies results in the observed

spectra, but allows for a substantial contribution from tidal and intra-group

material. Sample variance and a larger parameter space (due to multiple nearby

galaxies) appear to be plausible contributors to this higher success rate, but

our models are more successful among groups with fewer galaxies, suggesting

that the increased parameter space is not the largest contribution. Impact

parameters between absorption and the closest galaxy tend to be smaller around

galaxy groups, which may also contribute to the success of our models.

vi) Four of the twelve isolated galaxies considered exhibit absorption consistent

with a bi-conical outflow, of which at least two must extend beyond the virial

radius in order to fit the observed absorption. The four putative outflows pri-

marily have velocities ∼ 100 km s−1, with those around the galaxies with higher
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sSFR exceeding escape velocity, whereas those with lower sSFR do not. For two

of these outflows, allowing the velocity or flow rate to decrease as the outflow

extends further from the galaxy would likely improve the fit over our toy models

(which constrain both of these values to be constant). The best-fitting model

parameters for outflows around group galaxies are generally similar to those

around isolated galaxies. However, putative outflows in groups often appear to

have smaller opening angles; this effect is primarily driven by galaxies with low

masses and redshifts.

vii) Our disk models, incorporating rotation and infall, can reproduce absorption

features around five of our isolated galaxies, but must sometimes extend be-

yond the virial radius to do so. Three of the disk models are constrained to

have a circular velocity larger than vvir under most plausible assumptions of

inflow velocity. These are therefore not likely to form physical disk-like struc-

tures, despite the disk model fit. We note that the disk model features a larger

number of free parameters than the outflow and halo models, so ‘coincidental’

fits are more likely, but we cannot rule out absorption due to an unseen com-

panion galaxy contributing around these galaxies. In groups, our model disks

have smaller rotation velocities (120 to 270 km s−1, ≈ 1.5σ), despite similar

impact parameters. This may be due to interactions between infalling material

and the extended group halo, but could also be due to the galaxy/sightline

configurations sampled in this field.

viii) Two of the isolated galaxies feature no identified absorption within 350 km s−1.

These are the least massive galaxy and the least star-forming galaxy in our

isolated sample, consistent with correlations found between column density or

covering fraction and r/rvir or sSFR (e.g. Werk et al., 2014; Wilde et al., 2021;

Huang et al., 2021). Our disk and outflow models fail to reproduce the absorp-

tion around a further two galaxies, despite substantial star formation. Whilst

our toy models are over-simplified, relaxing some of the simplifying constraints

(e.g. constant velocities, constant outflow rates) does not allow a plausible

fit. These absorbers therefore have a different origin, possibly an undetected
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companion galaxy.

ix) Only one of our isolated galaxies requires both a disk and an outflow in order

to reproduce the identified absorption components. However, for several other

galaxies the configuration of sightlines means that we would only probe one of

these structures, so the CGM of these galaxies could features both a substantial

disk and outflow. We therefore cannot determine whether disks and outflows

frequently exist simultaneously around the same galaxy, which could constrain

the timescales required for gas recycling. In galaxy groups, there are often

several combinations of disk and outflow models that can fit any absorption

feature, so we cannot determine whether both a disk and an outflow exist around

the same galaxy.

x) As expected, absorbers found near the minor axis of a galaxy are more likely to

be identified as outflows, and those near the major axis as disks, whether or not

the galaxy is isolated. However, at moderate inclinations of ≈ 40 - 70◦, some

absorbers best fit by disk-like structures can be found close to the projected

minor axis, and those best fit by outflows can be found down to 30◦ from the

major axis. Geometric cuts using only azimuthal angle and inclination therefore

do not appear sufficient to produce pure samples of disk and outflow absorbers.

xi) We do not detect any difference in the column densities of absorbers identified

as likely disks and outflows, and their Doppler widths do not differ significantly.

This is true for both our ‘group’ and ‘isolated’ samples. There does not appear

to be a difference in the number or total stellar mass of galaxies in groups hosting

these possible disks and outflows, although high-column-density absorbers do

tend to be seen in denser galaxy environments (both in galaxy number and

mass).

xii) Absorption that cannot be fit by our models does not occur more frequently in

groups with a close pair of galaxies, and therefore does not provide evidence of

material stripped by galaxy interactions. Tidally-stripped material is a plausible

explanation for two of the four groups hosting these unexplained absorbers, but

is not supported by additional evidence such as the absorption matching the
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velocity offsets between galaxy pairs or lying in the directions of possible tidal

stellar features seen in the HST images.

xiii) Only two of the H i absorbers near isolated galaxies feature detected metals

at the same redshift, whereas a large fraction of absorbers in groups do show

detected metals. There is no significant difference between the C iii or Ovi con-

tents of absorbers identified as disks and outflows. Whilst outflowing material

is generally expected to be warmer and more metal-enriched, material accreting

onto a group galaxy may have been recently stripped or ejected from another

nearby galaxy, and thus be more enriched than accretion from the IGM onto

an isolated galaxy. We do not find a significant correlation between H i and

Ovi column densities, which fits expectations of these ions tracing different gas

phases.

These results suggest that disks and outflows, although not ubiquitous, con-

tribute substantially to H i absorption seen in the CGM out to ≈ 300 kpc. Alongside

the bimodality in position angle seen in Chapter 3/Paper 1, minor axis Ovi excess,

major axis rotation, and the increased bimodality around ‘strongly-star-forming’

galaxies, we find disk and outflow models provide a reasonable fit to a substan-

tial fraction of absorption around both isolated and group galaxies. The presence

of both of these structures, likely evidence of gas recycling from galaxies into the

CGM and back onto galaxies, is well-supported by observations of cool gas (e.g.

Kacprzak et al., 2012b; Bouché et al., 2012; Tejos et al., 2021b) and predictions

from simulations (e.g. Péroux et al., 2020; DeFelippis et al., 2020) on scales . 100

kpc.

However, in order to find a significant bimodality, we are currently forced to

use large bins in impact parameter and galaxy samples covering a wide range of

properties. We therefore cannot determine how this estimated extent varies when

considering galaxies with different properties, at different redshifts, in different en-

vironments. Observations combining our current sample with archival data or new

observations (where high-resolution imaging is available around quasar sightlines)

would increase the sample size and allow us to better address this question.
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In our results, both the excess absorption in multiple lines-of-sight around star-

forming galaxies over non-star-forming galaxies, and some outflow models matching

absorption at large scales, provide tentative support for models in which galaxy

outflows extend substantially beyond the virial radius and into the IGM. Although

large-scale outflows are thought to be necessary in order to explain the metal en-

richment of the IGM (e.g. Aguirre et al., 2001; Booth et al., 2012), some simulations

find that the effects of cosmic rays need to be included in order to produce such

outflows with detectable levels of cool gas (e.g. Hopkins et al., 2021). However, even

in this case the effects are dependent on the properties of the cosmic ray transport

model included in the simulations (e.g. Butsky & Quinn, 2018). Further studies of

gas properties and kinematics at these large scales will be required to determine

whether such cosmic-ray effects have a substantial impact on the IGM.

We also find evidence of gas and galaxies featuring aligned angular momenta

on scales larger than rvir. Whilst simulations often predict co-rotating structures

with substantial thickness (e.g. Ho et al., 2020; DeFelippis et al., 2020), the lack of

location information on absorption along a line-of-sight makes it difficult to deter-

mine the geometry of such structures from observations. Our models assuming a

disk-like geometry are often successful, and the use of the additional sightlines can

provide some constraint on the disk thickness. However, the resulting properties

vary substantially, for example the ratio between ‘disk plane’ and ‘vertical’ scale

heights can be as small as 10 or as large as several hundred. We are not able to rule

out alternative geometries, such as the ‘wedge’ predicted by (e.g. DeFelippis et al.,

2020), filamentary structures with much lower covering fraction than a complete

disk (e.g. Martin et al., 2019a), or tidal interactions near the plane of the galaxy

rotation. Further work is needed to increase the significance with which large-scale

co-rotation is detected and determine its origin and geometry, most likely requir-

ing wide-field IFU observations around quasar sightlines in order to produce large

samples with galaxy kinematics at large impact parameters.

However, we do not see any difference between the column densities or Doppler

parameters of absorbers identified as disks and outflows by our toy models. This

also holds if we were to use cuts in inclination and azimuthal angle similar to those
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in MEGAFLOW (e.g. Schroetter et al., 2019; Zabl et al., 2019). Although metal

content (in our work, mostly traced by Ovi) was clearly generally higher along the

minor axis, and absorbers near the minor axis were indeed best fit by our outflow

models (and those near the major axis by disks), we found metal-bearing absorption

also along the major axis and absorption near the minor axis was often best fit by

a disk. These results emphasise the difficulty of robustly attributing absorption to

infalling and outflowing material.

As we note in Chapter 4, the use of multiple lines-of-sight can greatly limit the

allowed models, and therefore further sightlines would likely increase the confidence

with which we can determine the origin of absorbing gas. This would allow further

progress towards both estimating the fraction of absorption arising from these disk

and outflow structures (possibly 50-75% based on the results in Chapters 4 and 5

of this thesis), and more accurately determining the properties of these structures

(e.g. disk thickness and outflow opening angle). The prospects for obtaining such

observations are discussed in Section 6.2.

6.2 Future prospects

The primary limitations on using and extending these techniques include the rel-

atively small number of fields with such closely-spaced background lines-of-sight,

and the extensive datasets required (high-resolving-power spectra, wide-field IFU

kinematics, and high-resolution imaging). However, it is also the case that a small

sample size limits the strength of any conclusions we can draw from our toy model

results.

The first of these difficulties will remain so for some time, especially at low

redshifts. Serendipitous alignment of multiple UV-bright background sources in

projection is sufficiently rare that large samples of such sources are unlikely to be

found without telescopes with substantially improved sensitivity. Unfortunately,

missions proposed in this direction (e.g. the Large Ultraviolet Optical Infrared

Surveyor, LUVOIR) are unlikely to be active until the mid-2030s or later. At higher

redshifts, where Lyα transitions into the visible portion of the spectrum, quasars are
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also more common, although deep galaxy surveys require far longer exposure times.

As such, there are currently few fields with both galaxy and quasar data, with one

example being the MUSE Ultra-Deep Field (MUDF, e.g. Lusso et al., 2019; Fossati

et al., 2019b). Such fields are of great interest, due to the possibility of studying

how the gas extent, position angle distribution, and success and parameters of disk

and outflow models evolve with redshift.

This situation will be dramatically improved with the completion of 30m-class

telescopes such as the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) currently under construc-

tion. Not only will these telescopes be able to observe much fainter foreground

galaxies, providing a more complete picture of the galaxy environment of observed

absorption, but will also be able to use much fainter objects as background sources.

This will greatly increase the number of fields with closely-spaced lines-of-sight.

CGM/IGM tomography features strongly in the science case for several instruments

being prepared for the ELT (e.g. Maiolino et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2015; Marconi

et al., 2021), and will result in a large improvement over the relatively low-resolution

studies using IGM tomography so far (e.g. Lee et al., 2018; Newman et al., 2020),

which typically use sightlines separated by a few Mpc.

Furthermore, using fainter sources improves prospects of finding galaxies whose

CGM is probed by an larger number of sightlines. This would allow more disk and

outflow structures (as well as any other proposed models) to be observed in more

locations, providing stronger constraints on model parameters and allowing more

complex models, with more free parameters, to be tested.

The second difficulty, namely the extensive (and expensive) datasets required for

such tests, can also be reduced by future telescopes and instruments. For example,

BlueMUSE (Richard, 2019) will provide better spectral resolution over a larger field

than MUSE, and will thereby offer galaxy kinematics more efficiently. It will also

extend Lyα coverage to lower wavelengths, increasing the redshift range across which

these studies can be conducted. BlueMUSE will also have improved sensitivity, and

may allow the IGM to be detected using emission lines.

In the meantime, progress can be made by collecting data complementary to

already existing observations. For example, our proposal for HST/COS UV obser-
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vations of a z ≈ 1 QSO pair in the field of the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA)

survey takes advantage of the fact that a wide, deep spectroscopic galaxy survey

has already been conducted, so less observing time is needed to complete a galaxy-

absorber dataset in this field. A similar view could be taken towards new galaxy sur-

veys around fields containing background sources for which high-resolution archival

spectra are already available.

The final difficulty we note would also be reduced somewhat by new observations,

but also by improvements to the modelling process used. Increasing the level of

automation in this process was not practical when producing this thesis, but would

improve the rate at which galaxy-absorber groups could be modelled in future, and

therefore allow a larger sample of such groups to be modelled. Ideally, this would

involve a fitting routine that explores the model parameter space and finds the best

model fit. However, as we discuss in Section 4.3, the large number of parameters and

the complexity of dealing with blended absorption in multiple sightlines makes this

challenging. A partial automation that can rule out some combinations of models

may still provide some improvement and allow larger samples of galaxy-absorber

groups to be modelled than the samples included in this thesis.

6.3 Final word

It is clear that the gas surrounding galaxies plays a vital role in how galaxies evolve,

but its low density, complex structure, multiple phases, and the wide range of scales

influencing its behaviour, have made it difficult to gain a complete understanding

of the physics at play.

Studies using CGM emission are improving in sensitivity, especially in recent

years, but the consistently high sensitivity across a large redshift interval enabled

by absorption-line studies will likely remain an important tool for studying the

CGM and IGM for some time. The inherent difficulty in determining the location of

any absorption along the line-of-sight in turn leads to challenges in discriminating

between its possible origins. Simulations also struggle to resolve the wide range

of scales needed to model the various phases of the CGM and IGM; both sub-pc-
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scale effects such as supernova feedback, and kpc- and larger-scale influences such

as location within the cosmic web, are required to accurately simulate the CGM.

The sub-grid models used in simulations to parameterise small-scale effects require

tuning in order to match observed results.

Several important questions therefore remain unanswered, including the timescales

required for gas recycling, the likelihood of outflows escaping galaxy halos (versus

those recycled back onto the galaxy), the processes involved in the quenching of

galactic star formation, the fraction of cool gas in outflows, the location of gas in

galaxy groups, and any changes in these due to galaxy properties, large-scale en-

vironment or cosmic time. Understanding of these and other aspects of the CGM

through absorption measurements will require some form of discrimination between

infalling and outflowing material. Cuts in inclination and azimuthal angle are useful

in this, but are unlikely to produce pure samples of disk and outflow absorbers.

The work in this thesis provides some evidence of large-scale rotating and out-

flowing structures in the CGM, suggesting that these structures can extend beyond

the virialized halos of galaxies and supporting their existence in some galaxy groups.

We also show that, where multiple sightlines are available, the kinematics and col-

umn densities can be used to rule out simple models, and thereby provide an al-

ternative method for identifying such outflowing and rotating material. This work

therefore represents a modest but valuable step towards understanding the gas flows

and properties in the CGM and IGM, but for a more complete understanding we

await future results.
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APPENDIX A

Examples of GALFIT results

A.1 GALFIT results

Here we include some examples of our GALFIT results, in order to illustrate the

utility of the modelling and the use of the quality flags described in Section 2.2.1. As

illustrated in the Figures A.1 and A.2, the quality flags are based on the goodness of

fit, not on the uncertainty in position angle or inclination. The flag 1 objects have

no clear structure remaining in their residuals, flag 2 objects have minor structures,

flag 3 objects may have major structures in the residuals that could indicate a poor

estimate of position angle and inclination, and flag 4 objects are clearly a poor fit.

Our tests in Section 3.3 are run using objects with flags 1-2 and 1-3, with similar

results obtained in each case.

Figures A.3 and A.4 show all non-group galaxies with reasonable GALFIT results

(at least flag 3) that exhibit Ovi absorption within 500 km s−1. These illustrate

the tendency for Ovi absorption to be detected along the minor axis, as discussed

in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure A.1: Several examples of galaxy cut-outs resulting from our GALFIT mod-
elling. Each row shows a single galaxy, with all three panels on an identical flux
scale. The left panel illustrates the data from HST, the middle panel the best fit
GALFIT model, and the right the residual. The galaxy ID and redshift, as well as
the resulting position angle (relative to the HST image, which is not aligned with
north), inclination and quality flag, are shown in the panels. The projected major
axis, as determined by GALFIT, is shown by the red line.
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Figure A.2: Further examples of galaxy cut-outs resulting from our GALFIT mod-
elling, as in Figure A.1
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Figure A.3: Galaxy cut-outs resulting from our GALFIT modelling, showing galaxies
not in groups, but with observed Ovi absorption (as discussed in Section 3.3.2).
Each row shows a single galaxy, with all three panels on an identical flux scale.
The left panel illustrates the data from HST, the middle panel the best fit GALFIT
model, and the right the residual. The galaxy ID and redshift, as well as the
resulting position angle (relative to the HST image, which is not aligned with north),
inclination and quality flag, are shown in the panels. The projected major axis, as
determined by GALFIT, is shown by the faded red line. The three coloured stubs
in the left-hand panel point the direction of the three QSOs, with cyan towards A,
grey towards B, and orange towards C. The thick stubs with arrowheads indicate
that that sightline exhibits detected Ovi absorption within 500 km s−1, whilst the
thin stubs without arrowheads inidcate non-detections of Ovi.
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Figure A.4: Further examples of galaxy cut-outs of objects with Ovi absorption
detected within 500 km s−1, as in Figure A.3.
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APPENDIX B

Model Details

Throughout the work described in this thesis, several of the processes we describe

require involved computations that are too lengthy to include in the main text.

These are detailed here.

B.1 Friends-of-Friends algorithm

In this section we describe the friends-of-friends algorithm used to find galaxy groups,

and the calculations required to determine the linking lengths used. We use the

analysis and results from Duarte & Mamon (2014) to motivate our choices.

For physical linking lengths D⊥ and D‖, any pair of galaxies at redshifts z1 and

z2 (with dc the comoving distance to that redshift), separated by an angle θ on the

sky, are ‘friends’ if both of the following conditions are satisfied:

dc(z1) + dc(z2)

2
θ ≤ D⊥ (B.1.1)

| dc(z2)− dc(z1) | ≤ D‖ (B.1.2)

We scale the constant linking lengths – taken from Duarte & Mamon (2014) and
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denoted b – by observed galaxy density, D = b n−
1
3 , in order to account for the

changing magnitude limit with redshift. In order to ensure that large groups do not

bias the estimated density, we use large bins with a redshift width 0.2. Note that

the angular diameter distance could be used in place of the comoving distance, and

it could be argued that dA should be used since galaxy groups are expected to be

virialized. However, this also requires the line-of-sight linking length to be reduced

by a factor of (1+z), and most studies do not apply this.

The comoving volume is calculated by integrating a conic section with an half-

opening angle of 0.15◦, through comoving distance between the redshift limits. This

is approximately the radius of the DEIMOS data. MUSE galaxies are not counted

in this process, as the greater depth of the MUSE data would bias the selection of

groups in and around the MUSE fields (by adding galaxies to groups that would be

undetected if they lay outside of the MUSE fields, and potentially joining groups

together that would otherwise remain separate). By excluding these galaxies, the

depth of VIMOS, DEIMOS and GMOS coverage throughout this aperture is close

to constant.

V =

∫ dc(zmax)

dc(zmin)

π(θdc)
2 d(dc) (B.1.3)

In each redshift bin, the number of observed galaxies is divided by the volume of

the cone, to give the galaxy number density, which is converted to a linking length

as above. Whilst the physical linking length is constant within a single bin, the

angular separation and redshift difference are both affected by the galaxy redshift

itself.

This algorithm is implemented by assigning each galaxy a group identifier. We

then loop through each galaxy pair, and assign both galaxies the lower identifier if

they are ‘friends’. This is repeated until the sum of all identifiers converges (usually

3 to 5 iterations). All galaxies with the same identifier form a single galaxy group.

Absorbers and the MUSE galaxies are associated with galaxy groups if they are

’friends’ with any galaxy in that group.

Duarte & Mamon (2014) list three pairs of linking lengths, from which we use

the larger, completeness-optimizing, values (b⊥ = 0.2, b‖ = 3). This results in
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linking velocity differences of ≈ 800 − 1500 km s−1 and transverse linking lengths

of ≈ 800− 1200 pkpc. These linking lengths are large enough to allow a reasonable

sample size of galaxy groups, as well as approximately matching the distance scales

separating the three lines-of-sight. Such large linking lengths ensure that our non-

group sample excludes any galaxies whose CGM is likely to be affected by ongoing

group interactions.

We do repeat most analyses in Chapter 3 (those that require separation between

group and non-group galaxies) whilst using the ‘medium’ linking lengths from Duarte

& Mamon (2014), and this does not reveal any significant differences. Using the

shortest linking lengths, we do not find enough groups to draw any conclusions.

B.2 Generating random absorbers

In Section 3.2, we test the excess of galaxy-absorber associations within a series of

different constraints. Here we describe the process of generating the random sets

of absorbers used in these tests, in which any physical association between gas and

galaxies is removed.

We generated 5000 sets of randomly distributed absorbers similar to the method

used in T14, as follows:

1. Calculate the signal-to-noise per resolution element for QSO spectrum

2. Convert this to minimum rest-frame equivalent width for the absorption fea-

ture as a function of redshift (see Figure 3.1)

3. For each real absorption feature, find the allowed region in redshift space for

which the EW of the progenitor is larger than the minimum, and is not covered

by galactic absorption

4. Distribute absorbers randomly through the allowed region, giving the random

absorber the same properties as the observed progenitor

The signal-to-noise per resolution element is estimated by dividing the continuum

value of the QSO spectrum by the uncertainty in the value of that pixel, and then
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convolving with the line-spread function of the instrument. In order to improve

execution time we use a box car of the correct FWHM as an approximation to the

line-spread function.

The minimum observable equivalent width for an unresolved transition observed

at wavelength λ is:

Wmin(λ) = S
FWHM

〈SNR〉λ
(B.2.4)

where FWHM is the width of the line-spread of the instrument, S is the significance

required of the detection in units of sigma (where a value of 3 best matches the

distribution of observed absorbers), and 〈SNR〉λ is the mean signal-to-noise per

resolution element. If the resolution R = λ
FWHM

is constant:

Wmin(λ) =
Sλ

R〈SNR〉λ
=
Sλ0(1 + z)

R〈SNR〉λ
(B.2.5)

where λ0 is the rest-frame wavelength of the transition. This gives a rest-frame

equivalent width:

Wmin,r(z) =
Sλ0

R〈SNR〉z
(B.2.6)

We note that the lines in the COS spectra are usually resolved, with a median

width b ≈ 30km s−1. For these lines a more representative equivalent width limit can

be found using the prescription given in Keeney et al. (2012), in which the optimal

integration window is found using a convolution of the COS line-spread-function

and the absorption line profile, rather than just the resolution of the instrument.

However, many of the absorption features are narrower than this, so we continue to

use the COS FWHM as a limiting value. This only has a notable effect on absorbers

that are both weak and narrow, so only four absorbers of the 184 across the three

COS spectra would have their allowed redshift ranges reduced by more than 15% if

the Keeney et al. (2012) prescription were used.

From the absorption line catalogue (taken directly from T14), the best fit column

density and Doppler parameter are given for each absorber. This can be robustly

converted to an equivalent width via optical depth using the approximation given
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in Draine (2011) (eqn 9.8, assuming negligible stimulated emission):

τ0 =
√
π
e2

mec

nfoscλ0

b
(B.2.7)

where n and b are the column density and Doppler parameter of the absorber, λ0

the rest-frame wavelength, and fosc the oscillator strength. Draine then provides an

approximation for equivalent width:

W =
√
π
b

c

τ0

1 + (τ0/2
√

2)
(for τ0 < 1.25393) (B.2.8)

W =

√
4b2

c2
ln(

τ0

ln2
) +

b

c

γλ0

c

τ0 − 1.25393√
π

(for τ0 > 1.25393) (B.2.9)

γ is the damping term of the Lorentzian component of the Voigt profile, which

becomes non-negligible for high-column-density systems.

This value of equivalent width can then be compared with the minimum equiv-

alent width detectable in the spectrum as a function of redshift, shown for QSO-A

in Figure 3.1. We mask out the regions where the absorber would be undetectable

due to insufficient equivalent width, as well as regions within 200 km/s of galactic

absorption (as in T14, using C ii, Nv, O i, Si ii, S ii and Fe ii). The region less than

3500 km/s blueward of the QSO is also masked, in order to remove most associated

absorption. As found by Wild et al. (2008), ≈ 40% of C iv absorption out to 3000

km/s is associated with outflows from the QSO, although absorption from outflows

can extend beyond 10,000 km/s. The velocity cut used is therefore a compromise

between excluding most absorption associated with the QSO, whilst excluding mini-

mal intervening IGM absorption. This cut is also much larger than the region within

which the proximity effect is significant (e.g Scott et al., 2002). Absorbers in this set

that have already been placed are also masked using a window of 35 km/s (approxi-

mately the median width of H i absorption systems) so that systems that would not

be resolved due to blending are not generated by this process. The absorber is then

randomly assigned a redshift within the unmasked region.
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B.3 Halo, disk and outflow models

Here we discuss in more detail the toy models used in Chapters 4 and 5 of this

thesis, and how the observations and model parameters are used to derive the model

absorption.

To derive the angles and distances required to work with toy models of the gas

distribution, we define axes relative to the galaxy, such that ẑ lies along the galaxy

minor axis, with x̂ and ŷ along the major axis, such that x̂ is in the plane of the

sky. If ẑ is defined to always have a northward component, x̂ and ŷ have westward

and redward components, using the usual right-hand convention. (Note that these

do not correspond to the x- and y-axis labels in the figures throughout this thesis.)

We measure relative to the centre of the galaxy O, considering the point where

the line-of-sight intersects the plane of the sky (B) and the points A(D) a distance

D along the LOS from B. | ~OB| = b for b the observed impact parameter. Therefore

~OB = SW b cos(p) x̂ − SN SNr b sin(p) cos(i) ŷ

+SN b sin(p) sin(i) ẑ
(B.3.10)

As both position angle p and inclination i are recorded as between 0 and 90 degrees,

sign terms are needed to differentiate the possible orientations. SW and SN are 1 if

the LOS lies west of the galaxy minor axis and north of the major axis respectively,

and -1 otherwise (calculated from the coordinates of the galaxy and quasar). SNr is

positive if the galaxy is inclined such that an outflow from the northern part of the

galaxy would be travelling away from the observer. This is not constrained by the

observations (although it is possible for one or two of our galaxies to constrain this

through the direction of spiral arms, as in Ho & Martin 2019), but must be identical

for different model structures around the same galaxy.

We then decompose the direction along the line of sight from B to A, a distance D

along the LOS (| ~BA| = D). Whether redward motion along the line of sight moves

northward along the minor axis depends on the direction of the galaxies inclination:

~BA = D sin(i) ŷ + SNrD cos(i) ẑ (B.3.11)
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This gives the total displacement from the centre of the galaxy to a point a distance

D along the line of sight from the galaxy:

~OA = (SW b cos(p)) x̂ + (D sin(i)− SN SNr b sin(p) cos(i)) ŷ

+(SN b sin(p) sin(i) + SNrD cos(i)) ẑ
(B.3.12)

This is the relevant vector for determining the density at each point along the

line-of-sight.

B.3.1 Halo model

The halo model density as a function of position depends only on the distance from

the galaxy centre. The displacement in Equation B.3.12 correctly reduces to:

R =
√
b2 +D2 (B.3.13)

We consider a power law halo, with a density profile:

ρ = ρ1

(
R

R1

)−α
(B.3.14)

There is no line-of-sight velocity component, except that introduced in ther-

mal/turbulent velocity components and the instrumental line-spread-function. The

reference density ρ1 is defined at R1 = 1 kpc. We also allow the halo to be offset

from the galaxy redshift by a velocity vδ, accounting for any redshift uncertainty or

real peculiar velocity. The halo model therefore has four free parameters:vt, vδ, ρ0

and α.

B.3.2 Outflow model

The outflow model has the same density profile as the isothermal halo (α = −2) if

the polar angle is within the cone defined by θin and θout. This maintains a constant

flow rate with distance from the galaxy (equivalent to a constant rate of mass-loading

from the galaxy). This constant flow rate is consistent with results form EAGLE
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(e.g. Mitchell et al., 2020a), but is not found in all simulations. We also do not

consider any change in velocity due to gravitational or entrainment effects, or any

change in the ionization state of the gas.

The projection of ~OA in the galaxy plane is given by:

r =
√

(b cos(p))2 + (D sin(i)− SN SNr b sin(p) cos(i))2 (B.3.15)

and its projection along the galaxy minor axis is given by:

z = SN b sin(p) sin(i) + SNrD cos(i) (B.3.16)

Note that z can be negative whilst r cannot.

The polar angle as a function of distance along the line-of-sight θ(D) is then

given by tan(θ) = r/z.

For outflows, the bulk velocity of the gas is assumed to be entirely radial, so the

velocity at the point A is along the vector ~OA, and can easily be projected into the

line of sight using ~OA. ~BA.

The outflow model therefore has parameters vt, ρ1, vout, θin and θout, whilst SNr

also affects the resulting model absorption.

B.3.3 Disk model

For disk structures, we also define the azimuthal angle in the disk plane, such that

tan(φ) = y/x (with y and x the components of ~OA in the disk plane). By con-

struction, this means that φ is measured anticlockwise from y=0. This means that

vy = ± vcirc cos(φ) (the x component is perpendicular to the line-of-sight and the

z-component is zero). This is positive if the line of sight is on the ‘red’ side of the

galaxy minor axis, so can be stated as vy = SW SWr vcirc cos(φ). We also allow a

radial infall component within the plane of the disc, which must therefore have a

y-component vy = −SW vr sin(φ). We add these components and project into the

line-of-sight:

vLOS = SW sin(i) (SWr vφ cos(φ)− vr sin(φ)) (B.3.17)
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We note that setting z = 0, identifying the point at which the line-of-sight intersects

the plane of the galaxy (and therefore the putative disk), reproduces the result given

in Zabl et al. (2019) for their model thin disks:

R(z = 0) = b
√

1 + sin2(p) tan2(i) (B.3.18)

This value (for the line-of-sight with largest b in which absorption is detected) is

the disk extent given for model disks throughout the main text. The effect of the

‘direction’ of the galaxy inclination (SNr) is included in the calculation of φ.

We use an exponential model for the density profile (as used for velocity models

in e.g. Steidel et al., 2002), with scale heights hr and hz along the major and minor

axes respectively:

ρ = ρ0e
(−r

hr
)e(

−|z|
hz

) (B.3.19)

This leaves our disk model with free parameters vt, ρ0, vφ, vr, hr and hz, one more

than the outflow model. A disk may also have the additional degeneracy of the

direction of rotation, if it is not determined by emission-line kinematics.
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APPENDIX C

Modelling additional galaxies and groups

We have attempted to fit the absorption around several galaxies and groups using

our ‘toy’ disk, halo and outflow models. In order to improve the readability of this

work, only a small number have been included in detail in the main text (Chapters

4 and 5). The remainder of these modelled galaxy–absorber systems are discussed

here.

C.1 Additional isolated galaxies

We detail here the modelling and results from additional isolated galaxies not in-

cluded in the main paper (Paper 2, Chapter 4 of this thesis).

C.1.1 Galaxy 26732

Galaxy 26732 is a small (0.01 L?) galaxy at z ≈ 0.087. It is star-forming and lies

∼ 1 Mpc away from a pair of larger galaxies. There is weak absorption in LOS-A

substantially blueward of the galaxy and slightly beyond the virial radius, and no

detected absorption in B. (Note that C is not available due to the Lyman limit of a

sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.56.)
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The large impact parameter makes it unlikely that the absorption in LOS-A

originates from either of the larger galaxies. Both available lines-of-sight lie near

the major axis, suggesting a disk as the more likely model. However, this would

require a remarkably large rotational velocity for such a small galaxy, in the region

of 550 km s−1. (This can be varied by adding a substantial infall velocity component,

but reducing the circular velocity to near the virial velocity would require a much

faster infall than vvir.) This galaxy lies outside the MUSE fields so galaxy kinematics

are not available. Such a disk can approximately reproduce the absorption in A,

without producing significant absorption in B.

Similarly, a wide, fast outflow with opening angle ≈ 50◦ could also produce the

absorption in A whilst remaining consistent with the noise in B, but the velocity

required is close to 450 km s−1. This is larger than all but one of the outflows

proposed in Schroetter et al. (2019), and faster than the 90th-percentile velocities

of outflowing gas in EAGLE outflows (Mitchell et al., 2020a). Given the weak

absorption and large velocity offset, neither model is convincing and it seems more

likely that this absorption is not physically associated with the galaxy. The line

width of ≈ 50 km s−1 is larger than most IGM absorbers. If primarily due to thermal

velocities, this indicates gas hotter than most detected absorbing gas, suggesting that

this could be a WHIM detection.

C.1.2 Galaxy 25833

Galaxy 25833 is a small, non-star-forming galaxy at z ≈ 0.12, at the same redshift

as two smaller galaxies ∼ 1 Mpc away. This is detailed in Table C.2 and Figure C.2.

The only visible absorption lies close to 500 km s−1 blueward of the galaxy, and is

relatively weak in both lines-of-sight. (The drop in transmission visible in the figure

at +500 km s−1 is due to C iii 977 Å from redshift z ≈ 0.4.)

Position angles and inclinations for the other galaxies are not measured, so out-

flows and disks around these objects cannot be modelled. Despite a smaller impact

parameter, the absorption in A is weaker than that in B. A is also marginally closer

to the minor axis, so an outflow with a sufficiently wide opening angle to produce the

absorption in B would produce stronger absorption in A, so this cannot reproduce
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Figure C.1: Details of the Lyα absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy
26732, a ∼ 0.01L? galaxy at z ∼ 0.09. The layout is identical to that shown in
Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is a disk with rotation velocity
∼ 550 km s−1.
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Table C.1: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ∼ 0.087. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (26732). Note that this group is affected by the sub-DLA in the spectrum of QSO-C, so no absorption
could be detected. Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
26732 0.087 0.01 45◦ ± 4◦ A 94 15◦ ± 5◦ 13.47 ± 0.07 49 ± 11 -400 ± 100

B 207 13◦ ± 5◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.2)

(37993) 0.4 A 1231 (+250)
B 1112

(34203) 0.04 A 1282 (0)
B 1212
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the observations.

A disk also struggles to produce these absorber strengths, with an extremely thin

disk required, as well as a rotation velocity that is not often found in such low-mass

galaxies. The model shown in Figure C.2 is a disk with rotation velocity of 700

km s−1 and scale height ratio of 100:1. An outflow producing the absorption in A

would also require a large velocity of ≈ 550 km s−1. Therefore neither is a likely

explanation for this absorption.

C.1.3 Galaxy A-62

A-62 is a star-forming galaxy, with details given in Table C.3 and illustrated in

Figure C.3. Absorption is seen in QSO-A but not in B, although there may be

a weak Lyα feature in B that is not significant enough to be included in our line

list. Their position angles are very similar on opposite sides of the galaxy, with

A at much smaller impact parameter. Two components seen with similar column

densities along the minor axis, along with Ovi absorption, are consistent with a

hollow-cone outflow. QSO-C is not available due to a saturated Lyman line from

the sub-DLA, and the absorber at -400 km s−1 in LOS-A is a higher-order Lyman

line from a strong absorption system at z ≈ 0.54.

Given the position angles and metal detection in the strong absorption feature

in LOS-A, an outflow model would be preferred. An outflow with a velocity of ≈

150 km s−1 and a half-opening angle of ≈ 30◦ does approximately reproduce the

absorption in LOS-A. However, in this case our models produce some absorption in

LOS-B due to the constant velocity and constant flow rate conditions imposed. If

this condition were relaxed, representing outflow material slowing due to a combina-

tion of gravity and interaction with the intergalactic medium, such an outflow may

be consistent with the possible weak absorber seen near in LOS-B near the systemic

redshift of the galaxy.

An alternative model could be material accelerating towards the galaxy along

the line of sight, reaching ≈ 120 km s−1 at the location of LOS-A. Due to the

position angles close to the minor axis, any rotation of an extended disk cannot be

determined. Emission lines from MUSE also lack any clear rotation. If this infall
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Figure C.2: Details of the Lyα absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy
25833, a ∼ 0.1L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.12. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure
4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is a disk with rotation velocity ≈ 700
km s−1.
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Table C.2: Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative to the first galaxy (25833). Note that this
group is affected by the sub-DLA in the spectrum of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected. Column descriptions are given in
Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
25833 0.123 0.10 53◦ ± 2◦ A 238 14◦ ± 2◦ 13.40 ± 0.06 48 ± 8 -490 ± 100

B 372 8◦ ± 2◦ 13.84 ± 0.03 45 ± 4 -470 ± 100

(17099) 0.04 A 890 (-340)
B 1026

(34624) 0.04 A 1438 (+270)
B 1490
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formed a disk-like structure, the physical distance would be substantially larger than

that for an outflow, so an outflow is the preferred model.

We note that despite the line fitting procedure generating two absorption com-

ponents in LOS-A, a hollow cone does not help to improve the fit of the outflow

model. The second component found in the fitting is substantially narrower than

the COS line-spread-function and than most IGM absorbers (e.g. Davé et al., 2010),

so may simply be a consequence of the changing physical distance (and therefore

column density) along the line of sight. The stronger component is broad, and could

be classified as a BLA, but this width is matched by the range of velocities produced

by the outflow and does not require a large thermal component.

C.1.4 Galaxy A-65

A-65 is a small (0.02 L?), star-forming galaxy at z ≈ 0.22, with details in Table C.4

and illustrated in Figure C.4. The A and B sightlines both feature absorption, with

A lying close to the major axis and B close to the minor axis. The absorption in A

is weaker and has a large velocity offset. The galaxy is faint so the signal-to-noise

ratio of the emission lines is not sufficient to obtain coherent kinematics (from Hα or

O iii). Note that the absorption seen at -400 km s−1 is Si iii from a strong absorber

at a slightly higher redshift of z ≈ 0.23, and the absorption feature visible in LOS-C

at ≈ -120 km s−1 is identified with Lyβ at z ≈ 0.45.

The position angles of absorption suggest that a model consisting of a disk and

outflow could explain the two components. However, the near-identical position

angles of B and C mean that any outflow producing the strongest absorption com-

ponent in B would also produce absorption well above the detection limit in LOS-C,

which is not observed. Any outflow wide enough and fast enough to produce the

observed absorption in A will produce two absorption components in B that are

clearly separated, unlike the observations.

Similarly, whilst an extended H i disk could be the origin of the absorption in A,

requiring a rotation velocity of 200-400 km s−1 (depending on any radial velocity

component), the difference in impact parameter means that such a disk could not

also cause the absorption seen in LOS-B.
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Figure C.3: Details of the Lyα absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy
A-62, using Hα as observed in MUSE. The layout of the panels is identical to that
in Figure 4.4. The model shown is an outflow with a velocity of ≈ 150 km s−1 and a
half-opening angle of ≈ 30◦. Additional absorption features that are not due to Lyα
at this redshift are labelled with red tick marks as follows: (1) Lyman n=7 from
z = 0.536; (2) Lyman n = 11 from z = 0.558; (3) H2 molecular line from z = 0.558;
(4) Lyman n = 10 from z = 0.558.
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Table C.3: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.178. Non-MUSE galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (A-62). Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3. Note that column density upper limits for non-detections are
approximations in the absence of absorption from other redshifts.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-62 0.178 0.04 59◦ ± 3◦ A 45 76◦ ± 2◦ 14.46 ± 0.03 57 ± 2 -70 ± 60 C iii, Ovi

A 45 76◦ ± 2◦ 14.67 ± 0.04 9 ± 4 -40 ± 60
B 197 80◦ ± 2◦ (None, limit ≈ 12.9)
C 510 47◦ ± 2◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.0)

Table C.4: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ∼ 0.220. Non-MUSE galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (A-65). Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-65 0.220 0.01 56◦ ± 9◦ A 73 32◦ ± 13◦ 13.21 ± 0.05 33 ± 6 240 ± 40

B 262 70◦ ± 13◦ 13.74 ± 0.04 35 ± 4 -70 ± 40
C 589 69◦ ± 13◦ (None, limit ≈ 12.9)
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We therefore cannot reproduce both observed absorption components using our

simple disk/outflow models, without producing additional unobserved absorption.

A model in which any cool clumps in the putative outflow are heated in the IGM,

or one in which the outflow velocity is insufficient to escape to larger scales, could

explain the absorption observed in B yet lacking in C.

In conjunction with the extended disk fitting the absorption in A, a slowing or

heating outflow could then reasonably match all observed absorption around this

galaxy.

C.1.5 Galaxy A-63

A-63 is a ∼ 0.1L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.488, with details in Table C.5 and illustrated in

Figure C.5. It is isolated and highly inclined. A velocity gradient is visible in the

MUSE data, but none of the three sightlines lie near the major axis.

The redshift is such that any associated Lyα lies in the FOS spectra, and there-

fore has much poorer spectral resolution than the COS spectra. Whilst VPFIT has

identified absorption in sightlines B and C, it does not identify absorption in A, al-

though the spectrum visible in the figure suggests possible weak, broad absorption.

Lyβ is visible at this redshift, but is too weak to provide a model fit.

Both A and B lie close to the galaxy minor axis, but the absorption in both is

blueward of the galaxy. An outflow therefore cannot explain both simultaneously.

Similarly, no substantial component of the line-of-sight velocity offset to the absorber

in B can come from rotation, and enough accretion to match that would produce a

substantial redward component in A that is not observed.

An outflow can approximately match the absorption in B, but requires a very

large outflow velocity of & 600 km s−1 and a small opening angle of . 20◦ in order

to produce the large velocity offset observed and avoid producing clear absorption

in LOS-A. This is the model illustrated in Figure C.5. We note that this is much

larger than typical stellar-feedback driven outflows, which typically have velocities

of 100-200 km s−1 (e.g Concas et al., 2019; Schroetter et al., 2019)

Our models cannot match the absorption in LOS-C in addition to the other

sightlines, due to its much larger impact parameter yet similar column density.
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Figure C.4: Details of the Lyα absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy
A-65. The layout of the panels is identical to that in Figure 4.4. The model shown
combines a disk and an outflow. The putative outflow has a velocity of ≈ 120
km s−1 and a half-opening angle of ≈ 30◦, whilst the disk has a rotation velocity of
220 km s−1 and an infall velocity of 50 km s−1. Absorbers originating from other
redshifts are identified by the red ticks as follows: (1) Lyman n = 6 transition from
z = 0.579; (2) and (3) Si iii from z = 0.227; (4) Lyβ from z = 0.445.
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Figure C.5: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy A-63,
a ∼ 0.09L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.49, using [OII] as observed in MUSE. The layout is
identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is an
outflow with opening angle ∼ 20◦ and velocity of 650 km s−1.

The low column densities and large velocity offsets of the detected absorbers

allow for the possibility that they are unassociated with the galaxy, and the lack

of constraints on the absorber width allow for the possibility that these may be

WHIM detections. The large velocities required to reproduce any of the absorption

components do not support the existence of disk/outflow structures around this

galaxy.

C.1.6 Galaxy 30169

Galaxy 30169 is a near-face-on spiral galaxy outside of the MUSE fields (so no

kinematics are available) at z ≈ 0.584 (see Table C.6 and Figure C.6). Absorption

is visible in LOS-B, whilst features in A and B are identified with Lyman-β at z

≈ 0.88, and no clear features are seen in the spectrum of QSO-C. Therefore only

the blue wing visible in the absorber in LOS-B is likely Lyα. One other galaxy lies

within 1 Mpc of QSO-C, but does not have a well-determined position angle and no
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Table C.5: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.488. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (A-63). Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-63 0.488 0.09 77◦ ± 2◦ A 144 66◦ ± 2◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.5)

B 345 87◦ ± 2◦ 13.79 ± 0.05 230 ± 30 -190 ± 30
C 1003 62◦ ± 2◦ 13.8 ± 0.2 260 ± 140 -80 ± 60
C 1003 62◦ ± 2◦ 13.6 ± 0.2 130 ± 40 -430 ± 40

Table C.6: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.584. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (30169). Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
30169 0.584 0.68 31◦ ± 3◦ A 672 52◦ ± 10◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.4)

B 834 13◦ ± 10◦ 13.67 ± 0.16 70 ± 30 -280 ± 30
C 1002 38◦ ± 10◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.5)

(35758) 0.2 A 2035 (0)
B 1673
C 879
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other galaxies are within 500 km s−1 and 2 Mpc of the sightlines.

As the galaxy is close to face-on, a disk model cannot produce the large velocity

offset to the absorber in LOS-B, without an extremely large velocity (> 600 km s−1).

A conical outflow would be capable of generating such an offset, but would also

produce absorption in the other two sightlines (as their impact parameters differ by

less than a factor of two and position angle has only a weak effect at this inclination).

An example of this is shown in the lower panel of Figure C.6.

Therefore neither the disk nor outflow model can reproduce the absorption com-

ponent seen near this galaxy in LOS-B.

C.1.7 Galaxy A-23

A-23 lies at a redshift of z ≈ 0.843, and is detailed in Table C.7 and Figure C.7.

The small apparent size of this galaxy makes it difficult to obtain any kinematic

gradient, and the uncertainty in position angle is large.

Absorption is detected in LOS-B with a substantial blueshift in comparison to

the galaxy. There is also a possible weak feature in LOS-A, although this was not

identified by VPFIT as it lies marginally below the significance threshold.

If the possible absorber in A is included, an outflow cannot simultaneously fit

both absorbers, as they lie in opposite sides of the major axis (and hence probe

opposing outflow cones) yet have the same direction of velocity offset.

A thin disk requires a large rotation velocity (≈ 350 km s−1) in order to match

the velocity offset to the absorber in LOS-B. Due to B lying closer to the major axis,

a thinner disk increases the column density of B in comparison to A and can produce

a similarly strong absorber despite its larger impact parameter. The infall velocity

is also constrained by the apparent absorption in LOS-A, as both sightlines have a

similar line-of-sight velocity component from disk rotation, but opposite line-of-sight

components from infall.
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Figure C.6: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy 30169,
a ∼ 0.7L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.58, using [OII] as observed in MUSE. The layout is
identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is an
outflow with velocity ≈ 280 km s−1 and opening angle 40◦. Absorption originating
from another redshift is marked by red ticks, with both components here identified
as Lyβ originating from z = 0.876.
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Figure C.7: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy A-23, a
∼ 0.2L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.84, using [OII] as observed in MUSE. The layout is identical
to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is disk with
rotation velocity ≈ 350 km s−1.

C.1.8 Galaxy A-30

A-30 lies at z∼0.85, and is detailed in Figure C.8 and Table C.8. It is a non-star-

forming galaxy, so lacks the emission lines necessary to produce kinematics. Strong

absorption features in the spectrum are sufficient to provide a well-constrained red-

shift measurement.

Weak absorption is visible in LOS-B at ≈ 200 km s−1 redward of the galaxy,

with a potential weak absorber at ≈ 400 km s−1 in LOS-A. Additional absorption

identified as Lyα is visible in both sightlines around 500 km s−1 blueward of the

galaxy. No other galaxy comes within 1.5 Mpc of any of the QSOs within 750

km s−1 of this galaxy. The absorbers lie in the low-resolution FOS spectra, but are

too weak for Lyβ to provide a better fit.

Due to its much smaller impact parameter, any disk cannot match the absorption

in B without producing much stronger absorption in A, but a sufficiently narrow

outflow can cause absorption in B without producing absorption in LOS-A. A half-
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Figure C.8: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy A-30, a
∼ 0.1L? galaxy at z ≈ 0.85, using [OII] as observed in MUSE. The layout is identical
to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is disk with
rotation velocity ≈ 450 km s−1 and outflow with velocity ≈ 250 km s−1.

opening angle of ∼ 45◦ and an outflow velocity of ∼ 250 km s−1 can reproduce the

observed absorption.

If the possible weak absorber in A is real, then a disk can produce a reasonable

fit, but the required velocities are quite large. The small impact parameter means

that a disk fitting the absorption in A will not produce any detectable absorption

in B, making the rotating and infalling velocities degenerate. The rotation velocity

can vary between ∼ 350 km s−1 (if 0.6 vvir infall) and ∼ 450 km s−1 (if no infall),

or could be made smaller with larger infall velocities.

The absorption at -400 km s−1 may be due to another galaxy outside the 750

km s−1 window shown.

C.1.9 Galaxy A-64

A-64 is another ∼ 0.1L?, isolated, star-forming galaxy. Some kinematics are avail-

able, showing a clear velocity gradient across the galaxy, although the signal-to-noise
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Table C.7: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.843. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (A-23). Note that this galaxy is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected.
Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-23 0.843 0.2 ± 0.02 31◦ ± 40◦ A 233 68◦ ± 35◦ (None, limit ≈ 13.5)

B 578 19◦ ± 35◦ 13.61 ± 0.08 130 ± 30 -140 ± 40

Table C.8: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.850. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (A-30). Note that this galaxy is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected.
Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-30 0.850 0.12 ± 0.02 53◦ ± 9◦ A 39 19◦ ± 11◦ 13.71 ± 0.02 106 ± 6 -390 ± 40

B 647 45◦ ± 11◦ 13.32 ± 0.14 70 ± 30 190 ± 40

Table C.9: Summary of galaxy–absorber group at z ≈ 0.926. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown
relative to the first galaxy (A-64). Note that this galaxy is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected.
Column descriptions are given in Table 4.3.

Galaxy z Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
A-64 0.926 0.14 ± 0.03 45◦ ± 11◦ A 140 48◦ ± 13◦ 14.13 ± 0.13 170 ± 60 140 ± 40

B 587 31◦ ± 13◦ 14.26 ± 0.08 320 ± 70 130 ± 40
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ratio is poor. This is detailed in Table C.9 and illustrated in Figure C.9.

Similar absorbers are seen in the A and B sightlines, with comparable strengths

and velocity offsets, neither lying close to the major or minor axis of the galaxy. As

LOS-A lies at a smaller impact parameter and closer to the galaxy minor axis than

LOS-B, an outflow cannot reproduce two absorbers with similar densities.

Any rotation in a putative disk would generate a substantial line-of-sight velocity

difference between the absorption in the two sightlines, which is not observed. Ad-

ditionally, a disk would have to be extremely thin (∼ 1000:1) for the position angle

difference (B nearer the major axis) to counter the impact parameter difference (A

nearer the galaxy) and produce similar-strength absorbers. A thicker disk (height

ratio ∼ 30:1) could, however, produce the absorber in A only, with any weak absorp-

tion in B remaining consistent with the observations. This is the model shown in

Figure C.9, with a rotation velocity of ≈ 350 km s−1. Reducing the circular velocity

and increasing the infall velocity can produce more reasonable estimates, with 0.6

vvir infall allowing rotation velocities of ≈ 150 km s−1.

Therefore, whilst the absorption in A can be successfully fit with our toy models,

we cannot match the major components in A and B simultaneously.

C.2 Additional galaxy groups

The following tables and figures describe the properties and model fitting process

for additional galaxy groups not included in the main thesis. These are reproduced

from the Appendix of Paper 3.

C.2.1 G-202

G-202 is the largest group of galaxies in this field (both in number of galaxies and

total stellar mass), at z ≈ 0.2. B-22, the only galaxy in the group that lies in

the MUSE field, is a small galaxy with a distorted shape, possibly due to tidal

interactions within this group. Our estimate of the galaxy’s position angle may be

slightly affected, but we have taken the orientation of the bright central component

(having a larger uncertainty but less likely to be distorted). An additional 5 galaxies
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Figure C.9: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around galaxy A-64, a
∼ 0.1L? galaxy at z ∼ 0.93, using [OII] as observed in MUSE. The layout is identical
to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the model shown in the lower panel is a disk with
rotation velocity ∼ 350 km s−1. The absorption marked in the blue wing in both
sightlines is identified as C iii from z=0.227.
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at this redshift have estimated position angles, and an further 19 lie within 1 Mpc

of at least one of the lines-of-sight.

Absorption is visible in all three lines-of-sight, although several of the absorption

components visible in Figure C.10 are due to features other than Lyα, including

Lyman lines and molecular hydrogen lines from the sub-DLA at z = 0.558. The five

absorption components we have attempted to fit are listed in Table C.10, alongside

another strong absorber in LOS-B which is close to 500 km s−1 blueward of the

galaxy. This large velocity offset makes it unlikely to be associated with any of the

galaxies in the HST field, and more likely associated with one of the galaxies with

slightly lower redshift.

Despite the relatively dense galaxy environment, a combination of disks and

outflows provides a good approximation to four of the five components, and there

may be a contribution to the fifth from a molecular line. The model shown in the

Figure is an outflow with half-opening angle ≈ 15◦ and velocity ≈ 250 km s−1 from

galaxy B-22 (matching the bluer component in B), an outflow with half-opening

angle ≈ 20◦ and velocity ≈ 50 km s−1 from galaxy 31787 (matching the absorption

in A), and a disk with rotation of 150 km s−1 and negligible infall around galaxy

32778 (matching the strong absorption in C and redder component of absorption in

B).

Stripped material is expected in groups of interacting galaxies (e.g Morris &

van den Bergh, 1994), and the distortion in B-22 may be due to this. However, a

‘tail’ of gas extending out along the path of this apparent stream would not intersect

any of the three lines-of-sight. All absorbers identified have widths .50 km s−1, so

we also do not clearly identify any hot intra-group gas.

Two components of absorption in LOS-B are also seen in C iii and Ovi, with

redshifts matching the two Lyα components. No metals are detected in the A or

C sightlines, imposing 1σ upper limits of 1012.9 and 1013.6 cm−2 on C iii and Ovi

respectively in sightline A, whilst these lines could not be detected in LOS-C due

to the sub-DLA. With the metals in C unconstrained, the absorbers in B and C

could have similar C iii/Lyα and Ovi/Lyα ratios, consistent with both probing

rotating/accreting material associated with the same galaxy. The C iii and Ovi
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content of the bluer absorption component in B (identified as an outflow in our best

model result) is lower than that of the redder component (identified as accretion).

It is possible that the accreting material has been stripped or ejected from other

group galaxies, rather than accreted from the IGM, leading to a higher metal content.

However, the increased strength of metal absorption may also be due to photo-

ionization from the group galaxies.

We also note that B-22, with a proposed strong outflow, has a lower SFR (and

sSFR) than most galaxies in this group. Therefore this putative outflow is either

sustained by a very low star-formation rate, or the galaxy has quenched in the past

≈ 300 Myr. The disk model also requires angular momentum aligned on scales of ≈

400 kpc, larger than seen in most models. Despite these difficulties, we cannot rule

out a superposition of disk/outflow models fitting the absorption seen around this

group.

C.2.2 G-383

A-48 and A-49 are a close pair of small, star-forming galaxies near to the line-of-

sight to QSO-A, at z ≈ 0.38. They are separated by ≈ 5 kpc and aligned such that

they lie approximately along each other’s minor axis. A-48 is larger and closer to

the QSO. They are illustrated in Figure C.11 and detailed in Table C.11. Other

larger galaxies exist 1-1.5 Mpc from the sightlines, but outside the HST image so do

not have measured position angles. Whilst emission-line velocities are measurable

from the MUSE data for both galaxies, neither show a clear velocity gradient.

Strong absorption exists in LOS-A, near the minor axis of both galaxies and well

within the virial radius, featuring C iii and Ovi absorption. Both indicate warm,

metal-enriched material that would be consistent with a galactic wind (although,

as the Lyα column densities of the other absorbers are small, their C iii and Ovi

fractions are not constrained, and could be higher). As both galaxies are very close

to edge on, the required outflow velocity in order to produce the 20 or 40 km s−1

line-of-sight velocity difference is massively affected by both the uncertainty in the

velocity offset itself and the galaxy inclination. Using the measured values of both

requires a fast outflow of ∼ 500 km s−1 to reproduce the observations, but any value
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Figure C.10: Details of the Lyα absorption and galaxy environment around group G-
202. Features shown are identical to those in Figure 4.4, with kinematics measured
from Hα in the MUSE data. Three components make up the model shown in the
lower panel: an outflow with half-opening angle ≈ 15◦ and velocity ≈ 250 km s−1

from galaxy B-22; an outflow with half-opening angle ≈ 20◦ and velocity ≈ 50
km s−1 from galaxy 31787; and a disk with rotation velocity ≈ 150 km s−1 and infall
of . 20 km s−1 around galaxy 32778. Absorbers other than Lyα are marked with
red ticks and identified as follows: (1) and (2) as the Lyman n = 5-0 transition from
z = 0.536 in LOS-B and LOS-A respectively; (3) as Lyδ from z = 0.500 in LOS-B;
(4) and (5) as the Lyman n=6 transition from z = 0.558 in LOS-C and LOS-A; (6)
as Lyβ from z = 0.425; and (7)-(10) as molecular lines from the sub-DLA.
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Table C.10: Summary of galaxy and absorber properties for G-202. Columns are labelled as in Table 5.3, although details of galaxies

outside the HST field are shown more briefly.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.202 B-22 0.02 66◦ ± 5◦ A 186 51◦ ± 9◦ 13.95 ± 0.02 52 ± 3 90 ± 40 None

B 103 82◦ ± 9◦ 17.58 ± 0.10 16 ± 1 -470 ± 40 C ii-iii, Ovi, Si ii-iii

B 15.03 ± 0.03 43 ± 2 +110 ± 40 C iii, Ovi

B 14.96 ± 0.08 18 ± 1 +240 ± 40 C iii, Ovi

C 431 30◦ ± 9◦ 13.96 ± 0.05 43 ± 6 -10 ± 40 None

C 14.65 ± 0.05 64 ± 3 +280 ± 40 None

25962 0.07 81◦ ± 1◦ A 295 65◦ ± 1◦ (+100)

B 516 42◦ ± 1◦

C 895 53◦ ± 1◦

31704 0.03 41◦ ± 4◦ A 457 16◦ ± 8◦ (+280)

B 360 20◦ ± 8◦

C 246 79◦ ± 8◦

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

31787 0.08 62◦ ± 2◦ A 387 69◦ ± 2◦ (+100)

B 230 69◦ ± 2◦

C 226 56◦ ± 2◦

32497 1.1 85◦ ± 2◦ A 394 62◦ ± 1◦ (-150)

B 226 77◦ ± 1◦

C 215 54◦ ± 1◦

32778 0.4 43◦ ± 1◦ A 535 40◦ ± 2◦ (+300)

B 412 10◦ ± 2◦

C 195 63◦ ± 2◦

Impact params (kpc)

A B C

(24419) 0.01 628 719 1118 (-430)

(27581) 0.03 724 930 1048 (-380)

(28913) 0.02 679 536 814 (-50)

(30488) 0.1 848 973 949 (+420)

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

(31439) 1.0 1082 889 1036 (+100)

(31978) 0.1 697 439 478 (-50)

(32021) 0.1 678 415 438 (0)

(32308) 0.8 597 331 355 (-10)

(32591) 0.03 856 598 586 (-50)

(32755) 0.7 784 531 572 (+130)

(33166) 0.03 759 493 344 (+30)

(33268) 0.9 820 556 505 (+350)

(33496) 0.1 1100 844 799 (-490)

(34292) 0.03 895 809 500 (-320)

(34719) 0.3 834 590 259 (-420)

(34992) 2.9 818 551 456 (+150)

(35102) 0.5 1163 1132 861 (-330)

(36229) 0.1 1106 856 528 (+430)

(38978) 0.1 1488 1305 903 (-310)
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of outflow velocity . 1000 km s−1 can approximate the observations within the 1σ

region of i and ∆v.

Weak absorption in QSO-B is apparent at ≈ 320 km s−1 blueward of the galaxy

pair, as well as 150 km s−1 redward. Possible absorbers in A at -320 and -150 are

attributed to higher-order Lyman lines from higher redshift gas (Ly-β from z ≈ 0.64,

and Lyγ from z ≈ 0.73). All apparent transitions in C are attributed to molecular

lines from the sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.56.

Neither of the absorbers in B can be reproduced using a reasonable outflow, as it

would need a very large opening angle to get close to the major axis, and this would

produce a very large velocity spread on the absorption in A. As the absorbers lie near

the major axis, a disk-like structure could be considered. This could be invoked for

either or both absorbers in B, with potentially the two galaxies rotating in different

directions producing the -320 and +150 km s−1 absorbers. Such a disk could not

fit the absorption in A in addition to that in B, as a disk thick enough to produce

strong absorption along the minor axis would also cover a wide range of line-of-sight

velocities along LOS-B, and therefore wider absorption than is observed.

Given the uncertainties in inclination and velocity offset, an outflow fitting the

absorption in A alongside a disk from either galaxy matching the redward component

of absorption in B seems plausible. The large velocity offset required to match the

blue component in B would require a larger disk velocity than the virial velocity

of either galaxy. It is therefore more likely to be associated with the more distant

galaxies, or not physically associated with any of the galaxies in this group.

C.2.3 G-517

Group G-517 is made up of only two galaxies. B-43 is a ≈ 0.6L∗ spiral galaxy at z

≈ 0.52, with a far smaller (≈ 0.02L∗) companion galaxy B-34, illustrated in Table

C.12 and Figure C.12. A large group exists at the same redshift, but this is more

than 1.5 Mpc from the lines-of-sight. B-34 is sufficiently faint that it is difficult to

obtain a position angle. The uncertainty on the B-43 position angle may also be

underestimated as the flux in the spiral arms dominates over the disk that we use

to measure the position angle.
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Figure C.11: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around group G-383,
a galaxy pair at z ∼ 0.39, with kinematics taken from the Hα emission line seen
in the MUSE data. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, and the
model shown in the lower panel combines an outflow with 600 km s−1velocity and
10◦ half-opening angle, and a rotating disk around A-49 with rotation velocity 180
km s−1. Additional absorbers indicated by red ticks are identified as follows: (1),
(4) and (5) are H2 molecular lines from the sub-DLA at z ≈ 0.56; (2) is Lyδ from z
= 0.73; and (3) is Lyβ from z = 0.64. Note that the close separation between the
galaxies in both velocity and projection makes them difficult to distinguish in the
central panel.
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Table C.11: Summary of galaxy and absorber properties of group G-383. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities
shown relative to the first galaxy (A-48). Columns are identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.383 A-48 0.03 87◦ ± 3◦ A 38 87◦ ± 4◦ 14.67 ± 0.02 53 ± 2 +40 ± 40 C iii, Ovi
B 414 4◦ ± 4◦ 13.22 ± 0.09 20 ± 7 -320 ± 40 (None)
B 414 4◦ ± 4◦ 13.11 ± 0.13 24 ± 11 +150 ± 40 (None)
C 932 38◦ ± 4◦ (None, limit ∼ 13.0)

A-49 0.02 80◦ ± 5◦ A 43 81◦ ± 4◦ (-20)
B 411 0◦ ± 4◦

C 927 35◦ ± 4◦
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There is no significant absorption in any of the lines-of-sight. This is somewhat

surprising for LOS-B, as it lies near the minor axis at a small impact parameter

to a fairly large star-forming galaxy. This either indicates that such outflows are

not ubiquitous around SF galaxies, that these outflows are ‘patchy’ (with covering

factor <1), or that any outflow around this galaxy is heating the gas enough that

no H i absorption is visible. Coverage of several metal species including C iii and

Ovi is provided by our observations at this redshift, but no metals are detected.

C.2.4 G-536

A-36 and A-37 are a close pair of galaxies that are likely interacting (given the

asymmetry in A-36), with A-40 a more distant third galaxy. Details are given

in Table C.13 and Figure C.13. A substantial number of galaxies exist at similar

redshifts with larger impact parameters. All three MUSE galaxies are star-forming,

and the interacting pair have measurable kinematics. Strong absorption is visible

along all three lines of sight. In galaxy A-36, the bright bulge appears to be off-

centre with respect to the disk, likely indicating interaction with A-37. However,

GALFIT is able to fit both galaxies reasonably well using a simple disk that is not

strongly distorted.

In Figure C.13, we show the Lyβ transition in absorption at the redshift of this

group. This is due to the Lyα lying in the lower-resolution FOS spectra, whilst Lyβ

produces strong absorption in the COS spectra, so more structure in the Lyβ can

be discerned.

Given several galaxies, there are multiple ways of generating the absorption fea-

tures in the observed spectra. A wide outflow around A-36 can approximately repro-

duce the saturated Lyβ absorption in LOS-A, or a narrower outflow could explain

the redmost component of this absorption. An outflow from galaxy A-37 with suffi-

cient velocity to cover the galaxy-absorber offset seen to the absorbing components

in LOS-B produces absorption that is too broad and therefore inconsistent with

the observations. Depending on the orientation of the galaxy, an outflow around

A-40 can also reasonably match either the blue or red end of the broad saturated

absorption in LOS-A.
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Figure C.12: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment of group G-517, with
kinematics from [O iii] as seen in the MUSE data. The layout is identical to that
shown in Figure 4.4, except that no model is shown.
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Table C.12: Summary of galaxy and absorber properties for group G-517. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities
shown relative to the first galaxy (B-43). Columns are identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.517 B-43 0.6 66◦ ± 1◦ A 501 3◦ ± 6◦ (None, limit ≈13.3)
B 95 86◦ ± 6◦ (None, limit ≈13.3)
C 683 37◦ ± 6◦ (None, limit ≈13.4)

(B-34) 0.02 A 666 (-20)
B 238
C 841
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Disk models may also contribute. A disk around A-36 will intersect both the A

and B sightlines, and the galaxy velocity gradient acts in the direction such that

any co-rotating disk cannot match the absorption found blueward of the galaxy.

Given the saturation in A, such a disk cannot reproduce any substantial fraction of

this absorption without also being detected in LOS-B redward of the galaxy. The

observations therefore rule out this scenario. A disk around A-37 can fit a part of

the absorption in A, most likely the blue end based on the galaxy kinematics, whilst

a disk around A-40 can reproduce the strong absorption in B and a portion of the

absorption in A.

The model shown in Figure C.13 includes this disk around A-40, with a rotation

velocity of ≈ 110 km s−1. An outflow from galaxy A-36 produces the other two

components in A. However, the absorption in A could instead be produced by a

disk-like structure around A-37 or an outflow around A-40 in combination with a

weaker outflow from A-36.

Several metal features are detected at this redshift in sightlines A and B. LOS-A

exhibits C iii, O iv and Ovi, whilst LOS-B features O ii alongside C ii, C iii and C iv.

The metals in A appear to form two components, rather than the three components

detected in H i, and these two components feature similar column densities in each

of the three detected ions. This is consistent with the two components being part of

the same structure, an outflow from A-36 being our best model fit. The absorption

in LOS-B has a lower C iii content and a wider range of low ions detected, which

also seems consistent with our models suggesting that this is primarily accretion

onto A-40 (although the presence of some metals requires that this accretion is not

pristine).

We therefore cannot rule out a superposition of disks and outflows in this group,

although some combinations are ruled out. Given their close proximity and the

distortions visible in the HST image, we would expect substantial interactions in

the CGM of these galaxies, likely including tidal stripping, but cannot show this

using the current observations of these galaxies. The absorption that is blueshifted

by 300-500 km s−1 is not fit by our models, and may originate from these galaxies

or some of the more distant galaxies at this redshift.
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Figure C.13: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around G-536. The
layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, although the lower panel shows
the relevant Lyβ absorption, and kinematics shown are from the [O ii] emission
line seen in the MUSE data. The model shown in the lower panel combines an
outflow with velocity 140 km s−1and half-opening angle 55◦ around A-36 and a disk
with rotation velocity 110 km s−1around A-40. Absorption originating from another
redshift is labelled with red ticks. Component (2) is Lyα from z ≈ 0.295, whilst all
of the other labelled components are molecular lines originating from the sub-DLA
in LOS-C.
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Table C.13: Summary of galaxy–absorber group G-536. Non-MUSE galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative to
the first galaxy (A-36). Columns are identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v (km/s) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.536 A-36 0.77 62◦ ± 2◦ A 120 77◦ ± 2◦ 15.61 ± 0.02 39 ± 2 40 ± 60 O iv & C iii(40 & -110)
A 120 77◦ ± 2◦ 15.30 ± 0.02 67 ± 4 -90 ± 60 Ovi (0 & -120)
A 120 77◦ ± 2◦ 14.41 ± 0.08 290 ± 50 -140 ± 60
B 463 28◦ ± 2◦ 15.30 ± 0.04 24 ± 2 -180 ± 60 C ii(-150, -230), O ii (-140)
B 463 28◦ ± 2◦ 14.36 ± 0.07 39 ± 7 -290 ± 60 C iii(-180), C iv (0)
B 463 28◦ ± 2◦ 14.48 ± 0.05 28 ± 3 -400 ± 60
C 1166 5◦ ± 2◦ 15.37 ± 0.07 53 ± 5 -360 ± 40 (No metals)

A-37 0.31 72◦ ± 3◦ A 123 31◦ ± 2◦ (-40)
B 459 75◦ ± 2◦

C 1163 52◦ ± 2◦

A-40 0.02 65◦ ± 8◦ A 240 63◦ ± 10◦ (-60)
B 398 15◦ ± 10◦

C 1140 30◦ ± 10◦

(29364) 1.1 A 874 (-450)
B 606
C 1229

(29521) 0.4 A 1007 (-450)
B 681
C 1220
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C.2.5 G-558

This group of galaxies lies at the redshift of the sub-DLA at z = 0.558 in the spectrum

of QSO-C. Whilst the three galaxies lying in the MUSE field (A-72, A-75 and A-77)

are the closest to QSO-A, there are several other galaxies at this redshift at similar

impact parameters to QSOs B and C. As neither the high-resolution imaging nor

the IFU data cover QSO-C, no host galaxy has been identified for the sub-DLA.

A-77 is a very low-surface-brightness galaxy, making it difficult for GALFIT to fit,

so the position angle and inclination are not well-determined. The details are given

in Table C.14and the galaxies and absorption at this redshift are shown in Figure

C.14. The three closest galaxies are separated by ≈ 50 kpc. There may be some

distortion visible in the light from these galaxies (they do not appear to be smooth

disks), but this cannot be clearly attributed to interactions between the galaxies.

We use Ly-β for the fitting, as unlike Ly-α it lies in the higher-resolution COS

wavelength range, and can therefore better constrain the models. The absorption

in C is saturated across a large range of wavelengths, even in Ly-β, but absorption

is also visible in both the A and B sightlines.

We note that the absorption in B at this redshift in both Lyα and Lyβ is a

blend of H i absorption lines from other redshifts, making it difficult to identify

which of the absorption features seen in Figure C.14 are Lyβ and therefore should

be considered in our fitting. In particular, the absorption component identified at

≈ -100 km s−1 in LOS-B and marked with a vertical line in the figure is apparent in

Lyα but not clearly visible in Lyβ. The absorption in LOS-B that is clearly visible at

the wavelength of Lyβ was not clearly identified as such, and appears to be a blend

of Lyα from z ≈ 0.32, Lyβ from this redshift, and Lyδ from z ≈ 0.64. However, the

Lyβ does contribute, as the column densities estimated for the other H i systems

making up this blend are not sufficient to produce the observed absorption.

Note that the velocity offset to galaxy 30142 is ≈ 300 km s−1, such that any

outflow with sufficient velocity to match this would also produce a larger range of

line-of-sight velocities than seen in the observed absorption. This also applies to

galaxy 29812, despite a somewhat smaller velocity offset (as A and B lie nearer the

minor axis). A disk around 30142 also fails to reproduce the column density ratio
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between the two lines-of-sight, as the smaller impact parameter to LOS-B leads to

absorption stronger than observed. Although a disk around 29812 is possible and

can reproduce the absorption in LOS-B, such a disk would need a radius of ≈ 1

Mpc in order to reach the sightline. The absorption near this group of galaxies

is therefore likely due to the trio of galaxies closest to the sightlines. A-77 does

not have position angle and inclination measurements, so we can only model these

structures around A-72 and A-75.

Neither a disk nor an outflow can simultaneously match both of the clear ab-

sorption components seen in sightlines A and B. For both galaxies with measured

position angles, A lies at a smaller impact parameter and nearer to the major axis,

so our disk models produce much larger column densities at A than at B (even

accounting for the other contributors to the blended absorption in B). Any outflow

with large enough opening angle to cover LOS-A and fast enough velocity to match

the galaxy-absorber offset will also produce much wider absorption in B than is

observed. A combination of models is therefore required.

We find that the absorption in A can be approximately reproduced by a halo or

disk around A-75, whilst the absorption in B could be attributed to an outflow from

A-72 or A-75 (or a disk from 29812, but this is less likely due to the larger extent

required). We do detect Ovi absorption in LOS-A but not in LOS-B. However, our

detection limits allow the absorption in B to have a similar Ovi to H i ratio to that

in A. We therefore do not consider this non-detection to make an outflow origin for

the absorption in B any less plausible.

The orientation (which side of the disk is inclined away from the observer, de-

noted by the SNr parameter) required of A-75 for an outflow to reach the absorption

in B is not consistent with the disk model that fits A, so the combination of A-75

disk and outflow is not able to fit the observations. As A-72 is the most luminous

and has the highest SFR of the two galaxies, we prefer the combination of outflow

from A-72, and a disk or halo from A-75. A combination of outflow and halo from

A-75 is also consistent with the observations and, as we note throughout this work,

stripped material is difficult to rule out using these observations.

The model shown in Figure C.14 consists of an outflow around galaxy A-72
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and a disk around A-75. The outflow has half-opening angle ≈ 40◦ and velocity 150

km s−1, whilst the disk has rotational velocity of 100 km s−1and an infall component

of ≈ 50 km s−1.

C.2.6 G-907

A-16 and B-19 are both small, star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 0.9, illustrated in Ta-

ble C.15 and Figure C.15. Both lines-of-sight show moderately strong absorption

slightly blueward of both galaxies. The galaxies have sufficient signal-to-noise for

kinematics to be measured, but are not well-resolved by MUSE so do not show a

clear velocity gradient. They are separated by ≈ 600 kpc, so it is unsurprising that

there is no sign of interaction in the HST image.

There are no clear constraints from the kinematics, and the absorption features

in the FOS spectra are unresolved. Lyβ also lies in FOS at this redshift, so cannot

be used to resolve these features. Each galaxy lies ≈ 200 kpc from one sightline, and

≈ 700 kpc from the other. Our models therefore cannot produce both absorption

features with near-identical strengths and velocities using a disk and outflow from

the same galaxy. However, the parameters can easily be tuned such that a disk or

outflow from each galaxy can reproduce the absorption in the nearest line-of-sight.

In Figure C.15 we show an outflow with velocity 150 km s−1 and half-opening

angle 60◦ from A-16, and a disk with scale height ratio 20:1 with circular and inward

velocities of 130 and 30 km s−1 respectively around B-19. However, an outflow from

B-19 and disk around A-16 can similarly reproduce the observations. In this case,

the outflow would require only 80 km s−1 velocity, and a similar opening angle, and

the disk would require vφ ≈ 150 km s−1 and vr ≈ 50 km s−1. This scenario also

produces more model absorption in the more distant sightline than the A-16 outflow,

which better constrains the two disk velocity components and the outflow opening

angle. Either scenario is possible with parameters within the bounds suggested by

Paper 2 and other works.

Although our models cannot easily discriminate between these two scenarios, we

find that the absorption around these galaxies is consistent with plausible CGM

structures around the individual galaxies. Tidal material is not ruled out, but given
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Figure C.14: Details of the Lyβ absorption and galaxy environment around group
G-558 at the redshift of the sub-DLA. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure
4.4. The model shown is an outflow around galaxy A-72 (with half-opening angle
≈ 40◦ and velocity 150 km s−1) and a disk around A-75 (with a rotational velocity
of 100 km s−1and an infall component of ≈ 50 km s−1). Additional features labelled
(1) and (2) are H2 molecular lines at the same redshift as the sub-DLA (z≈0.558),
whilst (3) is the Lyman 7-0 transition from z=0.718.
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Table C.14: Summary of galaxy–absorber group G-558. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (A-72). Columns are identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.558 A-72 0.10 63◦ ± 3◦ A 148 3◦ ± 4◦ 14.81 ± 0.03 37 ± 2 +50 ± 40 Ovi
B 426 57◦ ± 4◦ 14.26 ± 0.05 260 ± 40 -60 ± 40 None
C 1033 14◦ ± 4◦ 18.0 ± 0.9 64 ± 12 +10 ± 40 C ii,iii, N iii, Ovi, Si ii,iii

A-75 0.03 69◦ ± 6◦ A 183 29◦ ± 6◦ (+70)
B 373 75◦ ± 6◦

C 994 30◦ ± 6◦

A-77 0.04 A 205 (+180)
B 401
C 980

(27894) 0.1 A 1025 (-40)
B 871
C 1544

29812 0.2 78◦ ± 12◦ A 804 83◦ ± 8◦ (+150)
B 442 47◦ ± 8◦

C 1054 6◦ ± 8◦

30142 0.6 74◦ ± 2◦ A 842 6◦ ± 2◦ (+300)
B 419 35◦ ± 2◦

C 960 87◦ ± 2◦
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a separation between the galaxies that is substantially larger than the virial radius,

this is unlikely to dominate the observed absorption.
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Figure C.15: Details of the absorption and galaxy environment around G-907, a
galaxy pair at z ∼ 0.91. The layout is identical to that shown in Figure 4.4, with
kinematics from the [O ii] emission line seen in the MUSE data, and the model shown
in the lower panel combines an outflow with velocity 150 km s−1 and half-opening
angle 60◦ around A-16 and a disk with rotation velocity 130 km s−1 around B-19.
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Table C.15: Summary of galaxy–absorber group G-907. Any additional galaxies and metal absorbers have velocities shown relative
to the first galaxy (A-16). Note that this group is beyond the redshift of QSO-C, so no absorption could be detected. Columns are
identical to those in Table 5.3.

z Galaxy Lum (L?) Inc LOS Imp (kpc) Azimuth log(N H i) b ( km s−1) ∆v ( km s−1) Other ions
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

0.907 A-16 0.17 53◦ ± 12◦ A 180 72◦ ± 20◦ 14.16 ± 0.05 170 ± 20 -50 ± 40
B 635 30◦ ± 20◦ 14.15 ± 0.03 157 ± 11 -60 ± 40

B-19 0.10 58◦ ± 7◦ A 631 44◦ ± 12◦ (-40)
B 170 57◦ ± 12◦
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